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Abstract
Indigenous peoples have been residing in Canada for more than five thousand years. In
northern Canada, these peoples were mostly nomadic, interacting with one another through trade,
marriage and, occasionally, warfare. The education of children was a task borne by all members
of the community, and children learned practical skills such as sewing, hunting and cooking, in
order to follow in the footsteps of their Elders and serve their community. After colonization,
Inuit communities were placed under the governance of the Canadian government, which
resulted in them moving to a sedentary lifestyle Their schooling was moved to a governed
institutionwhere they learned almost exclusively from Catholic nuns and non-Indigenous
teachers, rather than all members of the community. Though these Inuit communities were not
formally under the oversight of the Indian Act, they were forced into the residential school
system, where many suffered physical, sexual or psychological abuses. These traumas have had
echoing effects into the current generation. Moreover, Inuit youth of today have suffered loss of
culture and language, and they are, in many cases, unable to complete their formal education.
This research elaborates on the effects of this loss of culture and educational challenges, as well
as on possible solutions to remedy some of the difficulties created by the residential school
system and colonization by increasing autonomy throughout Inuit communities.
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1 Introduction
Education is frequently viewed as a monolithic set of tasks, disciplines and criteria, such
as learning to read, write, understand mathematics and science. This perception is reinforced by
the use of standardized testing to measure and rank countries around the world. Nevertheless, the
education systems can still vary greatly and, historically, there have existed enormous
differences, whether with regard to the skills being taught or on ideological aims and priorities
(eg. whether or not today’s American students should be taught critical race theory, or what to
include in Canada’s sex education courses). In nomadic agrarian societies, the education was
based on practical skills needed for survival, such as hunting, making clothes, or harvesting
crops, and teaching was received from nearly all members of the community. As societies
transformed in time, education itself evolved into a more formal system, where students typically
learn from people who have studied specifically in order to be able to teach or who have
specialized in a specific subject or discipline. Many subjects are now considered to be
universally important, such as mathematics, language, social studies, and sciences as they teach
the children the skills of literacy, numeracy, and critical thinking.
All these skills are indeed important in today’s societies, and it would be very difficult to
succeed personally and economically without being literate, for instance. What is important to
note for the purpose of this research, though, is how culture affects the way these subjects and
skills are taught and, just as importantly,- learned. Subject matters, pedagogical methods and
delivery skills are not the only aspects of the education system which can be modified to be of
bigger help to the students. There are administrative and even architectural features which can be
of use. One example of such an administrative factor would be the daily schedule set by the
schools.
The standard school day for an American or Canadian student would typically begin around 8am
and end around 3:30pm (8:00- 15:00). In Finland, the school day varies depending on the
students’ ages, with young students only being in school 20 hours per week. In Spain, most
schools end their days around 5pm (17:00) and give their students a 2-hour lunch break during
the hottest hours of the day to make school a less arduous experience for students and teachers
alike. A small number of secondary schools in Canada have begun to move their starting time
later in the morning to match their students’ sleep schedules, which has shown to have positive
impacts on their academic results.1 From personal experience, there are modifications that can be
made to the school buildings which would also help students perform better in schools, eg
ensuring that schools in hot cities have air conditioning systems for the summer months, and
having ‘sunlight lamps’ in Arctic buildings to alleviate the seasonal depression that can be
occasionally brought on by the Arctic winter darkness. This would also help to combat the fact
that some schools in Nunavut do not have windows, as they are more difficult to insulate against
Suni E and Vyas N, “How Would Later School Start Times Affect Sleep?” (Sleep FoundationFebruary 5, 2021)
<https://www.sleepfoundation.org/school-and-sleep/later-school-start-times> accessed October 7, 2021
1
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the frigid winters, and students often have very little access to natural sunlight during the school
day.
To a person who has never experienced the lived and felt specificities of these locations,
it may be difficult to picture and understand the need for some of these administrative or physical
changes to the existing schools, both as emanations of an institutional system and as concrete
places for their inhabitants. Similarly, to an adult, the need for a later start time for teens might
not be evident, and to someone who has never experienced a summer in Ottawa, the need for air
conditioning in schools might seem frivolous, given also the fact that Canada is not exactly
tropical. And yet the need is there, nonetheless. In the same manner, cultural differences between
Inuit Canadians and non-Indigenous Canadians should be more closely examined, as this can
illustrate opportunities to modify the education system and the curricula in Inuit communities to
better suit their needs. In particular, the present study is going to argue that giving Inuit
communities more autonomy to modify the education system as they see fit is really important,
insofar as each community is bound to have different needs that have to be met, somehow and at
some point. To this end, this thesis is organised in three sections: the historical context of
education and governance among the Inuit; the current needs and challenges facing Inuit
communities across Inuit Nunangat*; and finally, an analysis of various educational and
governance policies from Canada and abroad, so as to show which of these policies would be
most effective in the context of the Inuit living in their traditional territory in the Canadian
Arctic.
In modern Canadian society, the role of formal academic achievement has become
increasingly important. According to Statistics Canada, there is a strong correlation between
employment and higher levels of education. Following the 2008 economic crisis, the
unemployment rate for people who had not completed secondary school was 11.6%, whereas
those who had graduated from a university program had an unemployment rate of just 4.9%. In
2018, the unemployment rates were 8.1% and 4.1% respectively.2 “Graduating from upper
secondary education has become increasingly important in all countries, as the skills needed in
the labour market are becoming more knowledge based. High-school graduation rates therefore
provide a good indication of whether a country is preparing its students to meet the minimum
requirements of the job market.”3

*Inuit Nunangat refers to the whole of the territory traditionally occupied by the Inuit, spanning across Northern
Canada (in some cases, people will refer to Inuit Nunaat to refer to the whole of the territory traditionally occupied
by the Inuit peoples, which includes the land in Alaska, Greenland and Russia. In all cases, it includes the ocean
surrounding the land as this was and still is an integral part of Inuit life
2
Government of Canada, Statistics Canada (Unemployment rate, participation rate and employment rate by
educational attainment, annual/January 10, 2020)
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1410002001 accessed January 5, 2021
3
“Education” (OECD Better Life Index) <http://www.oecdbetterlifeindex.org/topics/education/> accessed
November 26, 2020
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The rate of education among Canadians has been steadily increasing over the past century and,
“[o]ver the last thirty years, the Canadian population has roughly doubled, and the participation
rate has roughly tripled; the university age cohort size, relative to total population, has risen from
7.8% in 1951 to 9.6% in 1983. The result is that university enrolment almost increased to sixfold its original level over the last thirty years. In 1983, full-time undergraduate enrolment in
Canada reached about 400,000 students.”4 In addition, between 1999 and 2009, the number of
Canadians who had completed tertiary education rose from 39% to 50%5, according to Statistics
Canada. Proportionally, this makes Canada one of the most well-educated populaces in the
world. In terms of academic achievement, Canada ranks 7th of 40 among the OECD countries.6
For millennia, the act of teaching skills to youth has been used to benefit the whole
community, and to enforce existing cultural values such as teaching medicinal skills using local
materials, language, and sewing. The fact that it is a small group of people who decide on the
curricula for large regions such as provinces or entire countries is a very recent phenomenon.
The efforts to enforce a standard set of skills and, perhaps more implicitly, a set of culturally
accepted values continues, however, to this day. It may be true that these skills and values may
vary slightly from school to school (for example, some school boards are based on specific
religions) but, overall, all classes are used to teach skills and values based on their perceived
importance in Canadian society at large (French being a mandatory subject in all schools until
the end of grade 9, for instance, as a result of its official language status). This is partially due to
the historical importance of the French language in Canada, but also due to the relatively large
linguistic presence of French in Canadian communities (compared to other minority languages).
Inuktitut is still the language of the majority in Nunavut, and Nunavik, and as an official
language of Nunavut, should be given the same status as other official languages, by including
them extensively in the curriculum.Another subtle difference is that most schools in Canada play
the national anthem each morning, but in Quebec this almost never occurs, which serves to
further cement the differences in cultural identity between the people of Quebec and the rest of
Canada.
One of the more overt ways Canadian schools teach specific values is through their social studies
(which includes history, geography, and the humanities) curricula. The curriculum of each
subject is decided by the respective departments of education, and the subject material changes
with each province. For example, history classes taught in Quebec focus exclusively on Quebec
history and the relationship with the French. Ontario history focuses more broadly on the French
Vanderkamp, J, “University Enrolment in Canada 1951-83 and Beyond**” (1984) 14 Canadian Journal of Higher
Education
5
“Education Indicators in Canada: Fact Sheets” (Statistics Canada: Canada's national statistical agency /
Statistique Canada : Organisme statistique national du CanadaNovember 27, 2015)
<https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/81-599-x/81-599-x2012008-eng.htm> accessed October 24, 2020
6
“Education” (OECD Better Life Index) <http://www.oecdbetterlifeindex.org/topics/education/> accessed
November 26, 2020
4
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and English settlers, though mostly from the perspective of the English, and it has almost no
Indigenous history to speak of, while in the Northwest Territories a large emphasis is placed on
local Indigenous cultures, and the curriculum includes studies about the circumpolar world as a
whole. By modifying the material taught to students, our society dictates which skills and
knowledge will be passed on to future generations, based on the values that we are supposed to
hold at present. It is therefore important that Inuit communities are able to dictate which of their
cultural values need to be passed on through the schooling of children.
As L.A Cremin writes in ‘Public Education and Education of the Public’,
“I would maintain that the questions we need to raise about education are among the most
important questions that can be raised in our society, particularly at this juncture in history. What
knowledge should ‘we the people’ hold in common? What values? What skills? What sensibilities? When
we ask such questions, we are getting at the heart of the kind of society we want to live in and the kind of
society we want our children to live in.ˮ7

The decisions of which skills will be included in the curriculum, as well as which of these
common values have become far more centralized with the creation of the departments of
education in the Canadian provinces and territories. However, this has meant that some of the
distinct differences in worldviews between cultures in Canada have become muted or completely
erased.
It is of the utmost importance that each Indigenous community has the opportunity to
have their culture represented in their education system, as it was this way before they were
forced to change it, and it would have likely continued to be influenced by the local culture had
the residential schools not formed. Additionally, there appear to be two separate education
systems in Canada. The first being the schools which are overseen by their respective provincial
and territorial governments, and the second being the schools which are overseen by the
Department of Indigenous Services (previously Indigenous and Northern Affairs and Indian
Affairs before that). The latter being schools which are located on Indigenous reserves, as these
are the schools which continue to be governed by the Indian Act. The Department of Indigenous
Services exclusively oversees the schools which are on the reserves, and as these tend to be in
remote locations, their chronic underfunding tends to go unnoticed by the general public. As will
be elaborated upon in other sections, the schools in the Canadian North also suffer from
underfunding. However, for schools in the territories and in Nunavik, this is frequently the result
of a discrepancy between the high cost of living in the Arctic and the budget allocated to the
territorial governments by the federal government. The governing bodies of these school systems
must now choose with intention to create a curriculum which will allow students to thrive as they
progress into adulthood, which means including the local culture and, as far as reasonable,
change the schools to fit the students rather than the other way around. This would mean creating

7

Tomlins-Jahnke H and others, Indigenous education: new directions in theory and practice (University of Alberta
Press 2019) 5
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a curriculum that understood what is needed to flourish as an adult in Canada today, while also
taking into consideration the culture and context of the local community, and teaching skills with
these considerations as part of the overarching philosophy.
As no individual treaties were created between the federal government and Inuit
communities, schools in Nunangat are governed by their respective provincial or territorial
governments (Quebec, Nunavut, the Northwest Territories and Yukon) rather than by Indigenous
Services. Despite the lack of treaties with Inuit communities, Inuit children were nonetheless
subjected to the residential school system, which was run by the Department of Indian Affairs,
and their induction into this system was largely by direct coercion or through threatening parents
to simply remove their children from their homes. This dark chapter of Canadian history will be
expatiated in the first section of this thesis.
As stated, this thesis comprises three sections. The first one is devoted to the historical
context of Inuit communities and their relationship with the Canadian governments and nonIndigenous Canadians. It spans from pre-contact to the end of the 20th century, and covers the
settlement of Canada by Europeans and the subsequent relationships between the Inuit and the
Canadian federal government, as well as various aspects of Inuit culture and history pertaining to
education. The second section explores the current needs and challenges facing Inuit
communities and addresses the lasting effects of the trauma created by the residential school
system. In addition, it tackles the economic realities of living in the Canadian North and the
challenges that one must face when trying to obtain a formal education. The final section
discusses the future of education policies in Canada and how they can impact these communities.
This section offers a comparative analysis of the current educational and governance policies in
Canada and other countries, as well as an examination of how such policies can have a positive
impact on a people that has been historically marginalized. In particular, given their importance
vis-à-vis Polar studies and Indigenous studies, Greenland, Norway, Finland, and New Zealand
are used as case studies for their various methods of revitalizing the local Indigenous cultures
and languages, and for their inclusion in their school system.
In recent years, the relationship between the federal government and Indigenous
communities has been the subject of greater public interest, as the desire for reconciliation grows
among the public. The Inuit have been receiving more and more public interest, starting with the
creation of the territory of Nunavut (a process which began in the 1980’s and culminated in
1999); next with the federal government officially recognizing the trauma created by the
residential school system and publicly apologizing for it in 2008, under the government of
Stephen Harper; and, finally, with an increasing public interest in the Arctic region over the past
decade. As more people become more concerned with the disruptive phenomena brought on by
climate change, both Indigenous people in Canada and the people of the Arctic at large have
become more central in the national discussions, especially insofar as Indigenous people
Page | 15

continue to lead protests against proposed additional oil pipelines the deforestation of some of
Canada’s oldest forests in British Columbia, and the continuation of a socio-economic order
contributing to the fact that weather patterns become more and more extreme, ice caps melt more
and more quickly, and notable animal species such as the polar bear edge closer and closer to
extinction.
This increase in public interest has led to somewhat more effective policies regarding the
issues facing Inuit communities in Nunangat. For instance, the federal government created three
clinics in Nunavut to screen specifically for tuberculosis8, which is endemic in the territory but
has declined noticeably since the creation of the clinics. $400 million (CAD) have also been
allocated for housing projects in the region.9 The current housing crisis in the territory and the
cost of building new homes having meant, in fact, that many dwellings are overcrowded, which
can then worsen the spread of dangerous diseases (e.g., tuberculosis and covid-19). There has
also been a substantial amount of research surrounding issues facing various Inuit communities
regarding healing intergenerational trauma, reversing the suicide epidemic among Inuit youth,
and how the Canadian government should shape its Arctic policy in coming years. There have
been successful mandates at the territorial level to ensure that Inuit representatives have a strong
voice in their own community, e.g., by giving preference to Inuit candidates for government
roles and the creation of new programs and services offered in Inuktitut.
As no one facet of a person’s life is completely isolated, improving one aspect, such as
physical or mental health, is also likely to improve overall economic output and academic
performance levels. The fact should also be taken into consideration by the schools that many
seemingly external factors can negatively impact schooling and academic performance. In the
Canadian context on the whole, policies have been created to encourage higher academic
achievement among Indigenous communities, such as offering funding for ‘status Indians’ to
attend post-secondary institutions. The trouble with this policy is that the curriculum of primary
and secondary school is frequently not adapted to the needs of their Indigenous communities.
Moreover, their schools are chronically underfunded (which is certainly not conducive to
academic success), and this policy excludes the Inuit, insofar as the ‘status’ at issue refers to
nations governed by the Indian Act, meaning it can only be issued to First Nations peoples.
Additionally, because of the Canadian government’s insistence on obtaining this status to access
certain services, this policy has historically been used to attempt to force assimilation. In the
past, for instance, women would lose their ‘Indian’ status and wouldn’t be able to live in their
home communities if they married non-Indigenous men. In many cases, the root of the problem
Oudshoorn K, “Nunavut TB Rates Remain High despite Community Testing | CBC News” (CBCnewsJune 11,
2019) <https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/north/nunavut-tb-rates-remain-high-1.5169300> accessed November 2,
2020
9
Hinchey G, “2018 Budget Promises $400 Million for Inuit Housing, Funds to Eliminate TB in Nunavut | CBC
News” (CBCnewsFebruary 27, 2018) <https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/north/north-budget-highlights-20181.4554521> accessed November 26, 2020
8
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is ignored, and that is largely that Inuit and other Indigenous students simply feel that they do not
belong in the school system, and as a result they do not feel compelled to enter postsecondary
education, while many more do not even finish their secondary education.
In the Canadian North, there has been a rapid and dramatic transformation in Inuit
culture, due to factors such as: a decline in usage of Inuktitut, and an increasing segment of the
population who do not speak the language; multiple epidemics (i.e., tuberculosis and covid-19);
and oversight from a federal government that, historically, has not understood the cultural
nuances of the Inuit and has created laws and policies which have frequently been to the
detriment of the Inuit in many aspects of their lives, including their educational needs and
academic journey. This thesis is therefore going to outline various methods and policy
adaptations that can be made so as to modify the current education system and meet the needs of
the Inuit communities, largely through modifications aimed at including more of the traditional
cultural practices and outlooks in order to encourage higher academic achievement, and thus
increase economic conditions and quality of life, as well as autonomy among the Inuit.
Experts say that happiness does increase with wealth, but the correlation peaks at earning
$75, 000 per year [USD]. ‘The lower a person’s annual income falls below that benchmark, the
unhappier he or she feels. But no matter how much more than $75, 000 people make, they don’t
report any greater degree of happiness.’ Time reported in 2010, citing a study from Princeton
University conducted by economist Angus Deaton and psychologist Daniel Kahneman.10 In
Canada it is highly unlikely people will earn the above salary without completing secondary
school at the very least. Salaries are not the only indicator of happiness, but significantly lower
salaries than this do add many challenges associated with living in poverty, challenges which
most Indigenous people in Canada have to face.“Across the Aboriginal identity groups, the
Métis* had the highest median income at nearly $28,000 followed by the Inuit with just less than
$25,000 and First Nations people with a median income of approximately $19,000 in 2005. For
First Nations people living off the reserve, the median income was about $22,500 compared to
just over $14,000 for First Nations people living on the reserve.”11 For reference, the median
income for the whole country in that year was $32,029 for people without a high school diploma,

*The Métis people are people who Indigenous and European ancestors who intermarried to make a new culture, and
are classified as Indigenous peoples in Canada- not to be confused with people who now have one Indigenous and
one white parent
10
Martin E, “Here's How Much Money You Need to Be Happy, According to a New Analysis by Wealth Experts”
(CNBCNovember 20, 2017) <https://www.cnbc.com/2017/11/20/how-much-money-you-need-to-be-happyaccording-to-wealth-experts.html> accessed December 7, 2020
11
“Income” (Statistics Canada: Canada's national statistical agency / Statistique Canada : Organisme statistique
national du CanadaNovember 30, 2015) <https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/89-645-x/2010001/income-revenueng.htm> accessed January 11, 2021
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$37,403 for people with a high school diploma, $39,996 for people in the trades, $42,937 for
people who had completed college, $47,253 for those who had completed university diplomas,
$56,048 for people who had completed a bachelor’s degree, and $66,535 for those who had
completed education further than an undergraduate degree.12 Of course, there are some important
activities in which the Inuit participate that have not been included in the monetary market, such
as community hunts, but these traditional ways of living are not used as extensively as they once
were. However. revitalizing the traditional activities that can provide the resources needed to
survive in their environment can close part of the economic gap between Inuit and nonIndigenous people living in Nunangat.

1.1 Methodology
As this thesis is divided into three sections based on chronology, the methodology has
also been delegated into these three categories. Many sources are relevant to multiple time
periods, and, as such, they are included in the sections that follow, based on the time period to
which they are most pertinent. The sources on which this thesis relies the most heavily are those
in which the information and opinions are coming from Indigenous voices and, for the historical
section, the oral history of the region. In addition, analyses from experts in the fields of law and
education and legal acts from multiple governments at the federal and provincial/territorial levels
are also given due credit and attention.

History
In a recent book, Bob Joseph1314 discusses the history of the relationship between
Indigenous communities and the federal government, and contextualizes many of the policies in
place today that govern these communities. His work illustrates how Canadian politicians shifted
from creating laws that overtly attempted to assimilate the Indigenous communities in an attempt
to ‘civilize’ them, to centralized policies which were made despite many of the lawmakers being
ignorant of the vast cultural differences between the affected communities. Many of these
policies were also created on the assumption that Indigenous cultures were similar enough to
European cultures in their values that the laws and governance structures were sufficient for all
peoples, whereas many Indigenous cultures were much more community-based rather than
individualistic. This is particularly true for the Inuit people, who had to rely on their whole
community in order to survive the harsh winters of the Arctic region.
Though the policies may not have been designed explicitly with the intent to harm or
erase the Indigenous cultures or peoples, this is often the effect that they have had. As I elaborate
further in the sectionproviding historical context, many Inuit communities were forced into
12

(Median(1) 2005 earnings for full-year, full-time earners by education, both sexes, total - age group 25 to 64, for
Canada, provinces and territories - 20% sample dataMay 4, 2009) <https://www12.statcan.gc.ca/censusrecensement/2006/dp-pd/hlt/97-563/T803-eng.cfm?Lang=E&T=803&GH=4&SC=1&SO=99&O=A> accessed
February 26, 2022
13
21 Things You May Not Know About the Indian Act (1st edn. Indigenous Relations Press, 2018)
14
Indigenous Relations: Insights, Tips & Suggestions to Make Reconciliation a Reality (1st edn. Indigenous
Relations Press, 2019)
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sedentary lifestyles when RCMP* officers killed their sled dogs.15 This was probably due to
sheer ignorance of Inuit practices. Inuit (and many other residents of northern Canada) keep dogs
not only as companions but also as a measure to protect themselves from bears, and particularly
from polar bears. The Inuit also had dogs for transportation, e.g., when they moved camps to
follow their seasonally changing food sources. When Inuit communities were living in nomadic
camps, many of them kept dogs and frequently the dogs were permitted to roam freely about the
camps. Without understanding the cultural context for the Inuit needing the dogs, the RCMP
officers enforced rules created for the southern context, wherein dogs roaming the cities are
typically stray dogs that can be dangerous or diseased (eg rabies)--the police officers killed
almost all the dogs. Without the ability to easily move about the land, transport gear for hunting,
or protect themselves from areas where polar bears are more common, the Inuit communities had
to quickly shift to a new lifestyle and lost much of their food sources, and subsequently had to
rely more heavily on external food sources such as southern-grown vegetables sold in grocery
stores.
John Bennett and Susan Rowley16 are a journalist and a university associate professor
that have created a compendium of oral stories of Inuit life prior to transitioning to sedentary life:
Uqalurait: An Oral History of Nunavut. This compilation of stories is told by Elders from many
communities across Nunavut and illustrates many aspects of Inuit culture that are seldom
discussed outside the region. In discussing in depth how the cultural values and practices were
passed on from one generation to the next, the Elders show how the informal education system
worked for many generations, and includes skills which are not only still very relevant in today’s
world, such as the study of nature and animals, but also many traditional skills that are easily
transferable, such as building igloos and tents, which teaches students about the local materials
and how to design and construct edifices that are in harmony with the local ecosystem. It also
discusses how Inuit communities were governed prior to contact with European settlers, and the
relationships with First Nations such as the Cree and the Dene. All the quotes used from this
source are stories and lessons that come directly from the Inuit Elders.
Shortly after the signing of the Canadian Confederation in 1867, the new Canadian
government put into effect a bill overseeing most of the Indigenous communities across the
country, replacing the treaties which had previously been signed with the British government.
The Indian Act17of 1876 created a system of oppression that oversaw nearly every aspect of
Indigenous lives. In 1885, Sir John A MacDonald (the first Prime Minister of Canada) is quoted
as having said, in response to the uprising led by Louis Riel):
We acquired the North-Westcountry in 1870. Not a life was lost, not a blow was struck, not a
pound nor a dollar was spent in warfare, in that long period that has since intervened. I have not hesitated
to tell this House, again and again, that we could not always hope to maintain peace with the Indians; that
the savage was still a savage, and that until he ceased to be a savage, we were always in danger of a
collision, in danger of war, in danger of an outbreak. I am only surprised that we have been able to so
*Royal Canadian Mounted Police
15
“Inuit Dog Killings No Conspiracy: Report | CBC News” (CBCnewsOctober 20, 2010)
<https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/north/inuit-dog-killings-no-conspiracy-report-1.971888> accessed September 16,
2020
16
Bennett J and Rowley S, Uqalurait: An Oral History of Nunavut (McGill-Queen's University Press 2014)
17
Indian Act 1876
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long maintain peace—that from 1870 to 1885 not one single blow, not one single murder, not one single
loss of life has taken place.18

It was with this mentality that the Indian Act and, subsequently, the residential school
system were created. Though the Act has been modified many times over the years, the bill
remains in place to this day, and still excludes many of the Indigenous viewpoints. It now
illustrates how the Canadian government has improved in their intentions with regards to the
Indigenous communities, but it also fails to provide concrete action that improves the quality of
life of Indigenous people living on and off the reserves--most notably failing to provide a
timeline for ensuring that all Indigenous reserves have potable water. The Indian Act remains a
pivotal source of historical information as well as a source of insight into the changing official
views on Indigenous issues and, in combination with the perspectives from Indigenous voices
and sources from abroad, it is used here as a basis for advising improvements that can be made in
the governance of Indigenous peoples in Canada.
In 1985, the Canadian Parliament enacted a bill enshrining the rights for all Canadians in
the Human Rights Act.19 It was created by the Mulroney government; the previous government,
under (Pierre) Trudeau, having signed the Canadian constitution in 1982. The Human Rights Act
was not exclusively created for the benefit of Indigenous people but, rather, it elaborated and
enshrined the values that, under the previous government, had come to be seen as a necessary
move to officially protect the rights of all people (in particular the rights of gay people and
immigrants, who were part of a visible minority). The act protects the rights of all people, so that
no one is discriminated against based on “race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, age,
sex, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, marital status, family status, genetic
characteristics, disability, or conviction for an offence for which a pardon has been granted or in
respect of which a record has been ordered.”20 This act also created the Human Rights
Commission of Canada. Though there have been overlooked violations of human rights, some of
which are elaborated upon in the following sections, the creation of the act and the commission
resulted in the Canadian government being more accountable to all of its constituents, including
the Indigenous population. The creation of this commission is outlined in section 1, and the
current role it plays in Inuit communities and their relationship with the government is discussed
in section 2.

Current State of Affairs
National Geographic’s documentary The Last Ice,21 directed by Scott Ressler (National
Geographic 2020), followed two Inuit subjects, Maatali Okalik from Canada (Nunavut), and
Aleqatsiaq Peary from Greenland. These two subjects show the challenges facing the Inuit youth
today, in so much as they try to embrace and revitalize their cultures and as they try to increase
their political and cultural representation in their respective countries, particularly in Canada, as
Greenland has a higher level of autonomy from Denmark than Nunavut does from Canada. The
documentary focuses on the challenges that they face as the world moves into a new era, where
18
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climate change has brought the Arctic to the forefront of the international political zeitgeist.
Separate from the documentary footage, Maatali Okalik has also worked extensively to become a
strong voice in the political sphere and an advocate for the needs of the Inuit, particularly the
youth, as they face this period of dramatic transition in their environment and culture.
One of the most pressing issues facing the Canadian Inuit today is the suicide epidemic
among Inuit youth (particularly young Inuit men). Michael Krai has written an article in the
Canadian Journal of Psychiatry discussing the epidemic among Inuit youth22 in which he
elaborates on various causes for this epidemic, including the long-term effects of colonization
and the low rates of secondary school graduations. He discusses the importance of including the
Inuit culture(s) in the treatment of mental illnesses, and the positive value that connecting to
one’sown culture can have on mental health.
In addition to the Human Rights Commission, the Canadian government also has a
standing committee on Indigenous and Northern Affairs which produced a report on the suicide
epidemic among Inuit youth.23 In this report, Maatali Okalik, then president of the Inuit Youth
Council (and the subject of the aforementioned, The Last Ice) offers her thoughts on the impact
of this loss of culture on this epidemic, and enumerates various steps which can be taken to
remedy it, eg preserving cultural practices, increased education, and language revitalization.
One of the most impactful events in the history of the relationship between the Canadian
federal government and the Indigenous peoples of Canada was the creation of the residential
school system. Despite the closing of the last remaining school in 1996, the memory and trauma
of these schools continues to affect the Indigenous peoples to this day (even those that did not
attend one of the schools). The schools created a cycle of intergenerational trauma for many
Indigenous people resulting in mental illness, substance abuse problems, and continued family
separation by way of the foster care system. The system also brought about a substantial loss in
cultural practices for many Indigenous communities, resulting in a loss of sense of identity for
many Indigenous Canadians.
Charles Brasfield has outlined some of these negative effects in the British Columbia
Medical Journal.24 In his article, he outlines a syndrome which has been termed ‘residential
school syndrome,’ as people across the country frequently present with similar symptoms, which
are a result of their time in the residential schools. As stated in the article, not every student who
passed through this school system presents with this syndrome, but there exists nonetheless a
‘significant minority’ of traumatized individuals translating into a large cumulative impact on
their communities. For those presenting with the syndrome, Brasfield states that it is very similar
to people who present with post-traumatic stress disorder. This diagnosis provides scientific
evidence to support the claims that the school system has acted as a largely negative force in
Krai, M J “Suicide and Suicide Prevention Among Inuit in Canada” SAGE Journals (October 13, 2016)
Standing Committee on Indigenous and Northern Affairs, Breaking Point: The Suicide Crisis in Indigenous
Communities (June 2017)
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these communities, despite some claims to the contrary. This also demonstrates why the
government needs to create more programs to aid with the reconciliation and healing after the
schools closed.
The government of Canada and parties representing former students in the residential
school system came to an agreement in 2006 regarding the reconciliation process, after the
closure of all the residential schools. This agreement was implemented in September 2007. The
Indian Residential Schools Agreement25outlines actions which should be taken by the Canadian
government in order to rectify the damage done by the residential school system, e.g., issuing a
formal apology, which was undertaken by former Prime Minister Stephen Harper; and providing
financial settlements, which were to be paid out to the survivors of these schools. This settlement
has dictated the creation of certain government programs such as the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission, and the Indian Residential Schools Resolution Health Support Program. The
federal government has not yet completed its requirements and, in some cases, they have actively
been resisting what is expected of them, i.e., taking Indigenous needs into serious account and
responding to the calls to action dictated by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission.
Elaborating further on the legal responsibilities of the federal government towards the
survivors of the residential schools, it becomes necessary to address the legal case J. W. v.
Canada.26 In this case, the plaintiff, J. W., believed that he was not fairly compensated under the
Indian Residential Schools Settlement Agreement, due to an incident where he was assaulted
while attending the school (a nun grabbed his genitals). It was eventually recognized by the
Supreme Court of Canada, and he was awarded further compensation as a result of this
happening (survivors of the schools who were also deemed to have suffered physical or sexual
abuse were awarded further compensation for the additional pain inflicted in the schools). This
case demonstrates the increasing willingness of the Canadian government to provide support,
despite not knowing at times how to proceed (at the same time, the government has still fought
against certain aspects of reconciliation, such as by fighting against the survivors of St Anne’s
school in court for more than a decade over making public all available documentation from the
school system ).

Future Solutions
A collaboration between various authors, Indigenous Education27discusses the personal
experiences of Indigenous people in the education systems of their respective countries, as well
as their views on the direction that this system should take in the future. It also includes expert
testimony and sources, which corroborate the authors’ claims on how to improve the educational
outcomes for Indigenous students. This book is used here for its extensive research on potential
solutions, as well as to elucidate in detail the New Zealand model for increasing the Maori
language and culture in schools, i.e., a template that Canada could use vis-à-vis its Inuit
population.
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In a parallel line of research, Bob and Cynthia Joseph have written a book which
elaborates on the concepts taught in their cultural training courses. The book, Indigenous
Relations,28is effectively an instruction manual on how to complete many of the calls to action
set forth by the Truth and Reconciliation Report. Joseph and Joseph demonstrate how to improve
the relationship between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Canadians, as well as between
Indigenous Canadians and the government through the considerate and purposeful shifting of the
national culture and the laws.
In 2015, Nunavut hosted the Inuugatta Language Conference, which was partially
sponsored by the territorial Minister of Languages. My research leans upon the publication of the
summary and findings of the presentations at this conference.29 This conference was organized in
order to help and inspire a language revitalization within Inuit communities in Canada, and its
proceedings include studies of diverse methods and strategies, such as cultural practices, legal
policies, and discussing how to overcome the negative impacts of colonization on the local
languages. On such bases, I am going to discuss further concrete solutions as to how the Inuktitut
language and dialects can be effectively taught and revitalized through the Canadian school
system.
Brent Delaine of the University of Manitoba has published an article about Indigenous
language revitalization in Manitoba.30 As Mr. Delaine discusses, many Aboriginal and
Indigenous cultures have strong oral traditions. Encouraging a language revitalization among
these communities would not only act as preservation of their cultures, but it would also preserve
much of the knowledge that has been passed down from their ancestors. Additionally, language
revitalization would have neurological, personal and educational benefits for children and youth,
insofar as it has been shown that multilingual children are more likely to achieve high levels of
educational proficiency and have higher levels of cognitive functioning, which may well
translate into better-adjusted and happier individuals. Ideally, these improvements can then
strengthen social and community ties, as well as connections between generations, while
contributing to a decrease in the widespread feelings of isolation among the elderly populations,
who frequently prefer their own Indigenous languages to English.
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2 Historical Perspectives
2.1 Pre-colonization
Inuit have been living in the territory known to them as Nunangat for over five thousand
years.31 The western portion of this territory, in what is now the Northwest Territories,
overlapped with the Dene people, and the eastern portion, in what is now the Nunavik region of
Quebec, shares the land with the Cree people. Both the Dene and Cree people are considered
First Nations. The term ‘Nunaat’ refers to the territory used by Inuit across the globe; the term
‘Nunangat’ refers to the territory used by Inuit in Canada. Both terms, Nunangat and Nunaat,
refer to “the land, water and ice contained in the Arctic region.”32 This is an important distinction
as the water and ice were used as much as the land for Inuit, and there are currently questions
concerning Arctic sovereignty where the Inuit have had to fight to get autonomy and governance
of the use of the natural resources under the Arctic ice and in the ocean, which would have
previously been under the governance of the federal government (though there are still some
debates about the level of autonomy which the Inuit should have in this regard).
Inuit in Canada fall under the umbrella-term of ‘Indigenous peoples of Canada’, along
with the First Nations and the Métis people. While they are all considered to be Indigenous, the
categorizations are important, both culturally and legally. ‘Inuit’ is the Inuktitut word for
‘people’ and ‘Inuk’ means person. “There are eight main Inuit ethnic groups: the Labradormiut
(Labrador), Nunavimmiut (Ungava), Baffin Island, Iglulingmuit (Iglulik), Kivallirmiut
(Caribou), Netsilingmiut (Netsilik), Inuinnait (Copper) and Inuvialuit or Western Arctic Inuit
(who replaced the Mackenzie Inuit).”33 There are many cultural and historical differences
between these groups, some of which will be elaborated upon, but they do also have much shared
history, given the amount of interactions, intermarrying and trading amongst these communities.
It is also important to note that not all Indigenous people living in the North of Canada would be
considered Inuit, despite what many people believe, insofar as the treatment of the First Nations
and of the Inuit has many important distinctions that need to be recognized, especially in order to
achieve reconciliation.
The Inuit have a very strong oral tradition in their communities, and wisdom has long
been passed from Elders directly to the youth of their communities; as opposed to today, where
most knowledge passes through teachers. One example of the strength of the oral traditions of
the Inuit is their contesting of the Bering Strait theory. For many years, scientists trusted the
theory that said the Inuit people had crossed the Bering Strait while it was frozen and populated
what is now Alaska and northern Canada via eastern Russia. However, Inuit oral tradition has
always contradicted this theory, with their stories of the Tuniit people caiming the Tuniit people
had been in Nunangat first and it was to them that the bering Strait theory applied . Scientists
“Inuit Nunangat” (Indigenous Peoples Atlas of Canada) <https://indigenouspeoplesatlasofcanada.ca/article/inuitnunangat/#:~:text=For%205%2C000%20years%2C%20the%20people,the%20southeastern%20coast%20of
%20Greenland.> accessed June 28, 2020
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have recently proven through DNA studies that there was indeed a separate people whom the
scientists refer to as “Paleo-Eskimos” and to whom the Bering Strait theory does apply, but these
people have no DNA connection to the Inuit.
“The first hints that there was once an ancient culture in Canada’s North came from the Inuit who
have replaced them. Until modern times they used boulder weirs and caribou channels for hunting, and
Inuit folklore says they’d been build built by another people whom they called the Tuniit… The Inuit’s
predecessors were definitively proven to be something other than their own ancestors by discoveries at
Independence Fjord, in the far northeast corner of Greenland at more than 80°N. The Inuit are known to
have migrated into the area sometime around 1300 AD; these remains were nearly 4,000 years older.ˮ34

According to Inuit history, the Tuniit people were also very reticent to interact with nonTuniit people and are described as being very timid.
“So isolated were the Tuniit that they did not even hook up with the Inuit, the DNA evidence
shows. ̒Elsewhere, as soon as people meet each other, they have sex,̓ Willerslev told National
Geographic. ̒Even potentially different species like Neanderthals [and modern humans] had sex, so this
finding is extremely surprising.̓ The Tunit died out as mysteriously as they lived, vanishing without a

trace after surviving successfully for 4,000 years.ˮ35
This is just one example out of an increasing amount where Indigenous oral history was
not believed by the non-Indigenous members of society, only to have it corroborated in the
modern era by scientists.
Prior to the European colonization of Canada, the Inuit peoples lived in small, nomadic
communities. As they built their encampments based on the ever-changing locations of various
natural resources—such as animals or berry growths—they were frequently in contact with other
Inuit communities, including many located in Greenland. This resulted in the trading of
resources, intermarrying, and many communal gatherings. As the Arctic is one of the harshest
landscapes in the world, the value of community was not only the source of emotional
fulfillment, but also a mode of survival.
The Inuit were (and remain to this day in many cases) subsistence hunters, who make a
concerted effort to have the most harmonious relationship possible with the land, ice and waters
on which they live. Unfortunately, at times, the land and waters did not provide the necessary
resources for survival. It was during these times that the Inuit were able to use their strong social
ties to other nearby communities for food and other supplies““In fact, when Inuit were dispersed on
the land in their own winter ground, one camp might be in a shortage of food. So the other camp might
put an inuksuk a little ways from their caribou cache as an indication that this cache of meat is available
for the desparate ones. In this way other people were able to locate the cache of meat even though it was
not theirs.ˮˮ36
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The importance of living in harmony with their surroundings is demonstrated not only by
their long-standing traditions of hunting as a community and sharing food caches with other
communities, but also through their mythology, specifically the legend of Nanook. The word
‘nanook’ (also spelled nanuq and nanuk) means ‘polar bear’ in Inuktitut; but as a character of
Inuit mythology, Nanook is known as the great polar bear or the ‘master of bears’. According to
legend, when animals were hunted, their spirits would tell other animals of how they were
treated by the hunters, and the animals would understand the intentions of these hunters. Hunters
who were known to disrespect the animals would not be blessed by Nanook and would be unable
to successfully hunt anything in the coming seasons. “All of the meat- save for the liver- was to
be eaten, the skin used for clothing (one bear can make three pairs of trousers and a pair of
mukluks [boots]. Hunters were meant to pay respect to the bear’s soul by hanging the skin in a
special place in his house for several days, and the spirit was offered tokens.”37 Raised in these
spiritual beliefs, most hunters would then take extra care to respect the animal, as much of their
community’s food source depended on them being successful in their hunt. One Elder explained
the need for this respect as such:
“All four [of the men in our camp] were shamans, they started working against each other with
their shamanistic powers. They seemed to be friends, but if one caught a seal, for example, the others
would try to take away the power that had enabled him to do it. That was the reason for our starvation.
You have to respect the animals. If one catches something it should be shared equally among those who
have none. That way you will please the animal spirits. Their lack of respect for the animal spirit world
was the cause of our hunger.38ˮ
Prior to colonization, the relations between Inuit communities and other Indigenous
peoples were complex and at times quite violent, much like the nation states of Europe. Inuit
communities in Canada had relationships primarily with three other Indigenous peoples: the Inuit
of Greenland; the Dene, located in what is now the Northwest Territories; and the Cree peoples,
who are located across most of central Canada, though the Cree nations that came into most
regular contact with Inuit communities were primarily located only in the northern most regions
of Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, and Saskatchewan—the most frequent interactions occurring
around Hudson and James Bay. “These interactions were usually fraught with apprehension.
Throughout Nunavut, even where Indians [read: Cree and Dene peoples] never ventured, legends
of inter-tribal massacres existed.”39
Over time, relations improved- particularly with the Dene people, with whom they had
the most contact. As Simon Taipana describes:
“Just two years ago (1986) I went to Fort Franklin for a meeting and to my surprise there was an
elderly man who came up to me and said ‘qanuritpit’ (How are you?) in perfect Innuinnaqtun dialect, the
dialect used by the people around the Contwoyto Lake area. We had a nice conversation and visit. He told
me stories also about how they used to meet and have their dances. Both types of dances. The tea dans
“Inuit Legend of Nanuk” (Google earthJanuary 15, 2005) <https://earth.google.com/web/@65.421505,70.965421,125.78775421a,50000d,35y,0h,69.99997555t,0r/data=CjUSMxIgMzIxNTk1ZGMwMGY4MTFlN2I1N
DlhN2JjNTZhOTU1NzkiD3dpbV9wb2xhcmJlYXJfMg> accessed December 29, 2021
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would be held by the Dene and the drum dance by the people from Contwoyto, and they’d exchange
dances.ˮ40

Due to the harsh realities of living in the Arctic, skills and knowledge passed down
through the generations were of a practical nature and essential to the survival of the community.
Skills learned by children would always be those most beneficial to the community, such as
making clothes, hunting, navigation, and the construction of tents and igloos. While skills such
as sewing would ordinarily be taught to girls by their mothers, and hunting would normally be
taught to boys by their fathers, it was not negatively viewed if the genders were reversed on
some skills. As a pragmatic people, Inuit understood that the community would thrive if each
family had children who could perform the skills necessary to survive. If a family only had
daughters, they would still need more than one member of the family who could hunt well, so the
father would take his daughter out in order to feed the family. At times, the choice of who was
taught to hunt was also based on disposition. If the family noticed that one of their daughters was
more adept at working with animals, it would be to the benefit of the whole community that she
was the one who was taught how to hunt. The Inuit passed along skills that would remain
relevant to this day, including medical skills such as midwifery:
“Inuit used to build a small iglu, to be used as a delivery room. It’s a small house just big enough
for the woman and one guest. They prepared everything for her with the skins laid out on the bed and they
lit her qulliq. Her mother and grandmother provided her with all the instructions. She was also given a
neatly wrapped package containing everything she needed for the actual birth of the child… She opened
the package, which contained a sharp flint to cut the cord, sinew to tie it, and Arctic cotton. She also
received a special skin to clean the baby, and a soft small snug wrapper, which is usually made out of
rabbit skins. The baby’s first hat will be made from the clothing of Elders or from the leftover skins used
to make an Elder’s parka.ˮ41

2.2 Post-Colonization
The earliest contact between Inuit communities and European settlers was with the
creation of the Hudson Bay Company in the 17th century. English traders and explorers created a
network of trading posts throughout Canada, largely with the purpose of trading fur. Demand for
hats and other garments made of beaver fur became popular in Western Europe, and traders came
to Canada to barter with Indigenous peoples for this commodity. In return, they typically traded
metal and refined goods, eg pots and tools. Canada’s furs became so popular in Europe and their
trade so significant a source of wealth, that French settlers fought a war with various Indigenous
nations for control of the resource. This conflict was also one of the earliest example of
European ambitions acting to the detriment of the Indigenous peoples: “The wars represent the
intense struggle for control over resources in the early colonial period and resulted in the
permanent dispersal or destruction of several First Nations in the Eastern Woodlands.”42 The
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French settled in what is now Quebec, while the English settled in what is now Ontario and the
maritime provinces, and the latter began later to move westwards. Both nations made separate
alliances with difference Indigenous nations, and eventually moved north, as it was discovered
that the Canadian Arctic had an abundance of natural resources such as gold and diamonds.
The earliest contact between the European settlers and the Inuit in Canada was likely in
Labrador (a region bordering the north of Quebec), though “their presence did not greatly alter
Inuit society and culture.”43 Some of the Inuit of Labrador began going south in the summer
when the weather made travel easier in order to continue trading with the settlers. As Europeans
realized they could profit off many of the natural resources available in the Arctic, they began to
settle in the North. The earliest exploitation of the natural resources was furs, as mentioned
previously, followed by whaling: “Beginning in the early 1700s, intensive whaling by Europeans
would have a direct impact on the lives of Inuit living at that time. The whaling historian
William Scoresby wrote in 1820 of the intensity of early whaling activities, noting that between
1719 and 1778, a total of 3,161 Dutch ships alone had carried out whaling activity in Davis
Strait.”44 To this day, Inuit hunters are subsistence hunters, and while they have always tried to
catch what they can, including trying to catch slightly more than they might need in order to
cache it, if they did catch more than they might eat, it would be shared with their whole
community or put in a food cache for other communities to access should they need it:
“The reason our ancestors tried to kill a lot of caribou is because they didn’t think only of themselves.
They also thought about people somewhere else who might be hungry, so they caught more than they
needed in order to help others. The land of the Harvaqtuuq people used to be a gathering place for other
people from the coast and other places because Harvaqtuuq is a crossing area for caribou during the
fall.ˮ45

Initially, both the French and English settlers had good intentions for their relationships
with the Indigenous communities around their settlements, thanks in large part to the help
offered to the Europeans by these Indigenous communities in order to survive the winter, which
would have been much harsher than the winters to which they were accustomed. Not to mention
the economic boon provided to the settlers by the previously untapped Canadian fur market.
Some Indigenous nations would have already had contact with Europeans by way of the Vikings
and, as a result, they would have had no reason to doubt that their relationship with the English
and French settlers would also be largely peaceful and profitable. The reigning monarch of
England, King George III, also issued a proclamation to this effect, following the English victory
over the French for the rule of Canada in the late 18th century. In this proclamation, he stated:
“It is just and reasonable and essential to our Interest, and the Security of our Colonies, that the
several Nations or Tribes of Indians with whom We are connected, and who live under our Protection,
should not be molested or disturbed in the Possession of such parts of our Dominions and Territories as
not having been ceded to or purchased by Us, are reserved to them, or any of them, as their Hunting
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Grounds…any Lands whatever, which, not having been ceded to or purchased by Us as aforesaid, are
reserved to the said Indians, or any of them. … And We do hereby strictly forbid, on Pain of our
Displeasure, all our loving Subjects from making any Purchases or Settlements whatever, or taking
Possession of any of the Lands above reserved, without our especial leave and Licence for that Purpose
first obtained.ˮ46

This proclamation set the tone for the relationship between the Crown and the Indigenous
peoples in the political sphere. Despite King George’s positive intentions, both the French and
the English viewed the Indigenous peoples as basically inferior to them. Later on, Charles
Dickens and Jacques Cartier penned essays referencing the First Nations of North America (‘The
Noble Savage’ and ‘Voyages au Canada’ [Travels in Canada] respectively) and expressing
widespread sentiments of superiority. In particular, Dickens stated “I call him a savage, and I call
a savage a something highly desirable to be civilized off the face of the earth. He is a savagecruel, false, thievish, murderous; addicted more or less to grease, entrails, and beastly customs; a
wild animal with the questionable gift of boasting; a conceited, tiresome, blood-thirsty,
monotonous humbug.ˮ47
Au contraire, Cartier referred to the Indigenous peoples as having “souls as pure as

children.”48 While certainly not as cruel as Dickens’ view, Cartier’s one was more closely
aligned with the position taken by the Canadian federal government after confederation was
signed. The Canadian government, under the leadership of Sir John A. MacDonald, repeatedly
expressed the view that the First Nations were less civilized than their white counterparts; that
they simply hadn’t learned the right ways to act, in the same way that children do not understand
how to behave properly at times. This view led to the infantilization of the First Nations, Métis,
and Inuit communities, through official federal policy. This infantilization was so pervasive, that
it continues to affect the Indigenous communities to this day, for they have had to fight long
battles in order to gain even marginally more autonomy in their self-governance.
The federal government created the Indian Act in 1876 which unified the legal oversight
of all nations who held treaties with the government. This excluded Inuit communities, however,
as there were never any formal treaties enacted between these two parties. This was largely due
to the fact that the treaties were created in an effort to acquire the lands on which the First
Nations lived for the use of European communities. The treaties often used coercion or some
level of deceit. One such tactic was that all the treaties were written exclusively in English, a
language in which many of the nations’ leaders were not fluent enough to negotiate legal
contracts. Because the Inuit communities lived in regions which were much more physically
isolated than the First Nations in the South, and the landscape was much harsher, the Inuit were
left to their own devices as the federal government felt no inclination to have frequent contact
with the peoples of the North.
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Shortly after the implementation of the Indian Act, the federal government, through
agents working in the Department of Indian Affairs, along with various members of the clergy
located throughout the country, created the residential school system. In many nations, this was
their first time encountering a formal education institution, as many of these communities relied
on all community members to pass along the required knowledge and traditions to their youth. At
this point, the federal government successfully shifted power in these communities from the
chief and council to their own agents, who were allowed to dictate which land was to be granted
to whom, and if and when people were even permitted to leave the reserve, which led to massive
economic downturns for these communities, insofar as people were no longer able to leave to
trade their goods at the regional markets or even with other First Nations.
Initially, the schools were located on the reserves in an effort to have the Indigenous
peoples choose to educate their children in a more formal manner. This education would have
offered some new subjects to the children that were previously not taught, such as mathematics
and English. This would have also resulted in a more uniform level of education and knowledge
across the country, which would facilitate the expansion of the nation, while the government
sought to encourage families to move to western Canada to solidify their claim to the land (as
opposed to letting the land belong to the American government). The initial, more benevolent
view to the purpose of the schools was a remnant of the policies set forth by King George III
with the intent to respect the autonomy and territory of the original nations of Canada.
Later, it was decided by Prime Minister MacDonald’s government that it would be more
effective to achieve their goal of educating Indigenous youth to move the schools off-reserve, in
order to assimilate the youth more effectively into non-Indigenous Canadian society. MacDonald
is quoted as having said:
“When the school is on the reserve the child lives with its parents, who are savages; he is
surrounded by savages, and though he may learn to read and write, his habits, and training and mode of
thought are Indian. He is simply a savage who can read and write. It has been strongly pressed on myself,
as the head of the Department, that Indian children should be withdrawn as much as possible from the
parental influence, and the only way to do that would be to put them in central training industrial schools
where they will acquire the habits and modes of thought of white men.ˮ49
MacDonald and the Department of Indian Affairs took this philosophy very seriously and
created the residential schools, which became forced boarding schools for Indigenous youth
across the southern ten provinces and would eventually see the forced attendance of Indigenous
children of the northern three territories. Unfortunately, the attitude that considered these
children to be savages, whose natural instincts needed to be erased, became a part of the daily
teachings of these children. Boys who had long hair had it forcibly cut or shaved off; children
were at times given more ‘Christian’ or anglicized names; and they were repeatedly told their
culture was a savage one, unworthy of modern and enlightened peoples. Despite the desire to
educate this segment of the population in a more ‘civilized’ and universal manner, the schools
were underfunded and had very little oversight. As a result:
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“Abuse at the schools was widespread: emotional and psychological abuse was constant, physical
abuse was meted out as punishment, and sexual abuse was also common. Survivors recall being beaten
and strapped; some students were shackled to their beds; some had needles shoved in their tongues for
speaking their native languages. These abuses, along with overcrowding, poor sanitation, and severely
inadequate food and health care, resulted in a shockingly high death toll. In 1907, government medical
inspector P.H. Bryce reported that 24 percent of previously healthy Aboriginal children across Canada
were dying in residential schools.ˮ50

Stories of the horrific things children had to endure occurred at these schools across the
country. At one of the schools, “students were subjected to horrific sexual and physical abuse,
including being shocked on an ‘electric chair’ and forced to eat their own vomit.”51
Whatever good intentions there may have been at its origin, this school system had
effectively turned into a federally funded attempt at cultural genocide, with little effort placed on
the actual schooling portion, and almost no care into whether the children actually survived this
ordeal. In some instances, non-Indigenous students attended residential schools, though the exact
numbers are impossible to determine, for no one tracked carefully these students. One such
instance illustrates how little the schools attempted to emphasize subjects and skills that other
schools would have taught. When Ron Gosbee, a non-Indigenous student, discussed his time in
schools after his time at St Anne’s residential schools he said, “‘I didn’t even know the
difference between a quarter and a nickel. I didn’t even know what bicycles were for,’ he said. I
always had this feeling of always trying to catch up with what is going on down here.’ School
also proved difficult. He was placed in grade 1 when he should have been in grade 3. ‘I think I
was in shock. When I was asked to write the word for ‘cat’, I would write the world for ‘dog’,’
he said.”52 There was no care placed in the education of other languages, students were expected
to simply ignore their mother tongue and speak exclusively in English or French with no
linguistic preparation as many of them were not brought up in English or Frenchspeaking homes.
The fact that the children were not permitted to speak their own languages while at
school created a barrier between the students and their parents. Particularly when the schools
first opened, many of the older generations of Indigenous communities were unable to
communicate in English, and when the children returned home from schools for the holidays,
they were not able to speak with their parents or other members of their families. In later
generations, when former students of residential schools were adults and had children of their
own, when their children were taken forcibly into this residential school system, it created further
barriers between the generations, as they were not given the same opportunities as other families
to bond:
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“I wanted to be white so bad, and the worst thing I ever did was I was ashamed of my mother,
that honourable woman, because she couldn’t speak English.” Agnes Mills, a former student at All Saints
residential school in Saskatchewan... “And I looked at my dad, I looked at my mom, I looked at my dad
again. You know what? I hated them. I just absolutely hated my own parents. Not because I thought they
abandoned me; I hated their brown faces. I hated them because they were Indians.” Mary Courchene,
formerly a student at the residential schools at Fort Alexander in Manitoba and Lebret in
Saskatchewan.ˮ53

In Inuit communities, this shift happened much later, as the students were forced into the
schools only in the 20th century rather than the 19th. This means that in many Inuit communities
there are still many people and Elders who understand well the traditional ways of living, and all
the skills that they require. While there has been a significant drop in traditional cultural
activities and language use, there are still many people in each of the communities who are
proficient in these skills and languages. Giving them an important role in the cultural
revitalization would reverse the ongoing trends of cultural loss, and relatively quickly too. As
anticipated, this role will be elaborated upon further in the section discussing future solutions.
In addition to the attempts made by staff to assimilate Indigenous youth into the White
culture, without any consideration whatsoever for the socio-cultural specificities of these youth,
the quality of education received in these schools was inadequate compared to their nonIndigenous counterparts: “Teachings focused primarily on practical skills. Girls were primed for
domestic service and taught to do laundry, sew, cook, and clean. Boys were taught carpentry, tin
smithing, and farming. Many students attended class parr-time and worked for the school the rest
of the time: girls did the housekeeping, boys, general maintenance and agriculture. This work,
which was involuntary and unpaid, was presented as practical training for the students, but many
of the residential schools could not run without it. With so little time spent in class, most students
had only reached grade 5 [in Canada there are 12 grades before the end of secondary education]
by the time they were 18. At this point students were sent away. Many were discouraged from
pursuing further education.”54 Apart from preparing the pupils for the least well-paid jobs in
White communities, any practical skills they learned would have been largely inapplicable in
their own communities. For instance, the girls would have learned sewing in the schools, but the
materials used in the schools were not the materials that they would use in their home
communities. The techniques used to sew cotton are very different to those used when sewing
with animal skins such as moose or seal, and given the importance of staying warm in the Arctic,
a poor technique is a major handicap.

Transition to Sedentary Life
During the mid-twentieth century, the Canadian federal government came to the decision
that Inuit communities needed to make the transition from a nomadic lifestyle to a sedentary one:
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“In 1955, Jean Lesage, the Minister of the Department of Northern Affairs and National
Resources, announced a new policy for Inuit administration, to remedy the ‘almost continuing state of
absence of mind’ in which Inuit had previously been administered, and to ensure that Inuit had the same
rights, privileges, opportunities and responsibilities enjoyed by other Canadians. Large-scale government
housing construction projects during the 1960s further encouraged Inuit settlement.ˮ55

This governmental project, as with many others, began with somewhat positive
intentions, though it was also partially self-serving. In this case, the aforementioned positive
intentions were to more effectively oversee the Inuit communities. The Inuit themselves were not
consulted in this decision, nor did they desire oversight at the time, as governance was a
communal responsibility and not something to be delegated to people outside Nunangat. The
government’s intentions, combined with the general ignorance of Inuit customs, frequently
resulted in negative outcomes for the Inuit communities, as it had already been the case with
other Indigenous communities across the country. Nevertheless, the federal government
continues to stand by the statement that their efforts improved the living conditions for the Inuit
communities, as it elaborated on the website for the Department of Indigenous and Northern
Affairs:
“Federal government programs for Inuit hoped to improve living standards in several ways.
Housing developments and diversification of the northern economy created some long-term employment
in sedentary communities. These communities could then be effectively administered, and children's
school attendance encouraged. It was felt that better housing would enhance sanitary conditions of homes,
lower incidence of disease and infant mortality, and that sustainable communities would encourage Inuit
to obtain wage labour in industries like mining and work for the federal and territorial government civil
service.ˮ56
These goals have not been attained, however, inasmuch as: a contagious disease
continues to run rampant in many communities that has been eradicated in other parts of the
country; overcrowded housing is a major challenge facing Inuit communities to this day; and the
desire to have the Inuit working in wage labour industries ignores completely the value they
brought to their communities through their communal hunts and resource sharing.
The idea that improving living conditions was the main goal in forcing the Inuit into sedentary
settlements is almost laughable in retrospect, as this had the opposite impact. The housing is still
so overcrowded in some places, and the conditions of the home are so dire and/or expensive, that
some people have become homeless in the coldest parts of Canada, whilst being deprived of the
ability to live as their ancestors did, i.e., in a warm home.
“Nushupiq Kilabuk wakes up every day in a shack on the shores Frobisher Bay in Iqaluit with
only a lantern and a camping stove to keep him warm — but he says he’s one of the lucky ones. Next to
his shack, which he built himself a little over four years ago, there are two abandoned boats. One is a
Government of Canada; Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada; Communications Branch, “Canada's
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wooden fishing boat with a small front cabin, the other, an overturned canoe. Inside the fishing boat are
sleeping bags and a jerrycan… Kilabuk is one of many homeless Inuit living in dilapidated shacks
along Frobisher Bay. Some are families with small children. Some are elders. Some, like Kilabuk, do
have jobs and incomes, but simply cannot afford the steep rents for homes and apartments.ˮ57

Government subsidized housing is lacking funding to create new units, and the price of
private housing is so astronomically high that very few people can afford it.
The Canadian government also had another motive for wanting to move Inuit
communities into settlements in certain locations: to establish Canadian sovereignty of the
Arctic region. “Amid Cold War fears of Soviet aggression, the United States heightened its
military capabilities in the Arctic, posing a potential threat to Canadian claims to the North. The
Department of Resources and Development, which oversaw Inuit affairs at the time, decided to
populate Ellesmere and Cornwallis islands with Inuit, even though the areas were devoid of
human population.”58 Inuit families were forced not only into settlements on their traditional
grounds, but some families were moved more than 1000 km away from their home territory.
They moved on the promise of more plentiful food sources, in an attempt to stay with their
families, or simply out of fear of the repercussions if they resisted. This led to increased
hardships for these Inuit families as their new settlements were in a much harsher environment,
and they had not learned how to hunt in these conditions.
This flippant attitude to the lives and livelihoods of the Inuit people, which was
commonly shown by the government, glosses over many negative and traumatic events
experienced by the Inuit people at the hands of the government during this transition and
immediately leading up to (and causing) the transition. The ‘encouragement’ of Inuit youth to be
enrolled in government-funded schools means in fact the residential school system, which has a
long and extensive documented history of increasing the number of diseases present among Inuit
youth, rather than eradicating them, as the website states. Childhood mortality dramatically
increased in the residential schools: “Those 6,000 deaths put the odds of dying in Canadian
residential schools over the years they operated at about the same as for those serving in
Canada’s armed forces during the Second World War.”59 It was only in 1994 that the federal
government acknowledged their wrongdoings in forcing the relocation of Inuit families, and it
was only in 2010 that an apology was given.60

*Band is another term used to describe Indigenous communities. It refers to a specific cultural and physical
community to which you must have membership in order to own lands on their reserves.
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Under the (Pierre) Trudeau administration, the Canadian Constitution was signed in
1982, making Canada an independent state from the United Kingdom. The Trudeau government
positioned themselves as more progressive than previous governments in their efforts to improve
legal protections for various groups. This included such policies as allowing increased
immigration from non-white countries, decriminalizing homosexuality, and protecting human
rights (which included legal protections for Indigenous peoples) in the constitution. Pierre
Trudeau had even suggested dismantling the Indian Act; many Indigenous people continue to
advocate for the dismantling of the Indian Act to this day.
Unfortunately, this suggestion also came with the dismantling of all previously existing
treaties with the Indigenous peoples, which would have removed any unique legal protections
that they had under the treaties and would have let reserve land become privately owned land,
which could then have been purchased by non-band* members. “Trudeau understood fully the
conditions in which many Indigenous Peoples lived in 1969. Yet he found the notion of treaty
rights between two groups within the same society or special status for any group at odds with
his notion of common and equal citizenship.”61 Pierre Trudeau’s attitude towards the Indigenous
peoples can be best summed up by him saying, “Whether there have been 100 years of injustice
is unimportant. Don’t ask us to change the past.”62 This was publicly said while the residential
schools were still fully functional. After a period of strong political protest by Indigenous
communities across the country, he and his Minister for Indian Affairs, who would later become
Prime Minister of Canada, Jean Chrétien, withdrew the proposal.
Following the Trudeau administration was the Mulroney government. Mulroney was the
leader of the Conservative Party (Pierre Trudeau was the leader of the Liberal Party) and was
generally less progressive in his policies. His government signed the Canadian Human Rights
Act, which also created the Human Rights Commission. According to Section 27 of the Act, “(1)
In addition to its duties under Part III with respect to complaints regarding discriminatory
practices… (g) may review any regulations, rules, orders, by-laws, and other instruments made
pursuant to an Act of Parliament and, where deemed by the Commission to be appropriate,
include a report referred to in Section 61 reference to and comment on any provision thereof that
in its opinion is inconsistent with the principle described in Section 2…”63 Then again, there
continue to be breaches of human rights against Indigenous people, but the creation of the
Human Rights Commissionwas an important first step in establishing a more transparent
recourse by which Indigenous peoples could hold the government accountable for its actions.
According to the Canadian Encyclopedia, as early as the 1940’s, it was well known and
internally acknowledged by the federal government that the residential schools were ineffective,
yet they remained opened until the 1970’s. In some cases, Indigenous communities argued for
the schools to remain open, but that the administration of the schools should “be transferred to
Blake R and Donaldson Whyte J, “Pierre Trudeau's Failures on Indigenous Rights Tarnish His Legacy” (The
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their own control.”64 The process of transferring control of the schools to some First Nations
bands took place over the next three decades, while some of the schools closed permanently. The
schools on the reserves remain under the governance of Indigenous Services Canada (which is
the latest evolution of the Department of Indian Affairs) and, as will be discussed in the next
section, many of these schools remain underfunded.
Towards the end of the 20th century, the government began taking concrete steps to
improve their relationship with the Indigenous communities, including the Inuit people. This
included moving the capital of the Northwest Territories (which at the time included the territory
of what is now Nunavut) from Ottawa to Yellowknife. This move increased employment in the
North, and gave more political representation to the actual residents of the North (though at the
time of this shift, the White residents of the North would have benefited far more than their
Indigenous counterparts). This being said, the move did create more opportunities for northern
communities overall. The residential school system closed in 1996, and northern schools were
overseen by their respective territorial governments. In 1999, the territory of Nunavut was
created and separated from the Northwest Territories. It was “[t]he Nunavut Land Claims
Agreement Act — the largest Indigenous land-claims settlement in Canadian history — which
ratified the agreement, and the Nunavut Act, which created the new territory, were both passed
on 10 June 1993 (the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement Act came into force on 9 July 1993.”65
The separation of the regions, which are now the Northwest Territories and Nunavut, was
an important recognition by the federal government of the desires of the Inuit people to oversee
their own territory rather than having it governed from Yellowknife, where the majority of
Indigenous residents are First Nations, not Inuit, and the needs of the residents are vastly
different.
The history of the relationship between the Inuit peoples and the non-Indigenous
peoples who sought to oversee them is fraught with cultural misunderstandings and trauma. And
yet, throughout the relationship, both sides have made attempts to help the other, though with
varying degrees of success and varying degrees in motivations (some being more self-serving
than others, as is also commonly the case among individual human beings). Early in their
interactions, Europeans frequently relied on Indigenous peoples to thrive in their new
environment and to survive the harsher winters of their new lands. In turn, the Europeans set up a
trading network throughout Canada which allowed them to distribute industrial goods and tools
that the local populations were eager to acquire.
The relationship took a negative turn when Canada signed Confederation in 1867, at
which point they chose to govern these peoples in a manner foreign to them, which caused
tension and conflict between the cultures. The federal government shifted from being generally
patronizing to being overt in its effort to erase the Indigenous cultures. During the late 20th
century, the Canadian government and the provincial governments gradually softened their
approach, ended the residential school system, and increased the funding for projects aimed at
improving housing and healthcare among Indigenous communities. Many challenges continue to
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exist for most Indigenous communities, as many of the problems created by past assimilation
policies have not been solved.
As Canada moved into the 21st century, the federal government demonstrated that it is
willing to make a more concerted effort to concretely improve its relationship with the
Indigenous communities. After the final closure of the residential schools, the government
officially recognized and apologized for the trauma caused by this policy, under the Harper
administration. Canadian society has further demonstrated its desire to continue along the path of
reconciliation with the first election of Justin Trudeau in 2015. Being the leader of the Liberal
Party, his party took 54% of the seats in Parliament, 6 times as many seats as the previous
election.66 Trudeau repeatedly campaigned on the promise to ensure that the living conditions of
Indigenous people should improve, including access to safe drinking water, and commissioning a
report to examine the phenomenon of missing and murdered Indigenous women (frequently
referred to as MMIW on social media networks). Given his father’s record of improving human
rights protections, Justin Trudeau was wildly successful in his campaign. The results of this
election and the shift in the public consciousness will be further discussed in the following
section.
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3 Current Challenges of Life for the Inuit
The residential school system officially closed its doors in 1996, after a transition away
from religious involvement that began in the 1970’s. The schools had long been viewed as
ineffective in their goal of educating the Indigenous youth, but also they had been described by
medical professionals as prolific breeding grounds for disease—tuberculosis in particular--,
which remains widespread in the North to this day. The general living conditions of the schools
were so bad that many children attempted to run away, and some died in the process. Part of the
reason it is so difficult to determine the exact numbers of children who died while in the care of
the residential schools is because many died while trying to make the perilous journey home
alone. Indigenous parents and the students began protesting this school system while living there.
“At least 25 fires were set by students as a form of protest. [during the 19th and 20th centuries]”67
By the closing of the school system in 1996, the schools that remained open were run by
the local nations and overseen by the Department of Indigenous and Northern Affairs (previously
Indian Affairs). This department, now called Indigenous Services Canada, continues to oversee
all schools on Indigenous reserves. This is a remnant of the treaties which were created between
the federal government, the provincial governments and the local peoples. Though Inuit children
were subjected to the residential school system, there were no treaties in place with the
government and, as such, Indigenous children in the North are now all in schools that are
overseen by their respective territorial governments rather than by the federal government, as had
previously been done. At times this can pose its own challenges, given that the vast majority of
the territorial budgets comes from the federal government itself, which has the ability to easily
change its disbursements. Frequently, the political will is not strong enough to have more income
for the territories, the populations of which being small and not markedly influential.

3.1 Residential School Aftermath
Despite the closure of the residential schools occurring in 1996, there was no formal
apology for the damage caused by this school system until the Harper administration in 2008.
The public apology was given after the finalization of the Indian Residential Schools Settlement
Agreement. Stephen Harper said in his apology to the Indigenous peoples:“The Government of
Canada built an education system in which very young children were often forcibly removed from their
homes, often taken far away from their communities. Many were inadequately fed, clothed and housed.
All were deprived of the care and nurturing of their parents, grandparents, and communities… Tragically,
some of these children died while attending residential schools and others never returned home. The
government now recognizes that the consequences of the Indian residential schools policy were
profoundly negative and that this policy has had a lasting and damaging impact on aboriginal culture,
heritage, and language.ˮ68
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In the aftermath of this failed educational system, there had been a gap left between the
generations of Inuit, not only in values and outlook, but also in societal roles, and how people are
expected to behave. For example, prior to contact with European settlers, the Inuit did not have
the same concept of adolescence. As discussed in the history section, children were taught
practical skills such as sewing, cooking, and hunting, which would make them productive
members of their communities at an early age. This meant that, once children were able to
contribute to the tasks they were taught, they were considered close to adulthood. “For girls, the
transition to adulthood was especially rapid since they would often be married and performing
many adult roles even before reaching sexual maturity.”69 Young girls and boys would be
expected to help where they could, meaning that, as their skills grew, so too would their
responsibilities; and as most girls were taught skills such as sewing and cooking, they were able
to contribute much sooner than young boys, for it would take more physical strength and agility
to go hunting.
The new concept and attendant role of the adolescent created problems in the Inuit
communities. Individuals put in the residential schools would have been forced to conform to the
European adolescent roles and would have had far less independence and fewer responsibilities
than in a traditional community. This has led to a gap in mutual understanding between the
generations of Inuit, in addition to the more glaring cultural and emotional gaps created by the
loss of language in the youth, and the difficulties in the relationships created by the children
being so far away from their parents and families for months or years at a time. Young adults
returning to their communities would have been expected to make a much bigger jump in their
responsibilities, as they would be expected to be ready to take on the roles expected in adulthood.
Somehow, they had been trained for a world where there exist notions of ‘child labour’ and
prolonged ‘growing up’ that were alien to their traditional cultures.
There has also been a significant drop in traditional Inuit activities such as hunting and
making clothes, as younger generations were not given the chance to learn these skills from their
community once they were taken to the residential schools. This has led to a dependence on
expensive southern products for food and clothing, as the younger generations were not taught
how to utilize the local resources for food, which is one of the causes of many Inuit living in
poverty. Residential schools perpetuated the idea that Inuit traditional knowledge was
fundamentally anachronistic and incorrect, and that the only ‘true’ way to learn was the
European model of schooling. This attitude continues to this day under a variety of guises:
“Many scientists continue to have had an uneasy alliance with Traditional Knowledge and
Indigenous oral histories. On the one hand, these types of knowledge are valued when they
support or supplement archaeological, or other scientific evidence. But when the situation is
reversed- when Traditional Knowledge is seen to challenge scientific ‘truths’ then its utility is
questioned or dismissed as myth. Science is promoted as objective, quantifiable, and the
foundation for ‘real’ knowledge creation or evaluation while Traditional Knowledge may be seen
as anecdotal, imprecise and unfamiliar in form.”70
*As the Vatican is the ultimate authority over the Catholic clergy, it is symbolically important for them to participate
in the reconciliation process as the authority, despite the fact that they did not have a direct hand in the schools.
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Indian Residential Schools Settlement Agreement
The IRSSA was written in 2006 and implemented in 2007. It contained five aspects
which were intended to begin the healing process for the trauma created by the schools. “A
Common Experience Payment (CEP) for all eligible former students of Indian Residential
Schools; an Independent Assessment Process (IAP) for claims of sexual or serious physical
abuse; measure to support healing such as the Indian Residential Schools Resolution Health
Program and an endowment to the Aboriginal Healing Foundation; commemorative activities;
and the establishment of a Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC).”71 The federal
government created the CEP Trust Fund with $1.9 billion (CAD) in order to compensate victims
of the residential school system. The CEP fund has been paid to 79,309 people, with the average
payment being $20, 457.72 The federal government and the Vatican* are continuing to refuse to
release all documentation from these schools to the public despite many requests and court
battles against the survivors of these institutions.
The Truth and Reconciliation Commission was active from its implementation in 2007
until 2015. One struggle that has repeatedly been brought to light is the lack of closure for the
families of children that died while in the care of the schools:
“In some circumstances, the Indian Residential School was wholly or partially demolished upon
closure, but the associated cemetery receives continued maintenance and care…As health infrastructure
developed in the early 20th century, seriously ill children were more frequently sent to a hospital or a
tuberculosis sanatorium. If these students died while at a hospital, they may have been buried at those
facilities, in a nearby municipal cemetery, or in the cemetery of a nearby Indian Residential School.ˮ73

There are also many unmarked grave sites, which will be discussed later, presenting even
more of a challenge to the families wishing to know what happened to their loved ones. Besides,
the grave sites being unmarked, there ensues a greater possibility that some developer buys the
land, hence making it impossible to ever discover the identities of these children.
The Truth and Reconciliation Commission has made 94 calls to action. Of the 94 calls to
action, the government has a direct or indirect hand in creating policies to complete 89.74 The
other 5 that the government ultimately would not have an influence over are all directly tied to
the Catholic Church and other religious institutions, asking for formal apologies and for all
extant documentation from the schools to be released: While the Trudeau government from its
*Unskilled trades in Canada referring to those working in the trades who have received no formal qualification and
would therefore not be permitted to work in higher paying positions. It would be general labour jobs.
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inception in 2015 promised it would implement every last one of the 94 calls to action, it has
only completed one of the six involving missing children and burials: number 72 - the student
memorial register. In total, as of June 30, 2021, 14 calls to action have been completed, 23 are in
progress with projects underway, 37 are in progress with projects proposed, and 20 have yet to
be started, according to the British Columbia Treaty Commission.75 This low completion rate is
especially disheartening, since Justin Trudeau ran largely on a platform of Indigenous rights

Residential Schools and Access to Education
As mentioned, the curriculum in the residential schools was subpar compared to nonIndigenous schools in Canada, with the clergy members and the Department of Indian Affairs
opting to focus on more practical skills which would have led to low-paying jobs as domestic
help or in the unskilled trades.* Even those that graduated would have had difficulty pursuing
further education, given their lower levels of literacy and numeracy than their non-Indigenous
counterparts. For the Inuit, moreover, it would have been especially difficult to pursue further
education, given also their lack of physical proximity to universities.
Due to the fact that residential schools housed Indigenous peoples for multiple
generations, and multiple generations of families would have had lower educational standards as
well as the burden of many negative experiences associated with schooling generally, it would be
difficult for the older generations and communities at large to offer adequate academic support to
the younger ones. Statistical studies show how children of people who did not complete
secondary school are more likely to drop out of high school themselves, more likely to have
children younger, and more likely to have lower paying jobs and rely on government financial
support.76 This is true of all subsections of the Canadian population, but it is simply more
pronounced in Indigenous communities, due to the marginalisation and traumas inflicted upon
them in Canada’s history.
The poor quality of education from these schools has therefore created a cycle meaning
that current and future Inuit youth will have to overcome more barriers to achieve the same level
of education as their non-Indigenous counterparts. (Potential solutions to each of these barriers
will be discussed in section 4.) The residential school system, moreover, followed the standard
European model for schools, rather than the Inuit model for teaching children traditional skills by
observation and by copying the adults around them, as well as having more individual time with
the adults teaching them said skills.This meant that, for decades, young Inuit have been expected
to learn in a format which is not necessarily compatible with their cultureand learn from teachers
who did not grow up in their traditional culture, and who may not understand their culture at all.
This has therefore continued to create a rift between generations, as younger students are no
longer fully immersed in their own language, which is further penalised in light of the increasing
amount of people living in Nunangat that are not Inuit and prefer to speak either English or
75
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French. Current generations are still primarily schooled with the European model in mind,
meaning that there continues to be a shift in the culture and a gap in understanding between
generations. Inuit have also had to face the continuous challenge of being told that their
traditional knowledge was not valid, despite increasing scientific evidence showing that much of
it is correct.

3.2 Psychological Trauma and Mental Health
Intergenerational Trauma
Though the schools closed more than two decades ago, the trauma created by the
residential school system remains present in the lives of many Indigenous people. According to
the British Columbia Medical Journal, this trauma creates similar symptoms in many of its
sufferers:
“For a significant minority of Indian Residential School students, there is symptomology quite
similar to post traumatic stress disorder. More specifically, there are recurrent intrusive memories,
nightmares, occasional flashbacks, and quite striking avoidance of anything that might be reminiscent of
the Indian residential school experience. At the same time, there is often a significant detachment from
others, and relationship difficulties are common. There is often diminished interest and participation in
Aboriginal culture activities and markedly deficient knowledge of traditional culture and skills. Often
there is markedly increased arousal including sleep difficulties, anger management difficulties, and
impaired concentration. As might be the case for anyone attending a boarding school with inadequate
parenting, parenting skills are often deficient. Strikingly, there is a persistent tendency to abuse alcohol or
sedative medication drugs, often starting at a very young age.ˮ77

When discussing the residual trauma from her experience with residential schools, one
survivor, Suzanne Steward, said: “The smell of bleach triggers bad memories for many
survivors, who were forced to use it to clean the schools. She didn't like to attend any of her four
children's parent-teacher conferences in non-Indigenous schools herself because that also evoked
negative feelings. The cycle will take a long time to break.”78 Other survivors have a complex
relationship with their hair. For many Indigenous people, hair is not cut unless you are entering a
period of mourning, but many children who were brought up in the schools had their hair
forcibly shaved and now have a difficult relationship with their hair as there is a trauma
associated with its length.
The symptoms of residential school syndrome make it significantly more difficult to
function in a manner which would be acceptable by broader society, i.e. obtaining an education,
being employed and having a stable housing situation (homelessness is not uncommon for
people suffering the aftermath of this trauma). It would also indicate that many Inuit (and
Indigenous people on the whole) would have a much stronger avoidance of schools than the nonBrasfield C and Bernice “Residential School Syndrome” BCMJ Vol. 43 No. 2 March 2001 Pages 78-81- Clinical
Articles < https://bcmj.org/articles/residential-school-syndrome> Accessed 7 January 2021
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Indigenous population, insofar as they have major traumas associated with school. In addition to
this kind of trauma brought on by schools, the use of drugs, alcohol and sedatives as a coping
mechanism, and the rates of foetal alcohol spectrum disorder, are approximately 10 times higher
in Indigenous communities than non-Indigenous communities (as of 2003, there have not been
more recent studies on this rate). In particular, foetal alcohol spectrum disorder has created an
additional set of challenges for the current generation of Inuit and Indigenous youth, as it makes
it significantly more difficult to participate in schooling.
The federal government has created the Indian Residential Schools Resolution
Health Support Program, which has allowed the former students of the residential schools and
their families to access health services as well as counselling in order to work through this largescale trauma. The program is offered free of charge, but many people in Indigenous communities
continue to struggle with addictions and other mental health issues. The reasons for this can vary,
but some of the more common reasons are because people are either not accessing the services,
or they live in remote areas (eg on a reserve) and it takes a long time for the therapists and other
healthcare practitioners to travel to these communities and build a trusting relationship with their
members. Qualified therapists and doctors under this program are also rarely from the
communities in which they serve and, therefore, they have limited understanding of the local
culture and practices, and would be unable to include culture-specific understanding in their
therapeutic practices.
As someone who now has personal and professional experience working with Indigenous
people who have suffered traumatic experiences as children, and who now have mental health
and addiction issues, I can personally attest to the fact that it is very difficult for people who have
grown up in unstable environments and who have had very little emotional support to trust that
the people who are put in positions of authority over them are actually going to act in their best
interest, because in many cases this has never happened before in their lives. Additionally, many
people who need to turn to drugs and alcohol as a coping mechanism for their traumas feel
shame because of the societal stigmas surrounding substance abuse, and it can be difficult for
them to be honest about their struggles and attain any meaningful recovery.
Early and ongoing psychological trauma caused by attending a residential school, or
other forms of abuse and neglect, can severely impact a person’s ability to obtain an education.
“Traumatic experiences (such as poverty, abuse, neglect, and violence) during childhood can
profoundly impact and limit brain development. Physiological changes to the developing brain in
response to trauma cause cognitive losses and delays in physical, emotional, and social development, and
they provoke emotional and behavioural responses that interfere with children’s learning, sensory
processing, social relationships, and engagement in school. Young children who are exposed to five of
more significant adverse experiences in their first three years are 76 percent more likely to have at least
one delay in their language, emotional, or brain development.ˮ79

Almost all children who attended a residential school would fall into this category.
Experiences in the schools were so traumatic that many Indigenous people have understandably
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stopped referring to this institution as a residential school and have started calling them
“genocidal prisons”.80

Suicide Epidemic
“The rate of suicide among the four Inuit regions ranges from 5 to 25 times the national
rate. Specifically, these rates were 60 per 100, 000 population in the Inuvialuit Settlement
Region; 275 per 100, 000 population in Nunatsiavut; 113 per 100, 000 population in Nunavik;
and 116 per 100, 000 population in Nunavut.”81
There are multiple factors which contribute to the higher rate of suicide among Inuit
communities, such as: many Inuit live below the region’s poverty line; unresolved
intergenerational trauma created by the residential school system and unresolved issues caused
by colonialism; loss of connection to their culture and to the older generations in their
communities and families; and other mental health crises caused by mental illnesses, substance
use problems, etc. The multitude of causes for this epidemic are outlined in the reports of the
Standing Committee for Indigenous and Northern Affairs, and this is why they concur that there
is no one solution that could end this epidemic, even it were just a unique solution for each
region. The problems causing this epidemic are so diverse and pervasive that they require
multiple solutions. Additionally, Inuit men are far more likely to die by suicide than Inuit
women; hence, the efforts need to place more focus on the difficulties that are specific to Inuit
men.
The suicide epidemic not only affects the people suffering from these mental illnesses
and other factors but can impact the whole community. As the suicide rate is so high in many of
these communities, most youth will know someone who has died this way and experiencing the
trauma of losing a friend of family member to suicide can greatly impact the mental wellbeing of
these individuals. In addition, as they are struggling with this kind of dramatic events in their
lives, education will, in many cases, become a lower or nonexistent priority. Also, the factors
that can cause an individual to become suicidal can and do impact the wider community, even if
the result is not that everyone suffering from these difficulties becomes suicidal. For example, if
various members of the community are struggling because they are living below the poverty line,
it is likely there are other people in their social circle who are struggling with the same issue. In
communities where this is the case, formal education becomes a far less important concern when
there is not enough money to put food on the table. First things come first.

Mental Health and Access to Education
Much like physical health, poor mental health can have a significant negative impact on
the academic performance of young students. The effects of mental health crises can often be
further reaching than the physical health ones, insofar as there is less knowledge of mental
illnesses and how to treat them compared to physical illnesses and injuries, meaning also that
Woolford A and Gacek J, “Genocidal Carcerality and Indian Residential Schools in Canada” (2016) 18
Punishment & Society 400
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mental illnesses are often untreated for much longer: “In a meta-analysis of 17 original works,
early school dropout was found to be associated with substance abuse, depression and
externalized problems. Moreover, academic performance in adolescence has been associated
with suicide in men but not in women. In a recent Swedish study, a low grade point average
(GPA) at age 16 was found to be associated with depression in early adulthood.”82
Researchers have not been able to say with certainty why mental illness has these
negative impacts specifically, but the symptoms of the more common mental illnesses (anxiety
and depression) are difficulty with attention, lack of motivation, and feeling easily overwhelmed
by everyday tasks. Moreover, mental crises would only be worsened by the emotional burden of
knowing other people in their communities who have committed suicide. In addition to this,
because many Inuit are studying in English and not their native Inuktitut, they would lack the
support from their community that they would otherwise have, should they be studying in their
mother tongue. Due to the fact that they lack this support, academic as well as personal, anxiety
around schooling, particularly in the early years, can easily arise. Giving Nunavut and other Inuit
regions and communities more autonomy would probably improve the mental health and
educational outcomes, as they could be able to properly address the needs of the students when
facing these hardships, not least by addressing them in their own tongue. Needless to say, these
regions and communities should be given budgets and resources adequate to the task.Luckily,
there is a strong movement from within these communities to create culturally relevant mental
health services for and by the members of the community. The following section will address
them.

3.3 Individual Cases
Survivors of Residential Schools
The Canadian Encyclopedia outlines the story of Abraham Anghik Ruben, an Inuk man
who was taken to Grollier Hall residential school when he was just eight years old. According to
Ruben and other survivors of schools in the North, in many cases, the teachers and
administrators of the schools would not bother to learn their names. Instead, they were assigned a
number upon their arrival in the schools. “He remembers forming a single-file line during his
first day at school and shuffling along a corridor with dozens of other children. A supervisor, a
white nun in a habit and veil, ordered him to strip naked. After being de-loused and scrubbed
clean, his head was shaved. Afterwards, he was assigned a pair of blue overalls with a number
stitched on the front.”83
As one of the goals of this institution was to assimilate Indigenous children into White
Canadian society, children were frequently punished when caught speaking their own languages
rather than English. The punishments varied by school and by teacher, but included such
Agnafors S, Barmark M, and Sydsjö G “Mental Health and Academic Performance: A Study on Selection and
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punishments as washing their mouth out with soap, stabbing their tongues with needles, and
beatings. Across the board, the outcome was a dramatic decrease in the amount of people in
these communities who were able to communicate well in their traditional languages. “In
testimony provided to the Legacy of Hope Foundation’s We Were So Far Away, Ruben said that
two years after entering Grollier Hall, he could no longer carry on a full conversation with his
cousins in Inuvialuktun.”84 The inability of many children to speak with their own families
created a greater sense of isolation among these youths. In addition to this, some children had
been so conditioned to expect a severe punishment when speaking any other language besides
English, that they would not speak their mother tongue even when at home during the holidays.
One residential school survivor described going home for the first time after being in a
residential school for his first year as ‘heaven’, because he could finally be himself again.
Crucially, he says he lost out on the normal socialization that he would have received from his
parents:
“Also we lost parenting. A lot of people who went to a residential school lost a great deal in terms of
parenting skills because for nine months, ten months of the year we had these surrogate mothers and
fathers. The Grey Nuns, the Christian Fathers, Roman Catholic Priests who were supposed to be our
parents didn’t know anything about parenting. After all, they weren’t married. They didn’t know anything
about marriage so the only thing they knew, how to discipline us, was to give us severe punishments for
little things that we wouldn’t have got punishment for when we were in our own community at home. So,
in terms of relating to my adult life I missed out a great deal about parenting skills. I am not as good as
my parents were. I am not as good as my parents in terms of bringing up my own children, for example.
So we lost a great deal in terms of the most important aspect of our life and that is parenting skills.ˮ85

Children of Survivors
Perhaps more dismally, insofar as many generations of Indigenous peoples have suffered
similar traumas, the residential school system has affected even the generations of children that
were born after the closing of the schools, or those who were alive prior to this period but who
did not attend the schools themselves. One such case has been documented by CBC is Lloyd
Thrasher. Thrasher, who now goes by the name Nanook, currently resides in Yellowknife. In the
article detailing how this system has affected his life, Nanook is quoted as describing his
childhood as being similar to Lord of the Flies.
Court documents show Thrasher may have been mistreated by some staff [in a group home],
including an incident in 2001 where his arm was broken when he was improperly restrained. Leaving the
facility at 15, Thrasher returned to the Beaufort Delta [a region in the north of the Northwest Territories]
but was unable to live with his father. Since then, he has largely been on his own. Thrasher said he ended
up living in an abandoned house in Yellowknife while trying to complete high school. ‘I was kind of
sneaking in, sneaking out of there and sleeping in this place with no water and no heat and stuff and
during the daytime going to school,’ he said. ‘I got pretty far with it but I wasn’t really prepared for the
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level of education they were trying to teach me. Not then anyway.’ Thrasher eventually earned his GED
diploma in 2013 while incarcerated at the North Slave Correctional Complex in Yellowknife.”86

Nanook (Thrasher) is a telling example of someone who was willing to put a great
amount of effort into completing his education, but there were too many negative factors acting
against him. Because he was not able to complete his secondary education around the age of 18,
his employment opportunities were significantly decreased. In addition to this, because he had
suffered psychological and physical trauma and abuse at a young age, he fell into a wellresearched vicious cycle where he was incarcerated; and then due to his having a criminal record,
he was unable to find gainful employment. Nanook is now trying to earn a living as a musician
and an artist, with limited success so far, despite a natural gift.
Nanook is hardly alone in this situation. For many generations, Indigenous peoples who
were enrolled in the residential schools have had a life-disabling level of disconnection from
their parents. The loss of language and the physical distance from such a young age has meant
that, for many generations, these communities have not had the ability to connect with their
youth and, in many cases, the youth themselves find it difficult to be supportive parents because
they were never shown an example of how to be a good parent from an older generation. Other
children of survivors have suffered from psychological trauma from the unresolved ones of their
parents. This condition is so common that, despite making up approximately five percent of the
national population, Indigenous children make up more than fifty percent of the children in the
foster care system.87 Most often, Indigenous children are taken into foster care because their
parents are unable to emotionally or physically care for a child; or because poverty has been
interpreted as a sign of abuse. “In an MCFD 2016 performance management report, the main
reason (43%) listed for Indigenous children being apprehended is because their parents were
‘unable/unwilling to care.’ The lowest percentages of reasons include sexual abuse (0.7%) and
deprived of health care (0.5%).”88
The federal government continues to make sweeping policy statements in an attempt to
rectify this statistic and has again made the mistake of creating a one-size-fits-all policy,
emphasizing the need for children to be ‘reunified’ with biological family above all else. This is
not to say that the idea of reunifying children with their biological family is not a noble goal, but
rather that it ignores the fact that some children have grown up in different communities than the
members of their biological family, and some of these children have never met the family
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members agreeing to take them in. It is placing biology above the importance of existing
communal ties where both should be taken into consideration and highly valued.
The federal government passed a law in 2020 attempting to revamp the foster care system
by consulting the Assembly of First Nations, the Métis nation state, and the Inuit Tapiriit
Kanatami, the major bodies for the three Indigenous groups in Canada. The inclusion of
Indigenous perspectives is an excellent first step. Some Indigenous groups have begun passing
their own laws, which would allow them to govern the services for children and foster care. The
first group to pass such a law was the Inuvialuit Settlement:
Inuvialuit youth known as beneficiaries, which are members or descendants of a member
represented by the IRC [Inuvialuit Regional Corporation], entering child and family services anywhere in
the country will be supported so they can remain in their home community, unless there are exceptional
circumstances…Smith said the new legislation will eventually allow the IRC to build its own child and
family services that offers financial, cultural and educational support for Inuvialuit families. But he was
clear in saying it will not just replace the existing one run by the territorial government.89

There will still be a transition period during which the federal government will ensure
that the Inuvialuit Regional Corporation is able to maintain certain standards for the placements
in the foster care system and, though the federal government will maintain the ultimate oversight
until the transition is complete, this should allow the IRC to make sure that all Inuvialuit children
are able to remain within their own cultural communities. It is only when all Indigenous
communities are given the right to oversee their own community services, and an adequate
budget to run them, that we may hope to see an end to the overrepresentation of Indigenous
children in the foster care system.

3.4 Loss of Traditional and Cultural Practices
Two of the major factors affecting the traditional cultural practices of the Inuit are the
rapid transition to sedentary life, and climate change. As discussed, one of the major factors in
the transition to sedentary life was the loss of many Inuit communities’ dogs, the absence of
which impeded people’s ability to move their camps around. Currently, climate change is further
negatively affecting the ability of Inuit to participate in their traditional practices as it is so
greatly changing the region’s landscape on which these traditions are based and have been
practiced for thousands of years. According to anecdotal evidence, reconnection to these
activities and the land can have immensely positive impacts on people’s lives. Aleqatsiaq, one of
the participants from The Last Ice, described participating in traditional activities by saying, “I
don’t have to wear a watch when I’m hunting, I’m just me, I just live.”90

Sedentary Lifestyle
Historically, Inuit have lived in small communities to accommodate their nomadic
lifestyle; nomadic communities around the globe being typically not more than 200 members.
Carroll L, “Inuvialuit Child Service Law to Replace 'Sterile Colonialist' System to Keep Kids Closer to Their
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The small community size allowed for the people to easily transport their goods from one
campsite to another, as well as to easily maintain order within the community. Justice, for
example, was handled on an individual level as the communities were small enough that all
members could take part in such matters. As all members had strong social connections to one
another, there was no need for a formal legal system, but rather they were able to use social
control and social ties to maintain order within the community. According to research conducted
by Natalia Loukacheva, “analysis will show that Inuit had strong forms of social control and
notions of right and wrong…For instance, G van den Steenhoven finds out by linguistic analysis,
that there is no word for crime, justice or law in the Inuit language…rights and duties have a
collective-communal rather than individualistic nature. Consequently, the public-communal
opinion has a great value in the following of law ways and no one may break the law without
colliding with public opinion.”91
The traditional Inuit system of justice coincided with the overall philosophy of communal
rather than individual values. When describing the events surrounding the murder of their father,
one Elder stated:
“The events surrounding my father’s death may seem incomprehensible to some. In those days,
Inuit justice was used solely to maintain the harmony and stability of the group. Anyone who became too
quarrelsome or lacked self-control, or perhaps robbed another man’s cache, became a threat to the
community as a whole. When that happened, one person or more, either self-appointed or designated by
the group, would dispose of the threat…Apparently, my father did not conform to the standards of
behaviour at our campsite. Thus his death was decided.ˮ92
For approximately the last half century, the Inuit people have been living in sedentary
villages and cities rather than nomadic communities. In keeping with the global trend towards
urbanization, the Inuit are living in larger communities than ever before, with many northern
cities numbering in the thousands; and some Inuit have moved South to larger cities, which can
number in the millions. The large sizes of these towns and cities impede the ability of Inuit
people to continue using the traditional methods of ensuring a just society, as the larger
populations weaken the ability of social ties to maintain order. As a result of this weakening of
social ties among the entire community, laws must be formally codified in order to create a
society with any sense of justice.
This being said, there are many Inuit who continue to work to maintain the traditional
values, way of living, and that are striving to work to support their communities as they have
always done, even if this means supporting more people. There is still a clear desire and will to
maintain traditional practices, as demonstrated by Ernie Eetak, a Nunavut hunter. Eetak went out
hunting in December 2021 and got stuck in a blizzard for four days, almost died multiple times,
and had to have both his hands amputated from frostbite, but he still says he looks forward to
getting prosthetic hands so that he can go hunting for his community again. “He credits the
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traditional clothing he wore on his trip with saving his life.”93 This will to return to the traditional
way of life is present among many Inuit, and it is clear the desire to support one another has
withstood the test of time as well as the trauma that this people endured.
Noteworthy exceptions aside, the larger communities which have been created as a result
of moving to a sedentary lifestyle have not only decreased the social ties between members of
the community on the whole, but have also meant an increase in the population coming from
other regions of Canada and the world. This has resulted in a significant increase in the number
of people living in the traditional Inuit lands who do not speak any Inuit dialect and that English
has become the de facto common language.
As there exists no standard Inuit language, most communities had their own dialect. This
poses a great challenge in the maintenance and potential revival of these Inuit languages, insofar
as the government would have to revitalize approximately nine languages rather than a
standardized one. The decrease in people speaking these languages also poses a challenge to the
older generations, who grew up speaking them almost exclusively. Their communities have
made a rather dramatic linguistic shift, where they are at times in the linguistic minority rather
than the majority, and they can have trouble accessing government services due to this language
barrier. “Language barriers have a significant impact on the quality of care, access to healthcare,
confidentiality and compliance with a treatment plan, according to the report, which reads that
‘language barriers may result in misdiagnoses, medical errors, lengthy delays and often improper
medication in treating pain.”94
The challenge of this language barrier adds additional difficulties for the Inuit people
who speak a dialect of Inuktitut rather than English with regard to the fact that the Inuit
communities suffer from tuberculosis at twenty-six times the national average. When they are
unable to access care in their hometown or territory, as they frequently are, they are brought to
Ottawa to access care. This is such a frequent occurrence that the Children’s Hospital of Eastern
Ontario (located in Ottawa) has now created a clinic specifically for Inuit patients, despite there
not being a large Inuit population living in Ottawa: “According to CHEO [Children’s Hospital of
Eastern Ontario], during the last fiscal year, 2200 patients from Nunavut came through its doors,
and the numbers are on the rise. Medical evacuations from Nunavut have increased 38 percent in
the last two years. Over the last three years, admissions to medical and surgical wards are up by
50 percent, as are visits to the emergency department and medical day unit. Admissions to
intensive care are also increasing.”95
The fact that so many Inuit youth are required to travel thousands of kilometres from
their home in order to access the medical care they need means also that they would miss a
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significant amount of schooling, and that would cause them to fall behind, and subsequently be
less inspired to complete their education. Additionally, when these children reach adulthood and
are expected to provide for their families, they will try to find work, and while working full-time
and raising a family, it would be inordinately difficult to find the time to complete their
schooling.

Climate Change
In addition to urbanization and sedentary life causing a difficulty in pursuing certain
traditional activities such as hunting, climate change is also having a very negative impact. Many
traditional cultural aspects of Inuit communities are based on the region’s natural landscape, and
major changes to that landscape and its seasons would also have a major impact on the ability to
perform those traditions. Hunting, for instance, is based on the weather and the seasons, dictating
which animals can be hunted in certain locations and how they are hunted (eg. depending on how
many animals there are, they would prefer adult seals to pups and seals are hunting through
breathing holes in the ice, but if the ice is unstable, then they would need a new hunting
method).96 Activities such as building tents and making clothes will also be affected by climate
change because it changes which animals are available to them, and it impacts the amount of
time each of these species can be hunted. As more and more Arctic resources become scarcer,
and the Arctic ice itself melts more more quickly, we are seeing a decline in the populations of
Arctic animals that would have traditionally been used for their skins and meat—the most
notable being polar bears.
Due to the fragile nature of the Arctic environment, climate change has dramatically
decreased the amount of sea ice in the Arctic Ocean. Prior to the ice melting, Inuit communities
from across the circumpolar region had strong relations, particularly the Inuit of the eastern
Canadian Arctic and the people of western Greenland, as they were physically close to one
another. According to the producers of the documentary The Last Ice,97these two groups of
people are frequently biologically related to one another because the groups have intermingled
and intermarried for centuries. The decrease in sea ice has created a boundary between them,
effectively separating families for months at a time.
Climate change is also limiting the opportunities to practice their traditions within their
own communities.
“Pottle worries all the skills he’s learned from older generations may soon become irrelevant.
More and more, Inuit are relying on expensive, store-bought processed foods because it’s safer and easier
than catching or shooting support. Pottle’s ancestors never experienced a time when their frozen world in
northern Labrador was being altered so dramatically because of climate change. Shrinking ice packs and
more severe weather has made travel increasingly difficult and dangerous, often cutting people off from
other communities and traditional hunting lands.ˮ98
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These environmental changes are occurring at such a rapid rate that there has been no
opportunity for the culture to evolve at a natural rate and adapt to these new conditions.
According to a recent Guardian article, this loss of natural environment is having a crucial
impact on the mental health of Inuit living on their traditional lands:
“Scientists say the impact of climate change on the Inuit psyche is significant, and only just
beginning to be understood. Social workers worry it is leading to increased rates of drugs and alcohol
abuse, in a place where the suicide rate far outstrips the national. ‘The land is not just the land for them.
It’s family, it’s kin, it's part of you. Every aspect of Inuit culture grows from the land,’ said Ashlee
Cunsolo, Director of the Labrador Institute in Happy Valley-Goose Bay. ‘When you’re the first
generation that can’t do that anymore, that can’t follow your ancestors on to the land, think about how
devastating that can be from a cultural standpoint. It’s a disruption to cultural traditions that have endured
for hundreds of years.ˮ99

Among the negative impacts attributed to mental health issues, such as the suicide
epidemic and addiction issues, the loss of Inuit culture has also increased crucial issues related to
poverty. As the Guardian article mentions, the decrease in hunting among Inuit communities has
meant that they are now more reliant on food sources from outside of their territories. This is
particularly disadvantageous to the people of Nunavut and Nunavik, as there are no roads leading
into these regions and all food must be shipped by air or water--though in the winter it is
exclusively by plane, insofar as the ice on the Arctic Ocean would require an ice breaker ship. A
study from the University of Toronto found that forty-six percent of households in Nunavut were
affected by food insecurity in 2016.100 Many households are afraid of running out of food, and
some had skipped meals to save food: “Studies have revealed that food insecurity in childhood is
associated with detrimental impacts on healthy development and thus academic success in
childhood may be negatively affected, allowing poverty and consequent food insecurity to persist
into subsequent generations…Experiencing low food security was associated with 0.70, 0.65,
and 0.59 times the odds of meeting expectations in reading, writing, and mathematics,
respectively. Very low food security was associated with 0.48, 0.52 and 0.38 times the odds of
meeting expectations for reading, writing, and mathematics respectively.”101

Loss of Language
As has been repeated incessantly in this thesis, the residential school system had many
pervasive impacts on loss of culture for Inuit communities. Haley Blair, a researcher at the
University of Washington, wrote, on this matter:
“From 1996 to 2011, the number of families using Inuktitut at home plummeted from 76% to
61%. At this rate, it is predicted that the number of Nunavut households using Inuktitut will be a mere 4%
by 2051. What is even more alarming, however, is the prevalence of language loss among Inuit youth.
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Only 66% of Inuit under the age of 15 regarded Inuktitut as their primary language at home, as opposed to
97% of elders 65 and older [according to the Nunavut Bureau of Statistics in 2017].”102

There is a growing interest and desire across Canada to reverse these trends of cultural
depletion, and one of the most common ways for people to partake in this effort is to learn what
would have been their native tongue. According to Statistics Canada, “In 2016, 260, 550
Aboriginal people [across the entire country] reported being able to speak an Aboriginal
language well enough to conduct a conversation. The number of Aboriginal people who could
speak an Aboriginal language has grown by 3.1% since 2006. The number of Aboriginal people
able to speak an Aboriginal language exceeded the number who reported an Aboriginal mother
tongue. This suggests that many people, especially young people, are learning Aboriginal
languages as second languages.”103
The residential school system attempted to eradicate Indigenous languages by forbidding
students to speak them, which led to some students forgetting their mother tongue due to lack of
use. Other students were encouraged by their families to focus more on English, because it
would be better for them to know it and do better in the schools. Today, while the interest in
learning Indigenous languages among Indigenous youth rises, there continues to be a struggle,
for the schools operating primarily in English or French receive more funding than Inuktitut.
They are official languages of the territory of Nunavut, and French is the official language of
Quebec, and therefore Nunavik. Not to mention the fact that English and French are the official
languages of the country, whereas Inuktitut is only an official language in Nunavut. This
situation will require more communal efforts to revive the languages, especially as long as
federal funding is more limited than for French and English:
“Miriam Aglukkaq and Gamailee Kilukishak, both members of the Inuit Qaujimaiatuqangit
Katimajiit described an Inuit society whereby the Inuktut [or Inuktitut] language was used as a form of
cooperation and survival. Inuit thrived in harsh conditions because of language and what was taught
through traditional Inuit knowledge. Both stress the need for cooperation amongst the generations to
ensure that our language continue to thrive. Intergenerational transfer of knowledge can and should still
occur through traditional activities. Language, in essence, cannot be separated from culture and
identity.”104

Traditional Knowledge
As discussed in previous sections, the Inuit way of teaching children was largely
conducted through hands-on learning, storytelling, and through guided observation. The Inuit
have always had a strong oral history, though the stories they passed on had long been disputed
by early Western scientists and academics as being fantastical; folklore, not culture. Because
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many of them had little or no tangible proof according to the white Canadians, the stories were
dismissed, along with the expertise of the Inuit Elders in matters pertaining to their community.
Inuit storytelling is certainly mythic, weaving the most incredibly beautiful elements of the
tangible world with the spiritual, intangible realm. The interweaving of these elements happens
in the stories because it follows the Inuit view of the universe, according to which the divine and
the tangible interact every day. The inclusion of the divine and spiritual in their stories being
presented as fact led the European settlers to disregard the entire heritage as something of a fairy
tale. For instance, the Inuit Elders described the Tuniit as, “taller than Inuit and stout. I would
think they had the same muscle build as polar bears. It is also said that they were capable of
pulling a walrus carcass [alone].”105 In some stories, the Tuniit were described as being a sort of
‘gentle giant’. From these descriptions, most settlers concluded the stories were fanciful rather
than factual.
In another instance, an Elder discussed healing practices in his community and said:
“Two young men, who were not yet married but of an age to be quite strong, were practicing with
their harpoons, trying to throw them through the wall of a snow porch. By accident, I was struck in the
head by one of their harpoons and I could not pull it out. The boy who had hit me pulled it out, and almost
fell over backwards doing it. Blood poured from the wound, and I was frightened and crying. He escorted
me back to my home, where my mother made me lie down, there was blood everywhere. The boy’s
mother came and licked my wound; immediately the bleeding stopped. She was a shaman, and in those
days shamans had different sorts of powers…If she had not licked my wound I would probably have bled
to death.ˮ106

While there are many explanations as to why this could have occurred, such as the
medicine and plants that she used to help heal the Elder, it is also easy for people to dismiss the
story as an exaggeration based on fanciful wording, which is what has been happening since the
beginning of the interactions between the Inuit and the European settlers. This attitude continues
to overpower the knowledge being taught to young Inuit, as they are taught in European-style
schools by southern teachers, who would not fully understand the wisdom of these traditional
teachings. The schools continue to put the entire focus on knowledge that requires tangible proof
per the scientific method, despite the fact that this goes against the Inuit way of viewing the
world.

Cultural Practices and Access to Education
The shift from traditional nomadic communities to sedentary communities modeled after
their southern counterparts has meant that in the span of one generation, in some communities,
people were expected to shift their outlooks for their learning, achievements and future prospects
without having adults who could guide them in this process. In many of Canada’s southern
provinces, there has been such an abundance of people trained as teachers in the job market
compared to available jobs, that many people were forced to move to other cities, provinces, or
even countries in some cases, to find employment in their profession. This has meant that
southern students have teachers who have high quality training from university and understand
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how to guide their students through the education process. There are options for students who
have unique needs in their education, and teachers who are specially trained to help them with
those needs, e.g., from schools specializing in different languages, to schools with teachers with
training to help students who have foetal alcohol spectrum disorder.107 In Nunavut and Nunavik,
there are frequently large teacher shortages, which have meant there are often schools without
qualified teachers, and when there are qualified teachers, they rarely speak the local language.
“In Nunavik- the northern third of Quebec, home to the province’s Inuit- the Kativik School
Board was missing 84 teachers as of August 9. That means that in three schools, there are no
teachers for more than one grade level, said Harriet Keleutak, Directors General of the school
board…For local hires- the educators who teach Inuktitut and culture- the number of vacancies
tripled from last year, Keleutak said.”108 Occasionally teachers will move up to Nunangat from
the southern provinces, but the vast majority are not Inuit. They may be highly qualified and
motivated but the lack of representation of Inuit culture in the education system has created a
sense of cultural dichotomy between life at home and life at school.
It is common for newly trained southern teachers to move to Nunavut for a year or two at
the beginning of their careers, so that they can gain experience prior to moving back to their
communities of origin, and with no universities in Nunangat as of 2021, and only one university
in all three territories combined, the opportunity to become trained as a teacher simply does not
exist for many Inuit, as the cost of sending them to a different city to study would be too high on
their existing incomes. As of 2021, there have been no plans announced to open a university in
Nunavut or Nunavik (though some university programs have begun to be offered at Nunavut
Arctic College, which will be discussed later in this research), and in the remote northern
communities, internet speeds are so slow as to prevent anyone from completing a university
education online from a distance, whereas people from better connected cities would have the
option to do so.
The lack of teachers to care for the students in the communities and the vast majority of teachers
not being Inuit create a disparity in the lived experiences of the students and the teachers, which
can make it more challenging for students to feel that they are still fully connected to their
communities, and for teachers to understand the needs and values of their students. A guidance
counselor at Inuksuk High School in Iqaluit told CBC: “The greatest challenge for Nunavut
educators is reconciling Inuit societal values within the European institution of school. I am
frequently confronted with Inuit students speaking of their culture from a position of inferiority
and lamenting that they feel stuck between two worlds of cultural identity.”109 Researchers have
shown that creating a link between the course materials and the context of the students can
improve the class outcomes. One strategy that has been successful in demonstrating this is
known as ‘contextualized teaching and learning’. The goal of this strategy is to base the lessons
on concrete examples from the students’ lives in order to elaborate on concepts the students
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already know and understand, rather than teaching them concepts from scratch.110 As there is
currently a teacher shortage in the North of Canada, this makes most school boards willing to
hire any qualified candidate regardless of their understanding of the cultural context, and thus
less able to offer support through contextualized learning. Teachers who stay for many years can
learn the culture and then begin to utilize this strategy, but most do not stay long enough to
implement this, which leads to difficulties in learning through a cultural barrier and a high
turnover in educators.
The inability to offer contextualized teaching also limits the students’ opportunities to
understand their own people’s worldview and would detract from their education as
understanding multiple worldviews would enrich their education and allow them to better
understand learning from different perspectives and improve their critical thinking skills. The
Inuit used to rely heavily on the knowledge and wisdom of their Elders.
“During a workshop held in Kangiqsuiuaw in January of 2002, Elders spoke about their changing
role as ‘village counselors’ owing to the fact that weather has become more unpredictable. People used to
take pride in their abilities to predict weather but with such uncertainty today, Elders say that they cannot
give advice with any level of comfort. Instead, their role has changed to that of observers. Efforts must be
made to empower Elders in this changed role within Inuit society.”111

Over the past half century, Elders have largely been relegated to the sidelines of their
own communities by loss of language and massive cultural shifts, meaning that in some cases it
would be difficult for them to impart this wisdom on their communities, especially if the rates of
people speaking their language continue to drop.

3.5 Northern Representation
For many years, the desires and needs of the Indigenous peoples were largely ignored in
order to benefit white Canadians. The importance of representation of these peoples in all facets
of Canadian life has recently begun to be more recognized with the separation of the Department
of Indian Affairs into Indigenous Services Canada and Crow-Indigenous Relations and Northern
Affairs Canada, in order to better serve these communities. Despite this, the territories and the
region of Nunavik are frequently overlooked in favour of their southern counterparts. The
balance that the federal government must strike in allocating their resources is a complicated one
because, in spite of the small population, more money per capita is required for northern
residents in the form of wage subsidies, food subsidies, and aiding with the high cost of shipping
any goods to the communities. These are especially high in Nunavut and Nunavik, as there are
no roads leading into these communities. The balance between northern and southern
communities is particularly complicated in Nunavik, where it is not only the federal government
who must strike this balance, but the provincial government of Quebec must also do so, choosing
how to allocate their resources for services such as health and education. Among the smaller
population of the territories, Nunavut has a primarily Indigenous population, but in Yukon and
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the Northwest Territories, a significant portion of the population is non-Indigenous, which limits
the political representation of all Indigenous peoples in the North.
Each of the three territories has one elected representative in the Canadian House of
Commons, due to their respective population sizes. At the moment, two of the three Members of
Parliament are Indigenous. James Arreak, CEO of Nunavut Tunngavik Inc, suggested a
modification to the electoral system in Canada in order to have increased representation among
all Canadian Indigenous populations.
“‘Each of Canada’s Aboriginal peoples should have direct representation in a reformed House of
Commons,’ he said…Representation in the range of two to four representatives from each of Canada’s
three Aboriginal peoples [First Nations, Métis, and Inuit] would roughly track the New Zealand
precedent. New Zealand uses a Mixed Member Proportional system which allows citizens to cast two
ballots: one for the person’s local representative and another for their preferred party, thus ensuring the
allotment of seats to each party coincides with the popular vote it received.”112

Increased political representation would probably improve the laws created at the federal
and territorial levels, as it would include the voices of those who the laws would impact the
most. In saying that, both Nunavut and the Northwest Territories have good Indigenous
representation at the territorial level with most Members of the Legislative Assembly in Nunavut
being Indigenous113 and approximately half the Members of the Legislative Assembly in the
Northwest Territories being Indigenous. 114
In Canada, some of the laws which have created the most negative impacts were those
that were created in order to govern the Indigenous peoples, but which did not include their
input. These include the laws which have already been discussed in this thesis, such as the Indian
Act and the outlawing of certain cultural practices simply for the fact that they were cultural
practices of Indigenous people and therefore undesirable practices, e.g., the potlach (a
ceremonial feast) and economic policies that governed the actions of First Nations’ peoples. The
creation of policies which guaranteed an increase in political representation of Inuit and other
Indigenous peoples would also increase the likelihood that the rights of Indigenous peoples
would be guaranteed. For example, in the 2019 Canadian federal election, there were more
candidates running for election who were Indigenous and more who were outspoken about the
need for the Canadian government to sign and adapt the United Nations Declaration for the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples (hereafter referred to as UNDRIP). The calls of these candidates
for Canada to amend this declaration resulted in four of the five major federal political parties to
officially include the signing of UNDRIP as part of their political platform.115 As a result,
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UNDRIP has been signed into law in Canada as of June 2021.116 Despite the signing of UNDRIP
into law, however, and an increased interest in taking action to promote Indigenous rights by
signing UNDRIP, there is still very little representation of Inuit people at the federal level,
particularly Inuit women. Elections Canada suggests that one of the primary factors in limiting
the participation of Indigenous people in parliamentary affairs is that they did not receive the
right to vote until 1950--as opposed to their White counterparts, who received the right to vote in
1922 (except in Quebec). Between that time and 2003, only one Indigenous woman served in the
federal Parliament.117 This is due in part to the fact that very few Indigenous women ran for
election, though that number is on the rise and the Canadian Parliament will very likely see an
increase in Indigenous participation, insofar as Canadian society recognizes the importance of
having a more diverse government to better serve the people.

Nunavut Land Claims Agreement
As mentioned in previous sections, the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement118created the
territory of Nunavut which allowed for increased representation for the Inuit people and
enumerated their rights as a new territory and their various forms of autonomy from the federal
government. These are further elaborated in the Act, which states: “to provide for certainty and
clarity of rights to ownership and use of lands and resources and of rights for Inuit to participate
in decision-making concerning the use, management and conservation of land, water and
resources, including the offshore, to provide Inuit with wildlife harvesting rights and rights to
participate in decision-making concerning wildlife harvesting.”119
In spite of these rights being enumerated in the Act, there have been ongoing disputes between
the federal and territorial governments, because Nunavut has not yet been granted their full
autonomy through the process of devolution as the other territories have. The disputes most often
pertain to governance of natural resources, given that the Arctic is rich in marine resources and
oil: “Projections show that the area of land and sea that falls within the Arctic Circle is home to
an estimated 90 billion barrels of oil, an incredible 13% of Earth’s reserves. It’s also estimated to
contain almost a quarter of untapped global gas resources.”120 Considering the extensive marine
resources, the federal government also has the opportunity for significant financial gain, should
they choose to give fishing rights to corporations rather than leaving it solely to the Inuit, where
it would be primarily used as a communal food source rather than primarily as a source of profit:
“A proposal from the Nattivak Hunters and Trappers Organization in Qikiqtarjuaq is before the
Nunavut Wildlife Management Board. The HTO wants to develop a commercial fishery for Arctic char
and has applied for a license. But NTI is arguing that Inuit don’t need a license to fish… ‘An Inuk shall
have the right to harvest that stock or population in the Nunavut Settlement Area up to the full level of his
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or her economic, social, and cultural needs,’ states Section 5.6.1. Section 5.7.3 gives Inuit the right to
‘sell, barter, exchange and give, either inside or outside the Nunavut Settlement Area’ any wildlife
lawfully harvest.”121

Given that this section of the Act refers to an Inuk rather than Inuit as a collective,
commercial fishing would likely not be included under this provision (as the word Inuk is
singular, so the government would likely argue against commercial fishing). This is because
when claiming that an Inuk has the rights to fish to fulfill his economic needs, the implication is
that it is one person fishing to feed their family and perhaps sell or trade with other people,
whereas commercial fishing and the creation of a fishery would require multiple people working
together, and would use the word Inuit rather than Inuk. However, when Inuit have the full right
to govern the use of their natural resources within their territory, they would have the ability to
give the commercial rights to anyone as they see fit. Obviously, it would be in the best interest of
the Nunavut Wildlife Management Board to give the commercial rights to its own people rather
than selling the rights to an outsider, especiallyif such an arrangement should permit many local
people to participate in this commercial fishery while allowing them to continue to partake in
their traditional economic activities. (What is obvious is not always what is done, however.
Corruption, mismanagement and poor decision-making can affect anyone and any community.)
As the Inuit have a strong connection to the land and have always understood the need to protect
and respect their surroundings, they would possibly have a good understanding of how to set and
adhere to limits for fishing and ensure that the fishery’s activities are sustainable. Whether the
federal government would actually respect this right is debatable, considering how they put this
agreement into place in 1993 (The Nunavut Land Claims Agreement) and yet the federal
government is still allowing non-Inuit people to use their lands and resources against the will of
the Inuit122 (all this happeningbefore much of the oil has even become available). With an
estimated 90 billion barrels of oil in the Arctic Ocean123, and each barrel of oil being worth
approximately $93 USD124 (as of February 2022), the value of the oil field is more than $83
trillion USD. Given that this would be by far the most profitable resource in the region, it is
unlikely that the federal government would willingly acquiesce and allow the Inuit to dictate how
the resources are used, despite it being in the Act that they have the ability to govern the natural
resources of the ocean as well as the land.

Human Rights Commission
As will be expatiated further in the following pages, Indigenous children are extremely
overrepresented in the foster care system, and in most cases, once they are in the foster care
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system, they are almost always cared for by non-Indigenous parents-. In the region of Nunavik,
this means that if a child is taken into foster care, they are frequently flown to Montreal. For one,
there are more resources in the South. For another, foster homes are more numerous, simply due
to the larger population.
In 2018, the Quebec Human Rights Commission investigated a complaint where Inuit children in
Montreal were not being allowed to participate in their own culture: “The commission’s report,
released Wednesday, found that these children were deprived of proper education, sometimes
discouraged from speaking their own language and left feeling isolated and homesick… ‘I’ve
been involved with this agency for 10 years. I’ve seen very little change in regard to how
Indigenous families and Indigenous children are treated,’ the source said.”125 Over the past three
decades, Canadians have seen the various human rights commissions (provincial and federal)
take complaints about Indigenous minors whose rights were violated. Adults too may suffer
grave violations.
In general, the government is rather slow to act, especially when the response needed would cost
them money, such as fixing the drinking water on Indigenous reserves, but in cases where the
complaint is brought forward at an international level, the federal government is much more
quick to act. This was certainly the case when Howard v Canada came before the Human Rights
Committee at the United Nations.126 George Howard was an Indigenous man who was not
permitted to fish in his nation’s historical waters without a license--which goes against the treaty
terms. When the complaint eventually reached the United Nations, the government was quick to
comply with the demand by the UN that Howard and his nation be permitted to hunt and dish on
their traditional lands, regardless of the licensing rules set out for non-Indigenous people.
A notable example of the federal government dragging their feet in cases where they
were not subject to international pressure is the case regarding the Innu of Labrador. The Innu of
Labrador made a complaint to the Canadian Human Rights Commission in 1993 that their status
as First Nations people had been ignored since 1947, i.e.,when Newfoundland and Labrador
joined Canada as a province. As of 1996, negotiations had begun to make a treaty with the Innu
people and to have them governed by the Indian Act like all other First Nations peoples, but by
the time the second report of this complaint was written in 2002, the negotiations had not been
concluded. As of 2021, the negotiations of what exactly will be included in the treaty have still
not been completed. When there is no financial incentive or international pressure, the Canadian
government tends to procrastinate, given also the fact that Indigenous Canadians represent a
minority of the population, and the government will always try to appeal to the majority to
ensure their re-election, even if it means continuing to violate the rights of the Indigenous
people. In spite of the treaty negotiations not yet being completed, the Innu have been granted
status as First Nations, and with this status, they have been able to create their own school board,
which allowed them to change the programming and curriculum of their schools. Since making
these changes, “prior to 2009, about give students graduated from high school each year in two
Innu communities. In 2014, 19 students graduated high school. The school board stated, ‘there
have been more Innu high school graduates [in its first five years of operation] than there [had
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been] in the previous fifty years when the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador provided
education services to the Innu.”127

Northern Representation and Access to Education
Ideally, in democracies, the enacted legislation would protect all the people of the
country equally, but in practice, the legislation has often benefited people who were already in
positions of power. For instance, in the Canadian Senate, though officially seats are meant to be
non-partisan, “past political activities would not disqualify an applicant.”128 It is a commonly
understood phenomenon whereby Senate applicants are often chosen because of their political
affiliations, so as to advance the political agenda of the party currently in power. Additionally,
anyone appointed to the Senate “must own real property with a net value of $4000 in the
province for which he or she is appointed.”129 Although $4000 may be a small amount relative to
the current median salaries across the country, there are rarely—if ever—opportunities to
purchase property at a price that low; the median house cost in Canada as of April 2021 is
$716,000 though the value can vary significantly by province, with Ontario, British Columbia,
and the three northern territories being the most expensive.130 This would mean that, in practice,
the policy excludes many people in the lower economic classes who cannot afford to buy
property.
In the other body in the legislative branch of the government, the House of Commons, the
opportunities for Indigenous representatives are also low and the regions that are primarily Inuit
have very few representatives in it. Each of the three territories have one Member of
Parliamentonly, and in Nunavik there is also one Member of Parliament that is shared with the
rest of the northern region of Quebec. The territories of Yukon and the Northwest Territories
only have a small percentage of their population made up of Inuit people; most of their
Indigenous population is First Nations, and the constituents of northern Quebec outside of
Nunavik are primarily non-Indigenous, meaning that Inuit constituents have to compete for small
scraps of representation. Unsurprisingly, the current Member of Parliament for northern Quebec
is not Indigenous.
This lack of representation poses many challenges for the Inuit in all aspects of life,
including access to education. In most northern communities, the teachers come from the
southern provinces, often because of the high salaries on offer, but also because, for the past
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decade, there has been a large teacher surplus in many of the southern provinces. Until 2021,
there was no university in any of the territories, and as of the opening of Yukon University in
2021, there is now only one university. This campus is still thousands of kilometres away from
the home communities of most Inuit, but the political will to open a university in their
communities is almost non-existent, insofar as it would be very expensive and cater to a very
small portion of the population.
Because the political representation for the Inuit population is so low, there have been a
proportionally low amount of education programs and reforms dedicated to helping the Inuit to
get an education that is relevant to them and that would make them feel welcome, inasmuch as
being taught by people who do not understand their culture can often be an alienating experience.
As one Indigenous man spoke of his experiences in secondary school, CBC wrote:
“When Michael Henderson looks back on his high school years, he wonders how things would be
different for him if he hadn’t dropped out of school. Henderson, now 21, was suspended five times over a
two-year period from St. John’s High School, before dropping out in Grade 10. The Ojibwe man says the
first time he was suspended for a week was because he missed too many classes. The other times were
because he got into verbal conflicts with other students. ‘I got suspended five times and it made me feel
kind of hard to catch up on my work and like, I didn’t want to go there anymore,’ Henderson said. ‘I just
didn’t feel wanted there.’”131

Missing school could be caused by many of the factors that have been discussed in this
thesis, such as mental or physical illnesses, addiction issues that make home life unstable, or
living below the poverty line and needing to take on work to help support their families.

3.6 Poverty and Economic Instability
In northern Canada, and in particular, the regions of the Canadian Arctic that make up
Nunangat, the cost of living is astronomically high, even when compared to cities like
Vancouver or Toronto that are frequently used as prime examples of the rising living cost in
Canada:. “It likely won’t come as a surprise to northerners, but the Nunavut Bureau of Statistics’
newest food price survey shows people in the territory still pay two or even three times as much
as the average Canadian for basic necessities… The price of fruits and vegetables has risen
dramatically across the country this year, including in Nunavut where the price of cauliflower
shot to $13 in at least one grocery store.”132
The cost of housing, transportation, and energy are all also dramatically more expensive
in Nunavut and Nunavik, given that there is no road or rail access into these regions, and all
goods being shipped into the region must go by air or water. Furthermore, commercial shipping
companies are still largely unable to ship goods to the region during winter, when the sea ice has
frozen over to such a degree that it would require icebreaker ships to pass through. The high cost
of living, along with low median incomes among the Inuit population, has meant that many Inuit
people in the region have had to make certain economic sacrifices or trade-offs, such as lower
quality or quantity of food, or more people living in each house, which has been shown to
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increase instances of tuberculosis, a disease which is rampant in Nunavut to this day, as we
mentioned already in this thesis.

Food Insecurity
The average salary among the Inuit living in the Canadian Arctic is roughly $25, 000 per
year, and the food prices in Nunavut and Nunavik are double to triple the price compared to the
south of Canada, meaning many Inuit homes are food insecure. Additionally, many Inuit
traditions have been lost in the rapid shift from nomadic to urban communities, including a
significant decrease in hunting, and insofar as this was the traditional food source, there has then
been an increase in the reliance of northern communities on other, external food sources (ie
processed goods to be bought in grocery stores and higher quantities of vegetables that can only
be grown in the warmer climates of the South). Food security is defined by the Canadian
Medical Association Journal as follows: “all people, at all times, have physical and economical
access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food to meet their dietary needs and food preferences for
an active and healthy life.”133
Rates of food insecurity are much higher in Nunavut, compared to the rest of Canada.
According to the Canadian Medical Association Journal, approximately seventy percent of Inuit
children in Nunavut live in food insecure homes, compared to only ten percent of the general
population in Canada.134 People who grow up in food insecure homes are much more likely to
perform poorly at school and will frequently need to leave school early to help their families to
pay for the cost of living: “Nunavut has the highest rate of food insecurity of any Indigenous
population in any developed country.”135
Food insecurity, unsurprisingly, leads to higher levels of malnourishment, but malnourishment in
children is often used as a red flag by the department(s) of social services, as malnourishment in
children is potentially caused by neglect i.e., a sign of abuse. This family separation frequently
adds to the mental crises in the territory. As mentioned earlier, the majority of Indigenous
children taken into foster care are to the victims of poverty and neglect, much more often than
they are of emotional, physical, or sexual abuse (as mentioned on page 51). There have also been
many cases where Indigenous parents were unfairly scrutinized and had their children removed
from their care without their consent, such as through the practice of birth alerts.
The practice of birth alerts has led to some children being removed from their homes.
Birth alerts allowed healthcare systems to flag pregnant women whom they believed to be ‘at
risk’. Flagging factors included past drug use, poverty or domestic abuse, though what is
considered the threshold for someone to be flagged is inconsistent at best, and downright racist at
worst.136 One woman, Nikida Steel, was the target of four separate birth alerts, each time she
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became pregnant, and all her children were subsequently removed from her care: “‘There was
paperwork that I read that said I was a heavy drug user,’ she said. ‘I’ve never been a heavy drug
user. I read information that said I was in a treatment program. I was never in a program. It said I
had been sanctioned under the Mental Health Act’…Steel is representing herself, as well as all of
those who were subject to a birth alert in British Columbia between Jan. 1 2018 and Sept. 16
2019. In that time, British Columbia issued 423 birth alerts. Of those, in 228 cases, more than
half, the mothers were Indigenous.”137
The city of Iqaluit declared in October 2021 that their water supply was undrinkable, due
to contamination from an old fuel tank that had leaked into it. As of January 2021 that crisis was
still ongoing, due to the territorial government wanting to wait until they were able to install
multiple machines to monitor for fuel in the water, whereas the city wanted to lift the ‘do not
drink’ order, as they had one machine monitoring the supply and the tests had come back
clean.138This crisis put many Inuit at risk, as they were not able to afford to buy bottled water. A
few weeks after the crisis began, the territorial government set aside money to pay for bottled
water for the residents of Iqaluit, but as it is so expensive, people had also taken to drinking
directly from one of the rivers. “Katherine Mackenzie of Yellowknife organized a donation in
Yellowknife and purchased $300 worth of water. She phoned Canadian North, the only airline
company to fly between NWT to Nunavut and she was shocked at the cargo’s $3, 000 price
tag.”139 As said, Nunangat is such an expensive destination for goods that multiple people such
as Katherine Mackenzie, who had wanted to send water to help people through this crisis, were
not able to afford the shipping costs.. It would be difficult to support yourself on the median
income of the Inuit living in a southern community, but doing it in Nunangat is an impossible
feat.

Overcrowded Housing
As a result of low incomes and an extremely high cost of living, many Inuit are unable to
afford housing on their own, and they must live with multiple generations of families in homes
built for nuclear or single generation families. Additionally, because all communities in Nunavut
and Nunavik have no road access to other communities, it is very difficult and costly to ship the
materials to these communities in order to perform any maintenance on the homes when
necessary. This has led to many homes having poor air quality, and tightly packed residents,

*As initially discussed on page 54
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which have been some of the most important factors in the spread of tuberculosis in the territory
of Nunavut, where the rates of the disease are twenty-six times higher than the national average.*
According to the Member of Parliament for Nunavut, the problem can only be solved by
the federal government, and the federal government is the one to blame for this crisis:
“‘Money for remediation and new units is the only solution,’ Qaqqaq says in the report’s
conclusion. ‘It is clear that the Nunavut Housing Corporation is underfunded. I want to make it very
clearn, that the issues noted in this report are not the NHC’s fault. They are doing what they can with the
resources they have. Neither is this the Government of Nunavut’s fault. The fault for Nunavut’s housing
concerns lies squarely with the federal government that needs to do more to support the NHC and every
organization in Nunavut, with greater funding, and by listening to local solutions.’”140

It is not only an issue of overcrowded homes, or homes that are expensive to repair, but it
is an exceedingly common problem for homes to have mould growing in many of the crevices,
and for sewage to be leaking. According to the government of Nunavut, 74.7% of the people
living in publicly funded housing earn less than $23, 000 per year141 and so they have no other
option but to remain in deplorable housing conditions, lest they choose to live in the streets.

Economic Instability and Access to Education
Studies have shown that many of the factors involved in living in conditions of economic
instability have a negative impact on children’s ability to perform well in their academic
endeavours. This includes factors such as overcrowded housing which, as stated, has increased
the prevalence of tuberculosis in Nunavut and, in turn, has led to lower rates of attendance in
school due to physical illness. Also, children who live in homes that are food insecure are more
likely to perform poorly in school, and suffer from obesity (sometimes as a result of eating
processed foods which are less expensive than produce though worse for physical health) , which
can lead to other potential health problems:
“Food security at kindergarten predicted impaired academic performance in reading and
mathematics for girls and boys, a greater decline in social skills for boys, and greater weight and BMI for
girls. Food insecurity thus serves as an important marker for identifying children with delayed trajectories
of development… children from households that became food insecure exhibited poorer reading
performance, and this was especially significant among girls.”142
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In all likelihood, improvements to food and housing security would increase the potential
for academic achievement, as students would be present more often and have better chances of
success.

3.7 Public Consciousness
Most of Canada is still largely unaware of the Inuit cultures and its citizens have often
many misconceptions of what it means to live in the Canadian Arctic. However, contemporary
Canada is becoming more aware of Indigenous cultures in general, even if some levels of
ignorance persist. A humorous example of this ignorance is the fact that on the government of
Nunavut’s website, under the ‘frequently asked questions’ section, the following explanation for
the territory’s housing facilities can still be found: “‘What is housing like in Nunavut? Do people
live in igloos?’ ‘Contrary to popular belief, people in Nunavut don’t live in igloos- although the
word igloo is the Inuktitut word for home.’”143 The awareness of the general public pertaining to
the Inuit has begun to change somewhat with more people travelling to the Arctic, and an
increase in educational programs about Indigenous history, language and culture.
Moreover, after centuries of being the passive subject of racist policies, and considering
the ignorance of the general public about the suffering of these communities, the advent of social
media and the internet has brought much more attention to the issues facing the Indigenous
peoples and how the general public can help solve these issues. At the time of writing this
section, Indigenous communities across Canada have been searching the grounds of former
residential schools and have found mass unmarked graves with thousands of children who died
while in the care of the residential schools. One recent set of events is particularly telling and
deserves being mentioned here.
As of early July 2021, the grounds of three schools had been searched. “Cowessess First
Nation last week said that ground-penetrating radar detecteded 751 unmarked graves at the
former Marieval Indian Residential School, not long after the discovery of what are believed to
be the remains of 215 children in Kamloops, BC. And then on Wednesday, the Lower Kootenay
Band said a search using ground-penetrating radar had found 182 human remains in unmarked
graves at a site close to a former residential school in Cranbrook, BC.”144 Canada Day is July 1st;
many cities had planned some smaller scale events in 2021, thanks to pandemic-era restrictions
being somewhat lifted, but Indigenous people and allies of these communities led wide-scale
demonstrations during the national holiday in response to the recent discovery of the graves.
Tens of thousands of people marched in solidarity with the Indigenous peoples, wearing orangea symbol in Canada for the culture and lives lost to the residential schools. On TikTok (a social
media platform), the hashtag #cancelcanadaday had videos with more than 63 million views.
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Many organizations, schools, and communities have organized memorials for these children, the
refrain ‘no pride in genocide’ and ‘they thought they could bury us, they didn’t know we were
seeds’ (in reference to the burial of the children) becoming more common on social media and in
protests across the country, coming from both Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples.
A lack of participation in the efforts to search the grounds for these potential grave sites
on the part of the federal government has been cast in a very negative light, as neither the federal
government nor the Catholic Church are perceived as having fully taken responsibility for their
roles in this dark chapter of Canadian history. Outrage towards these two institutions has
therefore grown so much, to the point where several churches have been set ablaze in retaliation
for the past decisions and actions of members of the clergy of the Catholic Church. Opinions on
these arsons are divided. Some people believe this type of retaliations is appropriate, given that
all the arsons were committed in the middle of the night when no one could be injured by the
fires. On the other hand, many people believe these acts are the result of misplaced anger and
should not have occurred; burning buildings will not alter the institution as a whole, and in some
instances, the churches were nowhere near the sites of former residential schools and their
affiliates would not have had a direct hand in running any of the schools. Much of the anger was
in response to the Pope’s own initial response to the public outcry about the burial sites of the
children. The Pope’s response was thought to be inadequate, for he refused to take responsibility
on behalf of the Catholic Church for their role in the schools and considered it an issue for the
Canadian Catholic community.
According to the Globe and Mail, “Pope Francis expressed his pain over the discovery of
unmarked graves at a former residential school in British Columbia and urged Canadian political and
religious leaders to shed light on the tragedy, but stopped short of an apology. Francis offered his
condolences in a short speech after his regular prayers with the faithful from the window of a papal
apartment overlooking St Peter’s Square at the Vatican. ‘I am following with pain the news that arrives
from Canada about the upsetting discovery of the remains of 215 children,’ he said. ‘I join with the
Canadian bishops and the entire Catholic Church in Canada in expressing my closeness to the Canadian
people traumatized by the shocking news.’”145
Since July 2021, the Canadian Conference of Bishops has publicly apologized
‘profoundly and unequivocally,’146 but the Pope himself has yet to issue the apology for which
he has been asked. In December of 2021, a delegation of Indigenous leaders from across Canada
will travel to the Vatican to request a formal apology from the Pope.147
The perceived lack of accountability from the Holy See has led many Canadians to
express dissatisfaction or anger at the Catholic Church. Many Elders of Indigenous communities
Reguly E and Woo A “Pope Francis Expresses Sorrow over Unmarked Graves at Residential School but Does
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and survivors of residential schools have publicly called out for the arson attempts to stop, as
they believe it is counter-productive to their cause and could lead some Canadians to revoke their
support for the Indigenous communities if they believe this movement to be leading to more
violence: “During a news conference Monday, residential school survivor Jessie Malcolm
condemned the vandalism while fighting back tears. ‘It’s not going to bring back anybody,’ she
said. Jenn Allen-Riley, a Sixties Scoop survivor and a daughter of the residential school survivor,
said the acts of vandalism are sowing discord between Indigenous people and the rest of Canada.
‘Burning down churches is not in solidarity with us Indigenous people,’ Allen-Riley told the
news conference. ‘Whoever is doing this, you’re going to wake up a very ugly, evil spirit in this
country,’ she said.”148
Division of opinions on the Church’s role and the churches’ fires aside, more and more
people across the country are beginning to view Indigenous perspectives as important, and they
are including them more in public discourse, as signalled by the latest round of electoral
campaigning by Canada’s leading political parties. This change of views is also being reflected
in the educational curricula, especially but not exclusively in regions where there is a high
percentage of Indigenous residents. Secondary schools in Ontario have begun including more
Indigenous literature in their English curriculum, and in the Northwest Territories, values,
history and culture of the local Indigenous peoples are being taught in the social studies and
physical education curricula, particularly with games and history being taught to the students.

“Residential School Survivors Call for an End to Arson Attacks on Churches | CBC News” (CBCnewsJuly 6,
2021) <https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/residential-school-survivors-end-church-arson-1.6090511> accessed July
7, 2021
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4 Future Solutions
4.1 Healing the Trauma of the Residential School System
In 2007 the federal government made financial reparations available to all survivors of
the residential school system, over $2 billion (CAD) which included $200 million (CAD) to fund
educational and healing programs.149 Despite the government paying out reparations to more
than 90,000 survivors, the official institutions have continued to show apathy in concretely
supporting Indigenous communities on other crucial issues. Notably, over the course of the past
decade, the federal government has been in court against the survivors of St Anne’s residential
school, because the government has refused to release certain documents recorded by school
officials that the survivors argue to be potentially instrumental in them receiving a larger
financial settlement.
In addition to the financial reparations set out by the Canadian government, the Catholic
Church in Canada has also pledged to give financial reparations to the survivors of the residential
schools. The Canadian Conference of Catholic Bishops has announced they will be giving $30
million (CAD) to the survivors over a period of five years, and “the commitment will be
achieved at the local level, with parishes across Canada being encouraged to participate and
amplify the effort.”150
Financial reparations are a good start but are far from being the end of the matter,
especially as regards healing the trauma created by these institutions. Firstly, as the survivors of
St Anne’s have been arguing, all documentation from every residential school needs to be made
available and accessible to the public, so all Canadians can understand the full weight of what
sort of crimes were perpetrated. Next, the grounds of all the sites of former residential schools
need to be searched for graves. Over the past year (2020-2021), there have been more than 6,500
bodies of children buried in unmarked graves on the grounds of the schools. They were not
identified by the schools and in most, if not all, the cases, the parents were not immediately
informed. Indeed, in many cases the parents were never informed. In some cases, they were told
their children had run away from their schools and had disappeared:
“When parents could not come visit, they often wrote letters to their children or to the principal to
see how their children were, but as mentioned before correspondence was monitored so children were
unable to talk about any abuses they were experiencing, or even about school activities or other students.
Both Wilson and King wrote letters to parents especially, in regards to children’s health. This is in
contrast to later years of the system, when parents were not even informed that their child was sick, let
alone whether they had passed away.”151
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Germany
In its complex history, Germany has also grappled with extreme racism in their policies
pertaining to cultural minorities. While the Third Reich perpetrated a physical genocide rather
than attempting a cultural one, the lessons that they have learned in matters of reconciliation and
reparations are lessons that are necessary for the Canadian people to learn as well. Holocaust
education in schools did not become widespread until the late 1970’s, but has since become a
part of all levels of education in the country, and it is even included in job training for specific
professions, e.g., the police.152 “In the course of the last 20 years [1980-2005], Holocaust
education has certainly gained importance, not least because of new generations of teachers…
Many younger teachers are more committed to teaching the history of Nazism and the
persecution of the Jews, even though it is not an important aspect of the curriculum or political
education… The wrong thing to do as parents and teachers is to be mute about the Holocaust,
and to not confront your children with that history just because it is so horrible you want to
protect them. Then they might learn the wrong things about Auschwitz and Nazism.”153
German police recruits must all spend time visiting concentration camps, and police trainees in
Berlin must spend a portion of their training sleeping in the old guard barracks at the
concentration camp of Sachsenhausen. This is to ensure that all recruits understand the full
weight of what it means when the police force takes on too much power in their society and
pursues life-destructive aims. Their education has meant that most of the population understands
the horrors of what their country did to its own people, and has actively been making amends and
becoming a more welcoming country to individuals who would have been persecuted during the
Nazi regime such as Syrian refugees154.
Canada, on the other hand, has only just begun to include the history of the residential
schools155As things stand at the time of writing, it is not yet mandated in every history
curriculum. Despite attending schools in Ontario until 2016, this author was never taught about
residential schools from any school curriculum.As regards police training, there is still a great
disparity in how Indigenous people are treated by police officers compared to their White
counterparts. Police officers are still far more likely to harm or kill an Indigenous person than a
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white person: ten times more likely.156 Indigenous people, very reasonably, are far more likely to
have a strong distrust of the police force and public institutions at large, insofar as they have
been repeatedly harmed at the hands of these institutions.
Many northern communities are policed exclusively by the RCMP, and many of their officers
are moved around to different postings semi-regularly, meaning they have had very little training
about the local context, and RCMP officers are trained to work cases of the highest level of
criminal severity (such as human trafficking or terrorism)158 whereas local police officers would
more often be expected to handle community issues. This has meant that there is somewhat of a
disparity between the training that these officers receive and the needs of many northern
communities, where mental health issues, addictions, and low-level crimes are much more of a
concern than serious crimes.
In order for Canadians to help Indigenous communities to heal from the abuses that they have
faced from governmental institutions, Canadian teachers and police officers at all levels
(i.e.,municipal, provincial/territorial, and the RCMP) need to receive intensive training about the
history of the Indigenous peoples in Canada and the residential school system, in order to ensure
that they do not abuse their power as they have in the past, similarly to how the German police
officers are trained today. Upon hiring, teachers should also be given trainings specific to their
local Indigenous populations: their history, their challenges and their needs. This should be
included in the professional development days occurring each year, and in the continuing
education courses that teachers are expected to take in order to teach specific courses.

4.2 Psychological Trauma and Mental Health
As discussed in the previous sections, Inuit people today keep suffering from mental
health issues, in many cases as a continuation of the cycle of intergenerational trauma from
residential schools, and other factors too, as amply discussed in this thesis. Many institutions in
Canada have begun to demonstrate a willingness to include Indigenous perspectives. The
Department of Justice has created a process of ‘restorative justice’ to limit punitive actions taken
against residents who have committed crimes159.“Many witnesses highlighted that communitydriven health services are the most effective means of preventing suicide and fostering good
mental health.”160 In 2019, a report was issued outlining the problems and potential solutions for
mental health struggles in the territory of Nunavut:“The report heard from 225 young
Nunavummiut, culminating in 15 recommendations to the Government of Nunavut, spanning
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five key themes: mental health in schools, in-territory mental health services, mental health
workforce, awareness and barriers, and recreational and cultural activities.”161
Since then, there has been an increase in the services and programs made available for
support with mental health challenges. Beginning in December of 2021, Stephanie Richard, the
regional manager of mental health and additions for Rankin Inlet, has arranged for there to be an
event every three months to introduce the community to exactly which supports are available to
them and how to access them:
“Richard said it can be scary to ask for help and go to an office, so the event also served to
familiarize community members with the faces behind the supports available. A number of booths helped
attendees connect with different mental health service providers… Her favourite part was the personal
stories guest speakers shared. ‘To have these role models go on stage and really put it out there and be
brave enough to share about their challenges and ways they overcame them was extremely inspiring,’ said
Richard, adding that by normalizing people’s struggles, it becomes easier to come forward and ask for
help.”162

The Kivalliq Inuit Association has also made $6 million available to communities for
various aspects of improving their quality of life, including on-the-land programs recommended
by multiple Indigenous governments and organizations in Canada to improve mental health
among youth, as well as more than $350,000 for mental health programs specifically in the
Kivalliq region.163 The inclusion of Elders will bode particularly well for the goal of creating
Inuit-led mental health initiatives and will serve to create more important connections between
the generations, which can not only lead to improved mental health but, probably, also an
improvement in cultural and linguistic revitalizations in the region.

4.3 Cultural Revitalization
The territory of Nunavut and the Northwest Territories have already shown dedication in
their pursuit of protecting Indigenous languages and cultures, as they have made their local
Indigenous languages the official languages of the territories along with English and French,
which are the official national languages. Nunavut currently has four official languages, and the
Northwest Territories has eleven official languages. Only one other province is officially
bilingual (English and French), New Brunswick. None of the southern provinces have made any
local Indigenous languages the official languages of the province, despite all of them having
multiple distinct languages and cultures within their borders.164
The creation of the territory of Nunavut was also an important step in the cultural
revitalization of the Inuit, as it formalized the Inuktitut languages as being a language of
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government and business in the region. In this section, my research will demonstrate some of the
positive impacts that can be created by the various levels of government when it supports
cultural revitalization efforts, and the ripple effect that this can have in the effort to encourage
and allow Inuit students to successfully achieve their secondary schooling.
Language-specific revitalization would help Inuit students to understand the worldview
of their ancestors and, given that they are also learning English or French, they would be able to
have a more holistic understanding of the world and their country as a whole. The students are
currently experiencing a dynamic where they study in English and have more of their home lives
in Inuktitut, but introducing more Inuktitut to the schooling environment could help them better
understand some of the course material. Studies have shown that, “Russian speakers are faster to
distinguish shades of blue than English speakers, for example. And Japanese speakers tend to
group objects by material rather than shape, whereas Koreans focus on how tightly objects fit
together.”165 By learning additional languages, people are able to understand concepts in new
ways, such as the examples above; if children were to learn Inuktitut, it would have the same
benefit of creating an understanding of new concepts, but would create a better connection with
their Elders as they would now understand the same or similar concepts as these other members
of their community. There have also been specific benefits to learning Inuktitut for Inuit
children:“Long-term studies of school children in Nunavik show that students learn best and
benefit from higher self esteem when taught in their mother tongue. The findings mean Inuit
students with a good base in Inuttitut tend to do better in their studies, says McGill psychology
professor Don Taylor.”166 The school boards in Nunavik have proven that students who are
taught in Inuktitut first, and have a mastery of the language, are far more likely to succeed in
school later in life and will stay in school for longer than others who do not have a comparable
mastery of the language.

Cultural Revitalization and Access to Education
. Cultural revitalization, inter alia, is meant to allow the local people to more effectively
dictate what they need from an education system and how the system can be modified to meet
the needs of the people rather than modifying the people to meet the needs of the education
system. Additionally, as discussed in the coming sections, cultural revitalization would also
allow the Inuit to better support themselves and have access to resources such as food and
clothing more cheaply, and the resulting economic boon should have a positive impact on
schooling, for living in poverty is frequently acting to the detriment of the people attempting to
complete their schooling.
Cultural revitalization could also give a platform to Elders who hold traditional
knowledge. The government of Nunavut has already started in this effort, creating groups to
pursue Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit (or IQ), the Inuit ways of knowing and understanding the
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universe. “The term translates to ‘that which Inuit have always known to be true.’”167 A cultural
revitalization would also lend itself well to a linguistic revitalization, which is necessary for the
IQ to thrive and to properly support the Inuit: “In-depth understanding of Indigenous knowledge
systems depends on effective listening and reflecting, keen observation and deep thinking.
Conceptually, IQ is less able to be expressed and transmitted in a written form. Language is also
highly contextual. As Elders will continually point out, you can not build an igloo by reading a
book.”168
In addition to IQ being used in health- and wellness efforts, scientists and the
Government of Nunavut have also begun utilizing the knowledge of the Inuit Elders in their
studies of the Arctic climate. As the Inuit are well aware of the natural cycles of the seasons and
understand the regional history so expensively, they are the best people to provide the solutions
to protect their lands from the changes currently occurring. Researchers from the University of
Ottawa and McMaster University have used the expertise of the Inuit to make weather charts to
allow for safer travel for people who are not accustomed to the local weather patterns. They have
used such expertise as:
“If we see big, thick, fluffy, dark clouds in the direction of Arctic Bay (a hamlet about 200km
west of Pond Inlet) we expect bad weather or rain in Pond Inlet. When we see the sky begin to open up
toward Emerson Island, after days of dark skies and bad weather (gray; snowing), we know that good
weather is on its way. When rabbit, ptarmigan, and seals are not in their usual locations, we know that
wind is on its way (animals sense the wind coming much sooner than humans.ˮ169

Greenland
The Inuit of Greenland have had a similar political, economic, and cultural trajectory to
the Inuit of Canada in many ways. As outlined in the documentary, The Last Ice, the Inuit of
both regions have shared a long history together, not just of interacting with one another through
trade and travel, but also through intermarrying, given also that the sea between their respective
territories was frozen for much of the year and people were able to traverse on foot and by sled.
The Greenlandic people have adopted the use of the Latin alphabet, whereas the Inuit of Canada
use a syllabic writing system, but the two groups share many linguistic similarities nonetheless.
Both groups were colonized by foreign governments within the past half century and a half, and
within the past half century, both peoples were forced to transition to a sedentary lifestyle.170
Both peoples were also forced to attend boarding schools in an attempt to ‘civilize’ them.171
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Over the past few decades, Greenland has invested heavily into programs aimed at a
cultural and linguistic revitalization, and it has made multiple changes and reforms to their
education system in the early 2000’s, which put more emphasis on Greenlandic culture, language
and history. “One of the primary education policy objectives became the definition of the
framework for and content of educational programs from a Greenlandic rather than a Danish
perspective to increase the relevance to Greenlandic culture. The Greenlandic language, which in
the previous 10–15 years had been overshadowed by the Danish language, was now being given
higher priority.”172 The new system also aims to consider socio-economic backgrounds when
designing the curriculum and lessons; students living in Nuuk would on average be wealthier
than students coming from smaller fishing villages and have historically performed better in the
Danish-style curriculum, as they had more cultural exposure to the Danish way of living being in
the capital and living with more Danish people. There is also a correlation of students who come
from a lower socio-economic background having psychological trauma from hardships they
faced due to poverty, as well as members of their family struggling more often with addiction
issues, violence in the home, and suicides. Because of the higher prevalence of struggles in
certain communities, the reformers of the educational system felt that is was important to take
that into account when contextualizing the lessons, as the students’ home lives have a significant
impact on their learning. Though the dropout rate remains higher in Greenland than in Denmark,
similarly to what happens in Nunavut in comparison to the southern provinces, the rates of
graduation have risen substantially in Greenland in the past two decades: “In 1994, 43% of
citizens who only spoke Greenlandic had less than seven years of schooling, 56% had completed
grades 1-10, and only 1% had pursued and graduated beyond compulsory education
requirements.”173 In 2017, the graduation rate for secondary school in Greenland was sixty-seven
percent.174 These data, coupled with the increased graduation rate in the Innu schools in
Labrador, demonstrates the need for Inuit people to have full control over their schools and the
resources needed to include more relevant cultural programming, which can serve to benefit their
students.

4.4 Northern Representation
In positive news for many Inuit Canadians, the newest Governor General (sworn into
office in July 2021) is an Inuk woman, Mary Simon. Her appointment to this position is a fairly
radical shift in Canadian politics. The Governor General in Canada is the representative of the
British Crown (Canada’s Head of State) in the Canadian Parliament. Since 1952, when the first
Canadian-born citizen was chosen for the role,175 the people chosen for the role have been
alternating between being native English speakers and native French speakers, even though all
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are expected to speak both official languages. Mary Simon is the first break in the tradition since
it began, as she does not speak French, but rather speaks English and Inuktitut. Simon is also
notably a residential school survivor and is the first Inuk to ever hold the post. There was some
controversy with her appointment, given the fact that she does not speak French, but Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau has stood by his choice as she was never given the opportunity to learn
French at the residential school that she attended, and he has repeatedly come out saying cultural
and gender diversity are an important staple of his government, saying to Simon at her swearingin ceremony: “we need your vision of a stronger Canada.”176 Her appointment follows a recent
increase in Indigenous candidates being elected to the federal government in the past few
elections, and in her commitment to the cultural and linguistic diversity that makes up Canada,
she has promised to start learning French while in office, and even learned part of her
inauguration speech in French.
Though official representatives of the government not being able to speak both French
and English is somewhat of a controversial topic in Canadian politics, this move to include
Indigenous languages and perspectives is one that is likely to be beneficial to all Canadians, for it
will serve to eventually create a more cohesive society in the same way that the creation of the
Multiculturalism Act began to change the outlook of many Canadians, who now view Canada’s
diverse cultural heritage as being enormously positive, rather than preferring the overt racism of
Canada’s older laws--in particular the immigrations laws excluding anyone who was not
White,177 or the Indian Act and its attempts to forcibly remove Indigenous people from their
communities and culture.
Due to the vast differences in geography, cultures, languages, histories and economic
needs across Canada, there have always been difficulties in reaching a consensus aboutwhich
policies to adopt at the federal level. When the federal government wanted to create a national
railway system that would span the entire country, they brought in Chinese labourers, which
resulted in racially driven protests in Vancouver against the ‘yellow fever’; the people of Quebec
protested Canadian involvement in World War 1, when the conscriptions began; and the people
of Quebec are also the most indignant about the appointment of Simon as Governor General. In a
democracy, “the focus of representations refers tro the interest representatives must defend; local
interests of their constituencies, or those of the one nation.”178
This is always a strong concern in Canadian politics, because the needs are so different
from one region to the next; most federal parties base their platforms on the needs of the many,
with each individual Member of Parliament promising to support the needs of their respective
constituents. Most strikingly, the people of Quebec have made an entire political party based
solely on promoting their needs above the needs of other provinces, the Bloc Québécois. While
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this strategy in theory is a more efficient way of directly supporting the needs of the people of
Quebec, as they have so vocally stated their willingness to put Quebec first at all times, they
have difficulty in achieving the goal given the public perception they are unwilling to
compromise.179 However, the Bloc has ensured that the people of Quebec have a strong voice in
the federal government, and the government would be unable to create policies that would be
detrimental to the people of Quebec as they have in the past (ie outlawing schooling in French).
Unfortunately, given the small population sizes of the territories, it would be impossible for a
northern political party to exist in the same way.
Representatives of northern communities have needed to be less direct in promoting the
needs of the North, as there exists only a handful of seats for this region, and they do not express
enough political influence to achieve their goals this way. However, the balance they must strike
is an especially difficult one as not only are the needs of the North very different to other regions
of the country, the North can be a more difficult place to live than other regions because of its
more remote nature, and especially because of the cost of living. There is also a much higher
proportion of Indigenous people living in the North compared to other regions in Canada,
meaning that they would also have different needs compared to the white residents in their own
region.

Nunavut Land Claims Agreement Act
As mentioned previously in the research, when Nunavut became a territory, the Nunavut
Land Claims Agreement Act was enacted to dictate the rights of the newly created Nunavut,
which included the right to govern the natural resources in the region. One of the challenges
Nunavut has faced in its pursuit of autonomy is the sheer amount of resources the federal
government has at is disposal to overpower the will of the Nunavummiut. As previously
discussed, the government has given licences to fish in the waters of Nunangat to non-Inuit
people, without consulting first the Government of Nunavut. The federal government, the
territorial government of Nunavut, and the Nunavummiut all understand how valuable the Arctic
is because of its natural resources. As Lori Idlout, Member of Parliament for Nunavut said: “‘We
have to realize that the federal government wants resources from us,’ she said. ‘And knowing
that … we have some negotiating power.’”180
If utilized correctly, this negotiating power could be an incredible gain for the people of
Nunavut. As discussed, no single aspect of a society can be modified without impacting the rest
of the society. For example, if Nunavut was given more political power to truly dictate how the
resources were to be used, and how the revenue was used, it would improve local levels of
employment. Unfortunately, the federal government has a long-established history of simply
taking what it wants from the Indigenous people, regardless of how it will affect them. Given the
increasing access that exists to the Arctic resources with the melting of the sea ice, the federal
“Quebec Liberals Denounce 'Arrogance' of Bloc Québécois Leader” (MontrealAugust 21, 2021)
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government will almost certainly attempt to overpower the Government of Nunavut in the
governance of the resources of Nunavut, especially given the fact that the oil alone is worth tens
of trillions of dollars. If it wishes to stay relevant, the Government of Nunavut must therefore
create a precedent of holding the federal government accountable when the latter oversteps the
former’s officially recognised rights with regards to Nunavut’s autonomy.
In order for Nunavut to ensure the federal government does not violate the existing
agreement with Nunavut as they are currently doing, the two most effective options are to
proceed on the path to devolution that was begun in 2019, or to take the federal government to
court. The federal government has already completed devolutions with the other two territories to
the point where they both manage their natural resources (Yukon in 2003 and Northwest
Territories in 2014).181 According to the Government of Canada:
“Discussions to transfer and devolve responsibilities and powers for land and resource
management to the Government of Nunavut have taken place at various times since the creation of the
territory. These responsibilities are currently held within Crown-Indigenous Relations and Northern
Affairs Canada. By devolving these responsibilities to the territory, the parties aim to give Nunavummiut
greater control for decisions on lands and resources, thereby strengthening regional governance and
accountability while opening the door to new revenue streams and economic development
opportunities.”182

While the people of Nunavut have been given rights to harvest their own wildlife and
must be consulted on the management of wildlife and natural resources, as they hold the majority
of the positions on wildlife management boards, the federal government is still able to overpower
them as they have not been given the full responsibility of natural resource management; and
until that moment, the federal government will probably continue to act in itsown self interest
should the opportunities arise, in that the Members of Parliament will attempt to get re-elected
even if the actions by which they choose to do so will go against the best interests of the Inuit
people.
“Section 35 of the Constitution Act of 1982 explicitly recognizes and affirms the existing
Aboriginal and treaty rights of the Aboriginal peoples of Canada. Section 35 also indicates that the term
‘Aboriginal peoples of Canada’ includes the First Nation, Inuit, and Métis peoples of Canada. Further,
section 25 of the Constitution Act, 1982 protects the Aboriginal and treaty rights that are recognized in
section 35 and ensures that no other provision of the Charter can take away or supersede those rights.”183

According to Section 5 of the Nunavut Settlement Agreement, “This Article recognizes
and reflects the following principles there is a need for an effective system of wildlife
management that complements Inuit harvesting rights and priorities, and recognizes Inuit
systems of wildlife management that contribute to the conservation of wildlife and protection of
wildlife habitat… The principles of conservation are the restoration and revitalization of depleted
populations of wildlife and wildlife habitat.”184
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Northern Representation and Access to Education
In a study about political representation in school boards in California, researchers
studied whether the election of minority representatives had an impact on the academic
performance of students belonging to a racial minority. “For non-white students, the most
consistent pattern we see is that the election of a minority school board member produces an
increase in student achievement starting about four years after the election.”185 This is because
minority students will have educational and emotional needs that are different than the students
who are in the racial majority. In the case of the study in California, there were many instances
where students who were native Spanish speakers and were assumed to have a lower level of
understanding in English, were then transferred to a less academically challenging class,
frequently not as a result of their performance in an English class, but rather as a consequence of
racial biases of the school administrators. At times, it was because the students had accents or a
lower level of spoken English, but their understanding was still at the same average level as their
English-speaking peers.
Similar discrepancies between students and administrators occur in schools in the
Canadian territories, where Indigenous languages are still relatively widely spoken (though, as
has been discussed in this thesis, those numbers are declining) and many children grow up
speaking the local Indigenous language and learn English at a later date. Thus, when the
schooling is almost exclusively done in English, there can be a perception that many of the
Indigenous students are performing at a lower academic level, rather than it simply being a
language barrier.186 In Canada, being transferred to the less academically challenging class
would prevent you from using the class as a prerequisite for entrance to a university, as higherlevel academic institutions require a certain level of performance in secondary school to gain
admission. In instances where students are shown examples of members of their communities
excelling, they are more likely to view this as a possibility for themselves as well. As the
blogger, Izzy Spears, wrote, “How can a child aspire to be something he or she doesn’t know
exists for him?”187
The current lack of representation for northern Indigenous and Inuit people in having
their voices heard and their needs met, is why it is so crucial that the federal government adopt a
more effective representational system, e.g., one akin to New Zealand’s system, which was
mentioned in the previous section. Such a system, in essence, would allow more marginalized
communities to have their voices heard.
Kogan V, Lavertu S and Peskowitz Z, “How Does Minority Political Representation Affect School District
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New Zealand
New Zealand has succeeded in increasing the participation and perspectives of the Maori
people in multiple fields. According to a report in the Australian Medical Journal, the New
Zealand healthcare system had roughly seven percent of its workers from a Maori background,
whereas they make up approximately fifteen percent of the general population. They also noticed
the Maori people were overrepresented in positions that required fewer formal qualifications than
their non-Indigenous counterparts: “In the 2001 census, Maori medical practitioners accounted
for 2.6% of the medical workforce.”188
In order to remedy this issue, the New Zealand health authority and the University of
Auckland have both created professional and academic development programs to support the
Maori participation in the field. The Ministry of Health has created the program Te Rau Matatini,
in which they increase the capacity of the Maori mental health workforce, promote career
opportunities to Maori individuals, increased clinical placements for Maori students, and works
with postsecondary institutions to better ascertain what the needs of the students are.189 The
University of Auckland has created an even more extensive program to increase and retain the
current number of Maori students in the medical field. Their support program includes
scholarships, a foundational program to help students transition to university studies, along with
extensive academic support while in the program as well as peer mentoring. The foundational
program recruits one hundred Maori students per year aiming to have half enter the school of
medicine, and half move into other fields of study in the medical field.190 Both programs are
important, but it is especially beneficial of the New Zealand government to create this program,
as it sets a precedent for other governmental departments to do the same, and its creation was
likely influenced by the increase in Maori participation in politics in the past two decades.
New Zealand has also made strides in increasing the Maori participation in the political
and governance spheres: “Maori participation is encouraged by at least three important factors:
first, guaranteed Maori seats in parliament in numbers proportionate to the number of Maori
choosing to register on the Maori electoral roll; second, a system of Mixed Member Proportional
Representation (MMP), which has increased the number of Maori candidates obtaining party
selection in winnable positions; third, the creation of the Maori party, an independent Indigenous
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voice formed in 2004.”191 The Inuit in Nunangat and other Indigenous peoples across the country
would certainly benefit from such a policy, with two immediate benefits occurring: firstly, it
would increase Indigenous representation in the political sphere; and secondly, it would be far
more difficult for the federal government to overstep their rights with regards to Nunavut’s
autonomy, more Inuit in the government meaning increased chances to hold the representatives
accountable. (Provided, of course, that the constitutional set-up is not modified in a dramatically
regressive manner.) In the territories, there are only three members of the federal parliament (one
representative for each territory). In comparison, the city of Ottawa alone has seven Members of
Parliament..

Norway
In 1987, the Norwegian government wrote the Sami Act,192 and in 1989 they established a
Sami Parliament that would oversee “any matter that in the view of the parliament particularly
affects the Sami people.”193 The Sami Act also makes the Sami language an official language of
Norway and says that “any person in entitled to receive tuition in Sami.”194 The adoption of a
Sami Parliament demonstrates a successful alternative to the New Zealand model for increased
Indigenous participation and representation in politics. Contrary to the New Zealand model, this
does not have Indigenous representation in the mainstream politics, but rather creates the
opportunity for Indigenous people to have their own institutional entity with which to govern
relevant issues as they see fit and where they would be the majority of representatives rather than
a minority, as in the New Zealand model.
The Norwegian model has been particularly successful because of the aforementioned
clause in the Sami Act, which allows the Sami Parliament to decide what holds importance for
the Sami people--unlike in Canada, where the largest representative body for Indigenous peoples,
the Assembly of First Nations, does not have any representatives from Nunavut, as the Inuit are
not part of the First Nations, and works as an advocacy group rather than a legislative body
within the government. Also, due to the fact that it is the federal government that oversees all
bodies that handle Indigenous issues (in terms of policy and legislations), in many cases, the
people working to solve these issues are not Indigenous themselves, and Indigenous people may
even be in the minority; and because the federal government has the ultimate authority in most
cases, they do not always work on the issues that Indigenous people wish to have solved. For
example, the issue of many Indigenous communities still not having clen drinking water is a
problem the federal government has the capacity and funding to solve and yet continues to
largely ignoree.
A parliament of Indigenous people would also be beneficial because in the case of the
Inuit, who have been split up across the three territories and the northern region of two provinces
which means that with the exception of Nunavut, they are only a small minority in their
provincial/territorial populations, and their needs often take a lower priority than the needs of
Xanthaki A and O'Sullivan D, “Indigenous Participation in Elective Bodies: The Maori in New Zealand” (2009)
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other demographics. The Sami Act also enshrines the right of the Sami people to have their
language and culture recognized. While Canada does have the Multiculturalism Act, which
legally enshrines the rights of all people to practice their culture, the only languages that are
officially protected in Canada at the federal level are English and French.
While the Norwegian model would plausibly be the most beneficial for the Inuit, as it
would give them the opportunity to decide for themselves what is important for their
communities, it is unlikely the Canadian government would adopt this model, given that it would
subsequently require the creation of additional separate parliaments for the First Nations and
Métis people. Also, having these three parliaments, or even combining the three Indigenous
peoples into on parliament as in the Norwegian model, would affect the management of one of
Canada’s more profitable and strategic industries: oil. The First Nations people have already
protested vocally against the creation of an oil pipeline leading from Alberta to the west coast of
Canada for exportation purposes; hence, allowing the Indigenous peoples to have a parliament
would mean sacrificing this pipeline, limiting the country’s income, and affecting negatively a
variety of interest groups. In order for the Government of Nunavut to ensure that there are no
pipelines created against their wishes, then, they might consider pushing for the devolution
process to proceed more quickly, for such a solution would allow them to have the strongest
voice in the oil industry in the Arctic, should it be created and/or expanded.

4.5 Economic Development and Stability
As mentioned, Indigenous communities across Canada are more likely to fall below the
poverty line than their non-Indigenous counterparts, and they generally have lower average
earnings across the board. This is particularly harmful in Nunangat, where many of the
communities are not connected to one another and, more importantly, are not connected to the
South by road. This dramatically increases the cost of getting any goods into the region, to a
point that has become untenable for most Inuit. According to an index by Statistics Canada, the
cost of food in Whitehorse was rated 112, in Yellowknife the index was 113, and in Iqaluit the
index was 168. This was all prior to the covid-19 pandemic, which caused the price of some
goods to rise in conjunction with shortages and supply chain issues. The former two cities are
connected to southern communities by road, whereas Iqaluit is only accessible by sea and air.
Additionally, the shipping costs are higher to Iqaluit in the winter when the only option is to ship
by air. For context, the average index rating for the cost of food across all Canadian cities was
100.195 There are two elements the government could remedy which would have substantial
impacts on the economic well-being of these communities. The first would be to connect the
region of Nunavik to the southern part of Quebec by rail. The second would be to provide grants
and other economic incentives for people taking part in traditional hunting and food gathering for
their communities, so as to lessen the reliance on southern agriculture.
According to Transport Quebec, the cost of extending the railway line to Kuujjuaq (the
largest town in Nunavik) would be $2.5 billion (CAD), plus annual upkeep costs of $17.7
Government of Canada, Statistics Canada, “Inter-City Indexes of Price Differentials of Consumer Goods and
Services, Annual” (Inter-city indexes of price differentials of consumer goods and services, annual December 16,
2020) <https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1810000301> accessed December 6, 2021
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million.196 The cost of a road would be approximately half the cost of railway for construction
costs and one third for maintenance costs, but for reference, $2.5 billion represents less than two
percent of the annual budget of the province of Quebec. Previously, the Government of Quebec
had put forward the idea of building a road from Nunavik to the southern half of Quebec, but this
idea was generally rejected by the city officials of Kuujjuaq, as they fear unfettered access to the
South would bring more illicit drugs into the community and would only increase addiction
issues. A railway to the community has generally been seen as more positive, inasmuch as it is
possible to control what goods come into the community more easily. While a better connection
to the South is viewed as an overall positive change for the region, “Nunavik residents remain
skeptical [that the rail will be built soon]. “It’s over 15 years that I’m living here,’ says Clause
Depars, bar manager at the Auberge Oilalugak Resto-Pub in Whapmagoostui, ‘and it’s over 15
years that I’ve hears about the road coming soon.’”197
Understandably, much of the economic struggle for obtaining basic goods such as food
and clothing in Nunavut and Nunavik is related to the extremely high cost of shipping. Certainly,
there have historically been enough goods in the region to support the needs of the community,
as the Inuit have been using for centuries seal goods, which are native to the region. Given that
they are now living in stick-built homes rather than tents and igloos, they need monetary income
to maintain their homes rather than their traditional economies, where the trading of locally made
goods would suffice. However, due to a negative imagery which has become quite influential, as
well as campaigns and stories that have become very widely known,198 many people outside
Nunangat now associate seal products with the clubbing of baby seals, and thus will not buy
these products. The negative connotations associated with seal products have been so
widespread, that the European Union even had a ban on seal products, meaning Inuit across the
circumpolar region were unable to sell their products in one of the world’s largest markets.199 In
2009, the ban came into effect, with an exemption for Inuit and Indigenous vendors being passed
a few years later. In spite of this exemption, seal products continue to have difficulty being sold
in many markets, including in the South of Canada. In Nunavut, as in Greenland, seals are a
sustainable resource: “Greenlanders humanely harvest approximately 150, 000 seals for food and
used to sell the skins before the market plummeted as a result of the EU Seal Ban. Scientists say
the Greenland seal population could sustain a harvest of 500, 000 animals.”200 This ban was put
in place despite the fact that there is still a fur and leather industry in Europe, and the ban
ultimately hurt not only the local economies but also drastically changed the local ecosystems,
resulting in much lower fish stocks due to the increase in seal population, which meant less fish
to eat for the Inuit people.
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One solution to the downturn created by the imagery associated with seal products would
be to have the industry partially supported by the federal government. The Canadian government
frequently buys goods and services from various businesses in order to build and stock their
offices. One such good is materials and labour to make uniforms for certain government
departments such as the armed forces. As the government employs many members of the armed
forces as well as scientists to work in the Arctic, they could support northern artisans and
businesses by mandating a quota of local supplies to be used for offices and staff located in the
Arctic. Given the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement Act has as one of its objectives to support
the cultural and economic endeavours of the Inuit of Nunavut, they could also push the federal
government to enforce such a quota of local goods. Similarly, the federal, territorial and
provincial governments have projects in Nunangat, employ workers for these projects to live in
the region: supplying these workers with adequate clothing to protect them from the harsh
weather would be a reasonable line of action.
Using fur and animal skins is already a commonly used practice in the armed forces. For
instance, the ceremonial guard uniforms include bear skin hats for each officer. The Canadian
armed forces has only sought to increase their presence in the Arctic over the past two decades,
in an effort to assert their claims over the resources and passageways of the Arctic Ocean,
including attempts to solidify the claim that the waters of the archipelago of Nunavut are
historically internal waters under Canadian sovereignty:
“The basic structure of the CAF’s [Canadian Armed Forces] northern mission was provided by
the Canada First Defence Strategy (CFDS) in 2008, which framed the Conservative government’s
general intent for Canadian defence policy and the CAF. There, the ‘capacity to exercise control over and
defend Canada’s sovereignty’ was laid out as the central requirement. To achieve this, the CAF would
‘demonstrate a visible presence’ and assist other government departments in responding to ‘any threats
that may arise’… Also highlighted is the need to establish a greater ‘presence’ in the region.”201

The federal government has placed an important emphasis on staking a claim to the
Arctic region on the global stage by increasing the physical presence of the armed forces in the
region. Instead of trying to entice southern workers to come north by paying ‘northern
allowances’, they should utilize the already existing workforce, i.e., the local population. This
would not only aid the local economy, but it would solidify the Canadian government’s presence
in the region as it would improve relations with the local populations.

Economic Development and Access to Education
As has been previously discussed, food insecurity and housing issues both have adverse
effects on children’s ability to succeed in the academic environment and are both the result of
living in poverty. One solution which has been put forward time and time again is the
revitalization of hunting practices as a means of subsistence, both for people who use the practice
as a way of feeding themselves and their families, and for people who wish to use the practice as
a means for increased stability and participation in the nation’s formal economy. Based on the
research in this thesis, there are two effective ways to achieve this goal: increasing the amount of
grants available to Inuit hunters, both for those practicing subsistence hunting and those using it
201
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for business purposes; and changing the annual school schedule in Nunangat, so as to allow time
for Inuit of all ages to participate in traditional activities such as hunting, gathering and sewing.
In the years 2020 and 2021 there have already been strides made in terms of making more
grants available to Inuit hunters through federally funded programs aimed at improving nutrition
and food security among Inuit communities. As an extension of this program, the government
has made grants available through it, “to support food security through traditional harvesting,
such that Inuit communities will get $28.5 million over the next five years through the federal
Harvesters Support Grant. Of that, Nunavut Inuit are getting more than $14.8 million. The grant
is meant to fill a gap in the Nutrition North program, which only covers groceries brough in a
store. Funds, which are available now for self-governments and land claim organizations, could
be used to repair hunting equipment, buy outdoor clothing, fund community freezers, or help
harvesters get the certifications they need.”202
This grant is an excellent starting point, for it gives communities the freedom to do with
the funding as they see fit, rather than putting strict spending guidelines in place, which could do
more harm than good if the guidelines stop communities from using the grant to support their
actual needs. the lower ten provinces, there already exist grants from the federal government to
support Indigenous-owned businesses at all stages of their development, but Indigenous people
from the territories are excluded from these grants.
The second change that the government should make to accommodate the Inuit way of
life and their ability to support themselves and their communities, is to change the scholastic
calendar. Currently, most Canadians schools have 195 days of school per year, though this can
change from year to year, depending on when various holidays fall. In order to better suit the
needs of the students in these communities, the school year should be rearranged based on the
hunting seasons each year. For example, below folloss a potential school calendar for the
students in Iqaluit primary and secondary schools, based on when each species is hunted each
year, and the distance between the hunting grounds and Iqaluit (which would take into account
the approximate length of each hunting trip from the capital). This calendar must also slightly
modify the way in which subjects are arranged, putting more emphasis on certain subjects at
different times throughout the year, rather than having all subjects taught all year round in equal
measure.
The proposed calendar has used the annual Inuit hunting calendar as the basis for the days in
which students would be at school, as well as the historical habits and activities of the Inuit based
on the oral history of the region and the existing Nunavut curriculum which already incorporates
many Inuit philosophies in their teachings. This proposal is one of many possibilities which
could be undertaken by the Inuit communities in order to better model the school system around
the needs of their students.
January
Students will return from Christmas holidays which take place from the end of December
to the beginning of January, and will focus on social studies, culture and language. They will
Brown B, “Canada Slots Nearly $15m for Nunavut Harvesters to Improve Food Security | CBC News”
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also focus on the creative and artistic expression of the language and arts curriculum,
uqausiliriniq.203 This will help students spend time with their communities during the dark
months, as their ancestors did, which can help keep their spirits up during a time where seasonal
depression is more common.
February
As the weather continues to be in some of its coldest periods, students will continue their
language studies as well as art, and as their ancestors would have done, they will also learn the
skill and art of preparing seal and caribou skins for clothes and other tools. In learning these
skills, they can also learn how to make other tools that would have been made from other parts of
the animals, such as knives. Inuit would have used blades such as ulu not only to prepare meat,
but also in the preparation of skins for clothing. As the students will likely continue to spend
most of their time indoors during this month, they can learn how to make and use these tools.
“Historically, ulu blades were made from stone varieties- often slate, shale or quartzite- and
handles were crafted from bone, ivory or wood.”204 The skills used to make these blades and
clothes will also provide a nice transition into the nunavusiutit subjects, where they will learn
about their culture and heritage.
March
March would signify the beginning of the season to hunt coastal animals such as seals.
Seeing as Iqaluit is located on the coast, the community would not need to have long periods
away from the school for this type of hunt. The changing environment, as the ice begins to melt
and new generations of seals and fish are born, is the perfect opportunity to study nunavusiutit
(including geography environmental science)205 in action. With the increasing sunlight and
warmer temperatures, most students will probably want to spend more time outdoors. The
nunavusiutit section of the curriculum also covers heritage, culture and history. As Inuit culture
and history are inextricably linked with the land on which they live, they would be able to learn
about the lives of generations past as well as how the current environmental shifts due to climate
change are affecting their culture and way of life.
April
In consideration of the fact that Easter is a federal holiday and most people living in
Nunangat are Christian,206 it would be more convenient to have Easter remain as a holiday and
continue to give students some time off from school. Most schools in Canada give students a
break in March for one or two weeks, hence I propose a two-week break in April at the time of
the Easter holiday. During their time in school, students will continue their environmental
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studies, and can use some of the tools such as the ulu knives they made in February when
learning to hunt seals and fish.
May
May would continue the curriculum of environmental sciences and history, as the
weather continues to warm up and students spend more time outside. If the weather permits, the
students can begin berry-picking as this is an important facet of summer life in Nunangat.If the
berries are not ready to be picked yet, still can they explore the regions where the berries grow
and study how plants grow throughout the changing seasons.
June
As elaborated in the graphic to follow, the month of June is used to make kayaks and
tents, and largely focuses on sea life. In the Nunavut curriculum, the learning objectives of
iqqaqqaukkaringniq (meaning deep thinking that leads to innovation)207 includes mathematics,
science, and critical thinking.208 The activity of building kayaks together and learning to build
structures such as tents have critical thinking at their core as they develop the skills of creating
strategies so as ensure the structures will remain standing and functional as has been studied
through the use of transformational problems209, and can include concepts from the fields of
mathematics, science, and engineering.
July
As July as a month of near constant sunshine in Nunangat and the weather is much more
temperate, and the people of the North inevitably want to spend more time outside, July will be a
school holiday to allow students to spend as much time outside as they wish. July is also a time
for preparing caribou skins, and a time for berry picking. The weather in Nunavut in particular is
so cold for much of the year, meaning the window for fruits and vegetables to grow is very short,
so July would be an ideal time to let students out of school and let them participate in their
community berry-picking, which will ultimately help their community in the cold months when
food sources are much more scarce.
August and September:
As the students get back into their routine of being in school, they will continue to spend
much of their days outside, with their teachers and Elders teaching them about their local
environments. This is the period which will put the strongest emphasis of the schooling on two
parts of the Nunavut curriculum, nunavusiutit (which includes environmental science,
geography, and civics) and aulajaaqtut (which includes health, physical, social, emotional and
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cultural wellness, survival and volunteerism).210 This will encourage the students to follow in
their ancestors’ footsteps of serving their community by sharing food and resources, and allow
them to seek out ways to improve their mental and emotional wellbeing.
October
October is an important time for Inuit to prepare their supplies for the coming winter,
including food and clothing. In Iqaluit, there is an annual walrus hunt to supply much of the
community with meat for the winter. The hunt lasts for roughly a week, and the hunt feeds the
whole community, including Elders, and is supported by many businesses throughout Iqaluit.211
Fishing is a year-round activity in Iqaluit; the name of the city means ‘the place of many fish’,
and this, along with narwhal hunting, occurs in the autumn months. For this reason, in this
proposed scholastic calendar, October would not have any school in order to give the community
the time necessary to prepare their food caches and resources for the winter.
November
As the students return to school in November, the emphasis would now be placed
primarily on social studies and language. Traditionally, Indigenous cultures in the Canadian
North have purposefully slowed down as the winter darkness sets in and more time is spent
indoors with family and friends, resting and eating. “In winter, there tended to be larger
groupings involving several extended families whose primary activity during this period was seal
hunting. This was also a time of intense social interaction.”212 This is a time that the community
would have historically already been spending together, participating in cultural activities and
telling stories, creating an ideal environment by which to learn more about native culture and
language.
December
According to Statista, the vast majority of Nunavut residents identify as Christians.213 In
Canada, Christmas day, Boxing Day (December 26th) and New Year’s Day are all federal
holidays. For these reasons, there will still be a 1-2 week break around Christmas time, in
keeping with other Canadian schools, for two reasons: to allow people to celebrate their religious
beliefs; and to allow people to spend the darkest days with their families and to rest. In
communities where mental health crises are an acute concern, it is especially pressing to give
time for the communities to take more time to rest. December would continue the stronger
emphasis on subjects such as social studies and language, as this would be an ideal time for
members of the community to come together and share stories. Sharing stories helps children
learn about their local history, culture, and would spend time learning their local languages in a
more relaxed environment. This time spent together would allow children to also learn how to
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tell stories. “The benefits to children don’t just come from listening to stories. Children who
know how to tell stories are also better readers. In one large study, kindergartners who were able
to tell stories grew up to be fourth- and even seventh-graders with higher reading comprehension
than those kindergartners who lacked narrative skills.”214
This proposed calendar is based on the annual hunting schedule which was made by Travel
Nunavut:

215

This calendar elaborates on the traditional schedule of hunting, gathering and sewing schedules of Inuit
communities based on the migration and breeding schedules of different animals. For example, Inuit do not often
hunt seal pups unless necessary [if they were starving] as they would not provide as much meat or other materials as
an adult seal.

The suggested scholastic calendar above also relies heavily on the already existing
curriculum in Nunavut, as they have based much of it on Inuit life principles and they seek to
lean more heavily onto the hands-on teachings that would have been imparted onto generations
past, as well as increasing the amount of time students spend immersed in nature and on the land.
In my professional experience, as I worked with Indigenous youth in the Canadian North, I came
to believe that there is a strong desire amongst the younger generations of Indigenous people to
214
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spend more time on the land and to learn the skills of their communities, particularly because in
many cases, these are skills that they have seen their grandparents take part in.Including the
students in activities such as hunting, berry-picking,and sewing will preserve these traditions,
while also increasing the amount of food available to the whole community in the winter.
Reasonably, increased food security and economic stability should have positive reflections on
educational outcomes too.
Elders possess invaluable knowledge which can be passed also to young students falling
below the normal expectations of the school curriculum. For example, geographical knowledge
learned through navigation from their own ancestors. One Elder explains the features of his land,
and how it has helped his navigation and understanding of the local geography:
“During a blizzard the snowfall is usually soft. A type of snow mound, uluangnaq, is formed. The
prevailing wind then erodes this mound thereby forming the uqaluraq- a drift with a tip that resembles a
tongue- which is pointed and elevated from the ground. From this formation another kind of drift we call
qimugiuk is going to build up. Uqalurait are formed by the uangnaa (west-northwest wind). There is very
minimal formation of uqalurait made by nigiq (east-southeast wind) and these are usually very small. I
believe the uangnaq is the strongest of all winds at least in our homeland. There are hardly any other
winds that cause uqalurait except for nigiq which can also cause qimugiuit on the lee side of the rocks.
On a smooth surface, without rocks or pressure ridges, qimugiuit can only be formed by the westnorthwest wind. Some of these drifts remain qimugiuit while others will be transformed into uqalurait.
[…]
When you are in the open sea and there is no means of getting your bearings, you can use floating
seaweed for this purpose. The root of the kelp is floating on the surface and its front is submerged,
positioned by the tidal current. From this you will be able to tell what course to take [the front of the kelp
always points downstream]. This is a good method of finding your way especially when you cannot see
the sun.ˮ216

The federal and territorial government should also increase their funding to teacher
training programs, like the Nunavut Arctic College program. The program has just entered its
third year, and students must study for four years to become qualified teachers. The fact that it is
offered in multiple communities across the territory will no doubt lessen the teacher shortage
dramatically in those communities, though the extent to which it affects the schools will come
into effect in autumn 2023, once the first fully qualified cohort has graduated. This teacher
education program is offered through partnerships with the University of Regina (in
Saskatchewan) and Memorial University (in Newfoundland). This has meant that Nunavut does
not need to attain its own separate certification to offer university degrees. Unfortunately, due to
the recent pandemic and provincial budget reallocations, both universities are facing a budget
shortfall,217218 meaning the universities are currently unable to lower the tuition fees for this
program directly. Any additional tuition aid would need to come from the territorial or federal
government. As some students wanting to enter the program would currently be required to
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move to another community to complete their studies, it is imperative that these students receive
access to subsidized housing.
Currently the Nunavut government will occasionally provide publicly subsidized housing
for students if they are the primary tenants in their homes,219 but it does depend on the
availability of housing. While the current housing shortage means that many people are suffering
with homelessness, as this thesis has elaborated upon, giving preferential access to subsidized
housing in the short-term would increase the number of Inuit earning a salary allowing them to
participate in the buying or building of their own homes in the private sector and alleviate the
housing crisis in the long-term. The federal government also owns multiple buildings throughout
the territory (some of which they are currently selling for as little as $40,000- though that does
not include the land).220 Given the limited opportunities for students in Nunangat to pursue a
postsecondary education, providing the opportunity for students to access funding or inexpensive
or fully subsidized housing will greatly increase the amount of qualified teachers in the region,
particularly in the smaller communities as locals are much more likely to stay and work in the
communities for extended periods, as opposed to southerners moving up there.
As discussed in the previous section, Indigenous people across Canada are paid
significantly less than their non-Indigenous counterparts, but this disparity is particularly wide in
Nunavut, where the median income in the territory is $97,441,221 whereas, according to a
parliamentary report, the median annual income for Inuit people in Canada is $33,135(and 73%
of Inuit in Canada reside in Nunangat.)222 A one-bedroom apartment in Iqaluit costs at least
$2,000 in rent each month, which is more than 70% the median Inuit pay, making it unduly
difficult to get this education, as it would mean taking a lower salary until they have completed
their studies. Until the teacher shortage is lessened for Inuit language and culture teachers, the
budget that would have otherwise been used to pay those teachers’ salaries could be used to fund
grants and scholarships that would pay for the students’ cost of living while they become
qualified to teach. Although this may seem like a large financial burden to place in the hands of
the government, it is certainly not impossible, and the Cuban government has demonstrated that
beyond the shadow of a doubt. For the past twenty years, in fact, the Cuban government has
funded medical education for students across Latin America to increase the presence of trained
medical professionals in small, remote communities, and has demonstrated how successful this
model can be through the Latin American School of Medicine (otherwise known as ELAM or
Escuela latinoamericano de medicina). Thus, we must turn our attention to it.
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Cuba has been investing in the education of medical professionals for approximately the
past half century, abroad through the creation of medical schools in Yemen and in GuineaBuissea.223
“Since opening the school [ELAM] in 1998, Cuba has offered medical training to the poor of the
South [the global economic South] on a scale never before seen… The ELAM has taken in between 1,400
and 1,700 students each year, with a total of 10,529 registered in 2004-2005, most of whom face
discrimination or cannot afford medical training in their home countries. The program accepts, at no
charge, students who come from rural or underserved areas of Latin America and lower-income
backgrounds and are committed to returning to their home countries to work in areas that are truly in
need.”224

Initially, the project was created for people living in poverty in Latin American countries,
but has since extended admissions to people living in poverty all over the world. In 2019, the
GDP of Cuba had just surpassed $100 billion.225 To provide some context on the disparity of
economic resources belonging to these two countries, the reader should consider that the GDP of
Canada in the same year was over $1.7 trillion, in a country with a population only three times
larger than Cuba’s one t.
According to the Canadian federal budget of 2021, the government is planning to invest
almost $25 billion into initiatives that will improve the lives of Indigenous Canadians, including
roughly $1.1 billion in funding to be used to improve the education programs, not least programs
run in remote communities.226 If the Canadian government wants to create the most impact on
the education system in the long-run, then they will use that money to help Indigenous people
become teachers, because they are more likely to understand the needs of their own
communities.
ELAM is so successful at producing doctors and making medical care across the globe
more accessible for some of the most remote communities, that the former Secretary General of
the United Nations, Ban Ki-Moon, praised the school for producing ‘miracle workers’: “And
through initiatives such as Operación Milagro- Cuban-trained doctors have saved or improved
eyesight for millions of people in dozens of countries. You have helped them to see- but you
have also given the world vision- a vision of generosity, solidarity and global citizenship.”227

4.6 Updated School Model
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Throughout the field of education, there have been many different models created to
ensure students are able to learn and succeed to the best of their abilities. In Denmark, outdoor
kindergartens are becoming more popular to allow children more time outside in nature; in
Canada there has been an increase in Montessori-style education where the emphasis is placed on
hands-on learning and independent learning. In the Canadian territories, more and more schools
are including the local Indigenous culture and philosophy in the creation of the curriculum. In
this subsection, a revised model for the schools in Nunangat will be presented, which is a
combination of these three models, and which will seek to include input and teachings from as
many members of the community as possible, in keeping with Inuit tradition. This scholastic
model will follow the school calendar set out in the previous subsection. For the sake of this
research, this proposed model will discuss how the model can be applied in Iqaluit, as this was
the basis of the school calendar as well. Slight modifications would need to be made based on the
weather and hunting routines of each community.
Firstly, the outdoor school method should be incorporated for all kindergarten classes.
Historically, almost all learning Inuit children did was outdoors. In many northern schools,
children will be kept indoors for playtime if the temperature has fallen below -40 degrees
Celsius. This rule of thumb can continue to be used, and on days when the weather is too cold,
children can spend their school days together in igloos or tents, as they would have in the past.
The school as a community can build these. Alternatively, they can simply use the rooms in their
school. Each school board can decide as they deem fit. If they choose to use the igloos method, it
would be easily implements, insofar as many Canadian children are already taught how to build
small igloos structures in their outdoor education classes.
In the later years, primary schools can increase the amount of time that is spent outside by
incorporating play and exploration into their studies of science, physical education and history,
as their local histories are tied into the land on which they live. In a meta-analysis of studies
examining the relationship between nature and mental health in children and youth, “8 out of 12
findings identified a significant positive relationship. One student found a negative association
between residential surrounding greenness and overall mental health… Five out of seven
findings found interacting with nature to be significantly positively associated with reduced
stress… Three out of five findings were found to show significant positive associations between
resilience and nature, no studies were rated poor.”228 In addition to the mental health benefits
studied above, Inuit culture and traditions are very connected to the natural environment, and
outdoor education would also better connect them to their communities and their Elders in their
pursuit of better understanding their traditional practices. Outdoor activities would contribute to
physical health too. As one Elder explained: “We used to have a lot of fun on the ice, doing leg
exercises called quupitaut. Hide and seek, bat and ball, and other games were played. There used
to be a lot of happy noises from these games.ˮ229
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Based on some anecdotal evidence, children tend to thrive when they are able to actively
participate and contribute to their environment. “[The Abenteuerlicher Bauspielplatz] playground
is a work in progress built by children themselves, and no parent is allowed inside the gates. We
leave a cellphone number and go for a walk while our children pick up hammers and nails and
contribute to an ever-expanding wooden structure that would not be out of place in the recent
‘Mad Max’ remake. Splinters be damned… Every child is different, but in the United States, the
sameness of playgrounds is striking.”230 Allowing children to contribute to their learning
environments in the way of constructing the igloos and other spaces would also allow them to
have the opportunity to voice opinions about their educational needs. These needs can vary
widely, frequent suggestions that I have heard in my professional experience working with
Indigenous youth have been: more time outdoors, particularly in the summer; more cultural
events, such as dancing and art; more emphasis on well-being, e.g., by employing more
counsellors and mental health professionals; and ‘quiet rooms’, i.e., spaces where students have
the ability to spend a few minutes alone in a comfortable space when they are feeling
overwhelmed.
The second element which should be incorporated into primary and secondary schools in
Nunangat is an increased allowance for independent learning. This element will play in nicely
with the outdoor learning, as it will encourage students to explore different means by which they
can learn skills and information and allow them to explore at their own pace and to discover how
they learn best. Independent or student-directed learning improves outcomes, because it gives
students a sense of control in their education. For younger children, independent learning would
use the concepts of ‘free play’ and ‘guided play’. Free play is any game children wish to play
without the close supervision or direction of an adult, and in younger years would include
pretend play. Guided play is when an adult introduces the child to a concept of object but allows
them to explore it at their own pace and in their own way.231 In both cases, the concepts of play
allows the students to pursue their learning at their own pace and can highlight which areas of
concept they do not understand, which will give the teacher the opportunity to fill in the
knowledge gaps for them as opposed to the concept of didactic teaching, in which the teacher
simply lectures the students and the students are largely expected to keep up with the teacher’s
pace of teaching. This is an especially difficult feat in schools where there may be a language
barrier between the students and teachers, or in schools where many parents live below the
poverty line and are unable to help their children with their work because they have so many
other issues to handle, e.g., sick family members, epidemics, trying to find work, lack of past
educational support and lack of specific knowledge.
In older students-students in secondary school- the concepts of guided play would be
replaced with problem-based learning. This method consists of students working together in
small groups to solve a problem. In a study of this method, compared to lecture-based learning
(wherein the teacher’s role is to lecture and students are expected to sit, listen and take notes),
researchers found, “students taught by PBL [problem-based learning] strategy are more
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motivated to learn biology than their counterparts taught by the lecture format.”232 In this format,
students would be able to progress at their own rate. This model has already been put into
practice throughout Canada during the covid pandemic, when virtual learning was implemented
on an unprecedented scale. In an effort not to over-burden their students, teachers planned a set
of tasks each week and gave short teacher-led lessons of just 1-3 hours per day rather than 4-6
hours. Certainly, the practice of problem-based learning had been becoming more widely
practiced in Canada in recent years, but the pandemic has accelerated that practice, and has given
students the ability to set more freely their own schedule. While there have not yet been any
significant studies on the specific levels of efficacy of the practices begun during the covid
pandemic, it is certainly a strong initial demonstration of how students can be expected to work
independently and to their credit, the teachers of Canada have been quick to adapt to the new
circumstances of working in the pandemic while balancing the needs of their students.
Lastly, more local culture and perspectives need to be included in the curriculum and
philosophy of the school. Over the past five years, there has been a notable shortage of Inuit
language and culture teachers in Nunavut, a shortage which is even more dramatic than the
overall teacher shortage. In the short-term, Nunavut should recruit community Elders to help
their students learn the language and culture. The language barrier between Elders and the young
people in their communities has created higher levels of loneliness amongst the older
generations, which can increase mental health issues in all generations, as all people will feel a
sense of loss of connection to their communities. Schools in Yellowknife have begun to include
more elements of Indigenous culture into their programming by creating lessons that include
Indigenous history and perspectives, as well as bringing in members of the Dene community to
teach cultural programming like Dene
games or celebrations/holidays. The government of Nunavut has already structured the
territorial curriculum around Inuit principles, recruiting Elders to help teach the children how to
implement these philosophies into their lives.

Yakutia
An excellent example of modelling schools to meet the needs of Indigenous communities
are the nomadic schools of Yakutia. As early as the 1920’s, nomadic schools began opening in
this former Soviet autonomous republic to accommodate the educational needs of the children of
reindeer herders. In post-communist times, these long-standing projects have been officially
supported by UNESCO since 2005.233 These nomadic schools have had seven different key
components.
“The combined nomadic school- kindergarten brings nomadic pre-schoolers closer to the
traditions and way of life of their people through daily communication with their families. The
community school is a small mainstream school, integrated in the community where the minority lives.
The private tutor moves in with the nomadic community and teaches the children in local conditions. In
the Taiga (forestry) school, the parents tutor their own children. This study program is combined with
sessions in a mainstream school. Pupils in the combined basic-nomadic school alternate between
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mainstream school and the nomadic community. The network nomadic school moves between several
herder communities. The teaching combines regular and correspondence classes. Frequent meetings take
place between teachers and parent-tutors. The nomadic summer school teaches native languages and
traditional culture. It targets children who no longer speak the Indigenous mother tongue.”234

The government of Yakutia has embraced this alternative model of schooling and has
now created separate training programs for teachers, who will be working in the nomadic schools
to ensure they understand the environment and the needs of their students. The use of this
nomadic school model has also allowed more families to stay together, whereas in communities
where this model was not previously available, the young children would have to be removed
from their communities in order to attend school and would only be able to see their families on
holidays.
This embracing of cultural values has helped to lead to the revitalization of the local
culture, leading to new facets of the same culture coming to life by way of creative hybridisation,
e.g., in Yakutia’s music scene. Rappers have become more popular in this region, and they mix
their own Indigenous language with Russian, adapting old linguistic styles to their new music. In
Anthropology News, Ferguson and Hollands have written about Sakha [Yakutia Republic] rap
being used to introduce Russian speakers and speakers of other languages to the Indigenous
language and culture. “The juxtaposition of local, Indigenous verbal art with a foreign musical
genre is neither forced nor haphazard, but seems fluid and organic- also quite subversive.
Indigenous and minority languages are in a sometimes precarious and contentious position in
today’s Russian Federation. To fuse the two genres is to engage in an act of creative
revitalization, and push back against the policies that seem to diminish the country’s linguistic
diversity.”235 One rapper also chose to rap in a rhythm more reminiscent of the storytelling of his
Elders, rather than the standard beat of US-born hip hop.236
In the late 1980’s and 1990’s, there was a strong Sakha nationalist movement, and after
the fall of the Soviet Union, Moscow officially recognized Sakha as its own republic rather than
simply being part of Siberia. When the republic was formed, Yakut [or Sakha] become one of its
official languages, along with Russian. Combined with the awareness of and funding into the
nomadic schools, the Sakha people have thus been able to preserve their language, with 93% of
ethnically Sakha people knowing the Sakha language.237
On the contrary, the number of Canadian people who speak Inuktitut has been dropping steadily.
“In 2016, 23,225 Nunavut residents (65.3% of the population) reported Inuktitut as their mother
tongue. This proportion is down from previous censuses (71.7% in 2001).”238 Interestingly,
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Sakha culture has been given a high level of prominence not just in the arts and culture fields,
but also in the domains of business and politics: “The boundary between Sakha nationalist and
pragmatic government official is difficult to define, and the careers of some eminent politicians,
business people and academics combine these persona. The Republican government and leading
businesses, therefore, collaborate in staging large, prominent celebrations of Sakha heritage.”239
At the same period that the nationalist government had taken power in Yakutia, the Inuit
of Nunangat were negotiating the Land Claims Agreement Act, and then were officially given
the territory of Nunavut in 1999. While the number of people speaking Inuktitut has declined in
recent years, there has also been a trend of Indigenous languages becoming far more common as
a second language, meaning that many members of these communities are taking it upon
themselves to learn the language of their ancestors, and teach it to their children, so that their
children will speak it as their mother tongue.
Many Canadians are sometimes quick to downplay the importance of culture in people’s
lives and, in particular, how these cultural differences should be addressed and included in the
schooling of children. For instance, while ‘new’ styles of education such as Montessori are
becoming more popular in Canada, they have still not yet been included in official education
policies. Montessori schools in Canada are almost exclusively privately funded, as this would
allow them to create their own curriculum rather than following the government’s curriculum to
the letter.240 In some provinces, Catholic schools are completely funded by their provincial
government, but any other religion wishing to create a religiously based school would also
necessitate private funding.241 This mentality of aiming for uniformity in all aspects of educating
children is often counterproductive, as it requires all students to learn in the same manner.
Schools that are modelled after the cultural structures of each community, such as the nomadic
schools of Yakutia, would not solve all the problems relating to difficulties created by students
having different learning styles, but it would mitigate a large number of these difficulties,
inasmuch as it would be following at least the analogous cultural dynamic that the children are
used to in their homes, making the school experience a more seamless one and a gradual
extension of known aspects of their lives.

4.8 Policy Implementation in Canada
As has been discussed in the previous sections, there are many models across the globe to
increase Indigenous participation in all spheres of public life, improve their quality of life and,
qua focus-point of this thesis, increase their participation and input into the domain of education.
In this subsection, each of the presented models will be discussed as to how they can be modified
and implemented in the context of today’s Canadian Arctic.
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Despite the fact that teacher education programs are dictated to a certain extent by their
provincial and territorial governments, the Canadian federal government does have some pull, at
least inasmuch as it also contributes funding to public universities.242 Given the large amount of
funding that the federal government contributes to these institutions, it could use this influence to
ensure that all future teachers learn the full history of the Indigenous peoples in Canada, and the
challenges that these peoples still face today, i.e., in keeping with the German model. In keeping
with the same model, which was born out of the horrors of WWII and genocide, Canadians need
to be taught two distinct subject matters: firstly, the federal history of colonization and the
residential schools; and, secondly, and in-depth study of the culture and history of the local
Indigenous peoples, which would differ based on where each university is located. It is only
when Canadians accept the full responsibility for what was done to the Indigenous peoples that
Canadians may be able to solve these problems and reconcile with their past actions. School
boards across the country also need to be expected to teach the full history to their students, so
that Canadian students grow up with the same understanding of their dark history as the Germans
have of theirs, and live with the same conviction to not repeat that past—lest the set of guiding
values of Canadian society reverts to something much more truculent and intolerant.
As mentioned, the Nunavut Bureau of Statistics has stated that 66% of Inuit under the age
of 15 have declared that Inuktitut is the primary language of their home, whereas 97% of Inuit,
65 and older, consider it to be their primary language at home.243 Haley Blair from the Jackson
School of International Studies has put forth the suggestion of creating more government-funded
Inuktitut language courses.
“There are numerous case studies demonstrating technology’s efficacy in other parts of the world
to save endangered languages- the Puliima National Indigenous Languages and Technology Forum in
Australia for example, showcases how technology has been successfully utilized to help preserve
endangered languages. Another example is the way that members of the Santa Fe Indian School in New
Mexico are promoting the Pueblo languages spoken by their Indigenous students through a digital-learner
driven, intergenerational learning program.”244

Currently, the Government of the Northwest Territories has embraced these new methods
of learning languages, as well as the importance of including all members of the Indigenous
communities in the task to pass knowledge to the new generations. For example, the Government
of the Northwest Territories has created a Mentor-Apprenticeship program whereby people
seeking to learn one of the Indigenous languages of the territory are paired with someone who is
fluent in said languages. This is highly beneficial for multiple reasons: firstly, the older
generations in each community are more likely to speak the language, so it will allow them to
create more social connections, and to have a sense of purpose; secondly, because the program is
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one-on-one, the mentor and apprentice can choose how they would like to communicate, be it by
text, speaking with one another over the phone, or visiting in person; and lastly, the program is
exclusively dedicated to teaching the Indigenous languages of the territory. The territorial
government understands the inequity of funding these languages receive and so has created this
program, which will no doubt help in the revitalization process.
The program created by the Government of the Northwest Territories includes the Inuit
dialect of Inuvialuktun, which means that should this program prove to be successful in
recruiting both teachers and learners of the language, then it would be easily implemented in
Nunavut for people living within the same community. The main challenge for this program to
run in Nunavut and Nunavik is represented by lack of suitable connections over great distances,
especially as long as average internet speed in these regions is exceedingly slow.245 If the
government wanted to create the program to include people in other communities, the grants
being made available for these courses would need to be in conjuncture with grants for the
improvement of internet services in Nunangat. Currently, the internet speeds in this region are
significantly lower than the Canadian average. The federal government had previously explored
the idea if having satellite internet provided to the region by Huawei, though there were concerns
regarding a Chinese company having such a strong influence over Canadian infrastructure.246 To
counteract this, the Canadian government could invest in already existing companies in the
Arctic that have already begun building the infrastructure for improved internet access for
remote communities. Both Finland and Iceland have stressed the importance of improving
internet connectivity for the people of the Arctic247, and indeed some of the infrastructure needed
to improve this connection already exists and has been provided to a German research ship
which works in the Arctic. “The multi-state expedition teams housed on that ship, which is
currently [as of early 2022] in the Central Arctic Ocean, north of Svalbard, have been able to
make use of internet speeds of over 100 Mbps (megabits per second) to transmit data findings
and communicate with the rest of the world.”248
Residents of the Canadian Arctic as well as the federal government have previously
expressed worries about this infrastructure as the internet is increasingly becoming a necessity,
and the federal government explored the potential of the Chinese company, Huawei, of building
this system, but had concerns about the tensions between the two countries’ governments and
potentially providing the Chinese government with access to Canadian infrastructure and data.
The Canadian federal government has since switched choices, and have now allowed Elon
Musk’s company, OneWeb, to be the provider of the satellites and infrastructure for higher speed
internet in the Canadian North. OneWeb’s representatives have promised to have the internet
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service operational in 2022,249 and the federal government has invested $1.4 billion into Telesat
to allow them to have low-orbit satellites which will be operational by 2024.250 Elon Musk
proved his company was a good choice as an internet provider when he showed he can quite
easily provide improved internet access with his company Starlink when he moved satellites over
Ukraine in a matter of hours during the recent invasion by Russian forces.251 In doing so, this
company has demonstrated they can provide internet relatively quickly to communities who
would otherwise not have had it. The federal government has thus proven that internet access is a
high priority for them. The next step is to follow the examples of Australia and the Northwest
Territories and invest in people, who can help others learn the Indigenous languages and ways of
living by utilizing these new non-native technological means of connection and communication.
There are also two postsecondary institutions in Canada that teach Inuktitut language courses,
i.e., Queen’s University in Kingston and Nunavut Arctic College, which has translation courses
as well as language courses.
Next, the Canadian government should adopt an additional system of representation for
our Indigenous populations. Whereas the New Zealand government gives guaranteed
representation for Maori people, the Canadian government may advance in the process of
devolution for Nunavut to increase their autonomy and ability to govern their own territory as
well as adopting a three-fold guarantee of representation for each of Canada’s Indigenous
groups: First Nations, Métis, and Inuit. These groups all have unique needs, given their
respective histories and geographical locations, and each deserve their own representatives. The
Canadian government has a propensity for changes to its structure and functioning to occur
slowly. For example, Justin Trudeau’s government promised in 2015 that the country would
switch to a proportional representation system rather than a first-past-the-post system, and that
has yet to achieve any progress.
There are two potential solutions that could be effective to increase Indigenous
representation in the federal government in a fairly straightforward manner.
The first solution is to create a system of guaranteed representation to be implemented in
the Senate. Currently, in order to become a senator, applicants must demonstrate their dedication
to their community and the impact they have had. This includes ‘Indigenous, ethnic or linguistic
communities’252 The simplest solution to have guaranteed representation for the Indigenous
people would be to mandate that there be at least two representatives from each of the
Indigenous groups, as there are currently 105 senators in the Canadian Senate.253 This solution
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would be proportionally representative of their population sizes, as Indigenous people represent
approximately five percent of the national population.254 Senators in Canada are also in office for
many years, as it is not an elected position, so having Indigenous representatives at this level
would guarantee long-term and ongoing representation.
The second potential solution is in the House of Commons. As the House of Commons is
the elected body in Canada at the federal level, it would be slightly more complex to implement
the change, but if implemented correctly it would be more effective in changing the laws, as the
members of the House of Commons are the representatives that present laws and policies to be
implemented, whereas the Senate simply votes to confirm them or not. A current practice of the
political parties in Canada in an election is to have newer members of the party run in ridings
that are less likely to be won by the party in question. This is so that longer standing members of
the party who are better known are more likely to win their seat. It functions as a way to reward
loyalty to the party and to ensure that the party leaders win a seat in the house. Newer party
members must first prove they can garner votes before they will be placed in ridings where they
are more likely to win as the parties do not wish to lose a riding by placing a candidate there for
whom people will not vote.
One notable example of this praxis also demonstrates well the small regard paid to the cultural
and communal needs of the territories. The woman running for the conservative party in the
Northwest Territories in the latest elections, Lea Mollison, did not live in the territory nor has she
ever visited the territory.255 Nevertheless, the conservative party placed her on the ballot on the
off-chance that local people may decide to vote for them and/or her. If the government were to
ban this practice of ‘parachute candidates’ and require that all candidates for election have
resided in the communities that they are aiming to represent, then communities which have
higher percentages of Indigenous residents would be far more likely to have adequate
representation. The government could also adopt a proportional representation system, as they
promised nearly a decade ago, which would allow Indigenous candidates to be given seats that
are representative of their population’s size. Alternatively, the government could adopt the New
Zealand model, where extra seats are added exclusively for the Indigenous people, which would
also guarantee representation. The Norwegian model of creating a separate parliament for the
Indigenous peoples would certainly be more effective at allowing the Indigenous peoples to
govern their lands, but it is extremely unlikely that the Canadian government would be willing to
give away that much power to a body over which they would have no control.
In order to recognize the importance of the Indigenous peoples in the history of Canada,
the government should also make all Indigenous languages official languages of Canada. This
would allow people to access services and education in the language of their choice in the
regions where the languages are spoken and would allow Indigenous languages to receive
additional funding from the government for revitalization. Such a policy has already been
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implemented in Bolivia, where the Indigenous population contains thirty-six separate Indigenous
cultures and all their languages and cultures are officially protected by their federal
government.256 This would also prevent speakers of English and French from holding all high
government positions in regions where the majority of the population is Indigenous and does not
speak both of the current official languages.
The Canadian government should adopt a policy similar to that of Cuba and the Latin
American School of Medicine. For the purposes explained in this thesis, the benefits of having
trained teachers in general would be the primary focus, though it would also be beneficial to
have more qualified medical professionals in Nunangat, as many Inuit do not have access to a
doctor who can speak their local language. As previously mentioned, there is already a teacher
education program which has been adapted to the needs of the Nunavut education system,
offered through Memorial University and the University of Regina. As discussed, the tuition
alone is more than one third the median income of Inuit living in Canada and, coupled with the
living costs in Nunavut, it would be far too expensive for many Inuit, as some would have to
travel to another community, and those who are able to stay in their own communities would
likely have to take time off work in order to study, which could potentially make their families’
living conditions even more precarious. Additionally, the student loan program in Nunavut does
not permit students to take on more than $36,000 in loans at one time,257 and this would equate to
only one year of studies in the program (taking the cost of living into consideration). In the
current Nunavut budget, there has been allocated salaries of over $100,000 per year and there is a
near-perpetual teacher shortage in the territory. The territorial government would have multiple
unused salaries which they could use as grants for students in the Nunavut Teacher Education
Program. This would incentivize and better allow students from remote communities as well as
students who live below the poverty line and would have had to take far longer to save the
money necessary to study, or would not be able to do so at all.
Finally, the Canadian government needs to increase funding to organizations that teach
traditional skills and the way of live of the Inuit and allow these learning experiences to count
towards obtaining a secondary school diploma. There are already a few of these in place, where
the youth get to go out on the land and earn class credit, which is the recognition that such an
experience deserves, but these opportunities need to be expanded to allow more youth to spend
more time on the land and allow the Inuit people to fully shape their education system around
their own systems of learning. In short, the Canadian people and the Canadian government need
to allow their Inuit fellow citizens to excel in the ways in which they have for centuries by giving
them the funds and resources they need to do so. After seizing their lands and their youth, it may
be the only credible step towards a much-trumpeted reconciliation.
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5 Conclusions
Given that Inuit people living in Greenland and those living in the South of Canada are
completing their schooling at increasing rates, it is obvious that they are more than capable of
achieving high levels of academic success when they are given the proper opportunities and
support. There have been successful models across the Canadian North incorporating Indigenous
cultures and languages into the school curricula, including having schools that are exclusively
taught in the local Indigenous language. For instance, in some schools in Yellowknife, students
have the option to participate in an immersion program in one of the local Dene languages, in
much the same way that other students across the country would be able to participate in a
French immersion program. There have also been many successful strategies for increasing
Indigenous participation in public institutions and revitalizing their cultures around the world:
linguistic revitalizations in Greenland, increasing the access to New Zealand students to learn the
Maori language and culture, and helping the more remote communities in Latin America get
access to healthcare and education from Cuban institutions. All of these efforts have shown to
have radiating positive impacts across all aspects of Indigenous lives. When they are given the
opportunity and knowledge to care for their own communities, they excel at it; it is simply that
they were deprived of aby genuine learning opportunity in Canada over the past century.
However, today’s Canada has the resources necessary to make these shifts in the educational,
political, and healthcare sectors, whilst the government must provide the political will to push
these policies forward and make the required changes and improvements to the system.
The importance of culture in the education system was underestimated in the governance
of Nunangat from the period of colonization until the end of the 20th century. In all probability, a
cultural revitalization across the region would improve the levels of food security, as well as
decrease overall levels of poverty, and would help children to feel more comfortable and
successful in school, as Nunavik has shown. Additionally, including Inuit cultural perspectives in
the education system would probably improve attendance and graduation rates in schools, as
students would feel a stronger connection to their subjects, and it would limit the cultural
disparity felt by Inuit students today. This is especially important at a point in time when the
Canadian government and the Canadian people move forward in their reconciliation with the
Indigenous communities, for culture was the principal tool by which the Canadian government
attempted to change the lives of Indigenous peoples. The Canadian government demonstrated
under the (Pierre) Trudeau government the importance of protecting the cultural traditions of
minority communities, and the dramatic increase of educational achievement among the French
speakers of Quebec within the past sixty years has proven how relevant culture is to all aspects
of life, as they too were once banned from learning in their own language and culture. While
there may be a period of backlash against the federal government as there was when Quebec
began to regain some of its power within Canadian society, it is still more important to have all
cultural groups in Canada be given autonomy over their own communities, even if that means
creating more debate as to where Canadian priorities should lie as the Quebec influence has done
at the federal level. Canadians must approach the cultural revitalization of Indigenous cultures
with the same support that has been brought to the French speakers, and the rights of other
cultural minorities. It is clear that providing support for a cultural revitalization and placing the
utmost importance on including Inuit culture in all aspects of life in Nunangat would not only
allow Inuit to heal the injury placed on their communities by way of colonization and the
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residential schools; it is also one of the single most influential factors by which the goal of
increasing educational levels in the region could be achieved.
Canadians at all levels of government and society must also decide what purpose the
institution of secondary school will serve and re-evaluate how this purpose will be met.
“Secondary education has served several purposes throughout history: preparing young people
for productive employment, forming responsible citizens, selecting candidates for higher
education, preparing students to become healthy parents, helping youth to develop socially,
teaching mathematics, science and social studies.”258 Additionally, as the number of students in
postsecondary education institutions increases, the focus of many classes has transitioned to
emphasizing preparation for university. In Ontario, this emphasis is particularly strong in the last
two years of secondary education. Little emphasis is placed on practical skills such as cooking or
other skills which would be useful in adulthood. However, the emphasis of secondary education
may have to be re-focused to helping youth become responsible citizens and adults. There are
many ways by which this goal can be achieved and including the local culture and traditions will
certainly serve to ensure that youths feel connected to their cultures and communities, while also
lowering the risks for mental health crises. Some provinces have already begun moving towards
teaching their students more practical skills, e.g., by including elements such as financial literacy
in the mathematics curriculum.
Nunavut and Nunavik have been struggling with the shift to the European-Canadian way
of living, as it relies heavily on external resources coming into the region, rather than using the
resources that are already in situ and that these communities had been using successfully and
sustainably in the past. The mainstream Canadian culture also focuses more on individualist
values rather than communal ones. While the government of Nunavut works diligently to include
Inuit perspectives in the public domain, such as the educational curriculum, or by promoting job
opportunities in the civil service among the Inuit people, the federal government must also
commit more strongly to the principles and aims of reconciliation, make more funding and jobs
available to the Inuit people, and invest in programs which will revitalize the Inuit way of living.
Only by magnifying the already existing voices of the Inuit people will the federal government
be able to help rectify the challenges facing this strong people, who has endured so much
already.
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